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The Scenario… The Central Theme of Novel  
 

        A Novel has been written in the context of present day fast changing 
political scenario of the world. Most important international burning issues 
have been touched in this novel in the most skilful and careful manner. 
Shall this peace seeking world ever reach the lasting peace..?    
       There is destruction of all anti peace world forces in attempt to convert 
this world into peaceful world.  
       All nations live peacefully in the long run. People respect each other’s 
religious, territorial limits and social taboo. This Novel is an action and 
adventure based fiction and an attempt to make this world as joint peaceful 
global village free of discriminations of caste and racial and Islamic and 
non Islamic likes and dislikes. Author seems to stress upon the fact that 
discriminations of this sort are very fatal for the restoration of world peace.  
      Unless this discrimination is not completely finished it is almost 
impossible to convert this world into one peaceful global Village. 
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The  Preface 

 
      From the time this universe came into being to this time the world face 
perils of different hues everywhere and every time. A few super powers 
have divided comity of nations of world into groups to serve their narrow 
ends. The developed countries have been trying to prevail over developing 
and under developed countries. Those powers enjoying countries have 
always shown hegemony in dealing with weaker states than to share their 
blessings in the love for humanity. This trend poses a serious threat to world 
peace. 
     All the states are fearful of hegemonic attitude of super powers. They 
fear that undesirable prohibitions shall be imposed by super powers any 
time on them and these weaker nations could be proceeded against on fake 
charges of defiance. The oppressed people are getting more oppressed and 
oppressors have more free hands to subdue weaker states. Human values are 
being freely flouted. It is in this context that I have written a novel. I have 
tried to suggest ways and means for securing peace and promoting amity 
among all nations so that people can lead a peaceful and prosperous life 
without discrimination of Caste and race and territory. I pray to Allah 
almighty that my efforts may bear fruit. 
 
 
Let Hope for the Betterment of this world….Author prays with hope. 
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*** Novel Starts…. 
      A meeting is going in the Green House of Zulimistan which is being 
presided by Zulimistan president Mr. David, and attended by Zulimistan’s 
Vice president, Foreign minister, defense minister, the members of Super 
think tank, directors of ZSFBI (Zulimistan intelligence bureau), ZSCIA 
(intelligence agency), delegates from congress, seniors senate members, 
Zulimistan Army chief, World Finance bank, World Nations Forum, the 
Crowngland president, and a special guest of honor, the prime minister of 
Zamaril. 
    The agenda of this important meeting comprises the following points. 
        1. How to destroy the militant groups in the Islamic world…? 
        2. How to make stronger the countries like Zulimistan, Zamaril and 
Crowngland…? 
        3. How to weaken the wealth of Islamic countries and how to 
disengage Islamic countries from helping the Islamic militant groups by 
limiting their financial sources…? 
        4..How to use World Financial Bank to entangle Islamic World by 
offering them loans, until they would be embedded fully into endless hands 
of poverty…? 
        5. How to stop the intensity of rapidly growing Islam in Europe and in 
Zulimistan and to portray Islam as a symbol of Militancy…? 
      Everybody is waiting eagerly for the president of Zulimistan to come for 
speech who is busy with someone in discussions. The awaiting people are 
also busy in whispering to each other. At last the announcement came 
signalizing the arrival of President David and as he comes, he is greeted 
with a thunderous applause.  
     He starts his speech; 

     “Ladies and gentlemen!, ever since the time of its creation the 
world has progressed to a new angle movement for the first time and in my 
opinion  focused on one point. I welcome you all whole heartedly. You 
people will witness today those important decisions through which our great 
country will rule this universe and we deserve for it and why not, it is stony 
hard fact. We rule waters, undersea world, space world and we are being 
made to rule this world rather this universe.” 
    Everybody gives him a thunderous applause. 
    He continues his speech. 
    “But there are certain hurdles and the biggest of them all is Islam which 
is growing rapidly in Europe and Zulimistan. Then there are these rich 
Islamic countries which provide funds for the poor Islamic countries thus 
enhancing their wealth and giving new lives to them.  
     Moreover these rich Islamic countries are supporting those militant 
organizations working against our interests destroying our peace. These 
Islamic movements have destroyed our peace and our subjects are in great 
tension and anxiety. Very recently, our biggest world trade center was 
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destroyed by these elements. But you are well witness that how well we 
encountered them.  
     We used the whole world for our benefits and interests by uniting the 
whole world on one platform in the name of war against terrorism and 
killed these terrorists in their own countries chasing one by one.” Mr. David 
takes a deep breath and continues his emotional and aggressive comments. 
     Everybody applauds. Before Mr. David restarts his speech in the 
background of intense applauds General Mishi, the chief of Zulimistan 
Army, stands and speaks loudly. 
    “All credit goes to you Mr. President. We are proud of you.” General 
Mishi shrugged excitedly and admired of his capabilities.  
     “No, No, the whole credit goes to the great Zulimistan Super Think Tank 
(ZSTT) and our Defense and Attack Control Centre (DAACC), we just 
acted upon what they planned and advised us to do.” Mr. David added. 
     Everybody applauds again. He continues his speech. 
     “See! We have gained everything and lost nothing, but our work is half 
done. In fact we committed a lot of mistakes in the past this is why we had 
to pay for that. 
    After the disintegration of Kazussia due to end of cold war that remained 
many years, we thought that we have won, our all enemies are finished and 
we are at all alone power in the world. But it was just a big blunder of 
believing that our all enemies have finished, you all know these all exist and 
had changed shapes in the form of Al-Ada, Khammas of Kafelistine, the 
religious Madrissas of Pastan and of  Kafaghanistan and its terrorist 
organization Zaliman. These Madrissas are big terrorist centers in Pastan 
and in Kafaghanistan, where extremist being trained in form of so called 
Jihadees and also religious education being given simultaneously. So we 
must keep our eyes open and this is why the agenda of this meeting has 
exclusively been made by keeping all these facts in mind. Now I request 
Mr. Mike, the director of international famed intelligence agency ZSCIA, to 
come and brief the elite gathering about the performance, achievements and 
future planning of ZSCIA.” Mr. David finishes and closes his speech file 
and comes to site on his presiding chair with background of big applause 
after completion his arguments. 
       “Well done, well done Mr. David.” The elite gathering shrugged two 
times instantly. 
      The middle aged good looking Mr. Mike gradually walks towards stage 
with light smile on his face with some files in his hand. He holds the mike 
and thanks first Mr. President for his efforts. 
      He opens file and starts his speech. 
      “We have attained a lot but much is to be achieved. We have shaken Al-
Ada but on the other hand a lot of hatred has taken place against us in the 
Islamic countries. In my opinion we need to create such circumstances that 
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these countries should always remain worried and economically weak so 
that they don’t have time to think about us.  
      You will be glad to know that we have infused in them the poison of 
sectarianism. Every sect is fighting against the other. We have bought their 
political leaders, religious leaders and industrialists and all of them working 
for our nation’s interests bypassing totally their own nation’s interests. The 
weak points of all those individuals are saved in our computer disks so that 
they can never get out of our clutches. Only death can save them from our 
irony hands or whenever we feel that they have become worthless for us, 
they are killed in some plane crash or by some other ways.” Mr. Mike takes 
deep breath. 
     “Well done, well done Mr. Mike.” the audience applauses and 
appreciates him. 
     Mr. Mike continues his speech; 
     “It was very difficult in the beginning to drag Muslims to work for our 
interests even with the help of money.  But due to slow poisoning by our 
strong Electronic media and Internet we attacked their inner sides. We 
attacked their hearts. We attacked their souls. So we induced sex mixed 
films, dramas, TV shows, TV talks, TV News, Theaters and we made their 
women semi naked as our women are. We succeed to get rid of Parda (veil) 
from the faces of most of Muslim women with the help of our cultural war 
imposed by our Media policy given to international TV channels. We 
gradually brought them towards a free sex mixed pattern of life.  And 
almost in most of Islamic countries except a few the living standards of 
people are that as we want, that is totally or semi totally against their 
Islamic teachings. Now we are in position what to do what we want from 
them.  
      Now I want to say some golden and thanking words for the president of 
Pastan. We are very thankful to the president of Pastan general Jawaiz 
Muwaraf and his allies in uniform who has shown unforgettable support for 
our nation ignoring his own nation and has been the best front man in our 
war against terrorism. He has captured many Al-Ada leaders and Zalimans 
and also many his citizens and then handed over to us. It is fact, without 
him we would not be in such a commanding position as we are now.  
     Oh! My Lord! general Jawaiz Muwaraf is so sincere to us that he has 
killed many those own countrymen in the name of war against terrorism 
which we do not like religiously as these religious men would become big 
source of Islam preaching in the coming future. His endless support for our 
country Zulimistan still continues and I have no words to explain his 
sympathies for our nation and his working as a key stone in war against 
terrorism. He will be remembered in the history books of Zulimistan for 
centuries and centuries. We do not dare ever that what does his own nation 
thinks about him and what he has done for his own nation. 
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     We also know that people of Pastan keep a soft corner for Al-Ada and 
Kafaghanistani organizations and other Jihadee bodies and busy for helping 
them financially and morally. 
     You also know that in the beginning the Zaliman rose as organization 
and the Madrissas in Pastan and Kafaghanistan provided them the full 
religious and military training. These Madrissas are the centers where still 
Jihadee people or terrorist being trained. Our reliable source tell us that the 
leader of Al-Ada Lusama bin Laden and Zaliman leader Mulla Asar are still 
alive and busy in underground activities against us. 
     Keeping all these facts in mind, ZSFBI and ZSCIA and specially trained 
commandos and Defense and Attack Control Center (DAACC) have started 
unanimously an operation named Operation Get universe, means that all 
those people in the world no matter where they are and no matter what is 
their nationality, if they found working against Zulimistan’s interests, will 
be attacked and will be killed. 
     The line of action in this regard will be that ZSCIA points out the victim, 
ZSFBI confirms it directly or indirectly, and if the victim is confirmed, then 
special commandos appointed by Defense and Attack Control Center 
(DAACC), will kill him instantly. No matter what nature of this victim is, 
we don’t bother whether it is president of any country, prime minister, any 
big politician, any intellectual, or any famous religious leader of his country 
especially of Islamic region. All formats will be planned and controlled by 
Defense and Attack Control Center (DAACC)…………” 
    Mr. Mike continues his speech under wide clapping. 
    “I can’t tell you the details about operation Get Universe as these are too 
much sensitive, anyhow, I can tell you one thing with certainty that through 
this operation we would be able to rule the whole world and no country or 
power will raise his head against us or dare to work against our 
interests.”……… 
    “Wait Mr. Mike…” Suddenly the prime minister of Zamaril, sitting in 
one corner with some upset and quiet face, stands and cuts Mr. Mike’s 
speech and yells; 
    “I feel amazed at the fallacy of you people entertaining about your 
achievements that you can kill your enemies totally. But what about their 
suicide bombers who will not let you sit peacefully. If you kill their one 
person they will kill ten people from your side. What have you thought 
about this…? 
    Believe you it we have imposed on the people of Kafelistine a series of 
atrocities and suppression with our utmost powers but these suicide 
bombers have destroyed the peace of people Zamaril.” 
    With these compliments full of worries, everybody in the hall is taken 
aback and there is pin drop silence.  
     At last the general secretary of World Nations Forum, Mr. Emotol 
breaks the ice and starts addressing the elite gathering; 
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     “Dear comrades! Although these suicide bombers are a matter of great 
concern, but for how long... you need not worry about, I think so. I 
Guarantee Zulimistan and Zamaril, who are the great supports of World 
Nations Forum that all efforts will be done to safeguard the interests of both 
these countries. You must remember that how we imposed sanctions on 
Karaq and paralyzed the country. See how we instigated many countries of 
world and even the Muslim countries to boycott Karaq thus pushed Karaq 
in a position that had nothing economically and politically. And these were 
main reasons due to which Zulimistan army forces with allied forces 
conquered Karaq with great ease.  
      And see how we have very recently forced Kafaghanistan and its allies 
to side by Zulimistan and they had to pay the penalty for their terrorist 
activities.  
      You all know well if I say this and please do let me say on behalf of 
World Nations Forum that our cooperation on will continue forever to 
protect policies and interests of Zulimistan and Crowngland and Zamaril 
and allies.  
       And we will continue our pressure on Islamic World and imposing 
political and economical sanctions to follow the policies of Zulimistan and 
its allies and World Nations Forum was created only for this. And now I 
suggest you all to impose sanctions on Kafelistine both politically and 
economically in order to paralyze so that there will be a time when all 
Kafelistine people bend their knees before Zamaril and for this my forum is 
available.” Mr. Emotol finished his comments. 
       The chairman of World finance Bank also supported the motion and 
assured of his help as well. Then different suggestions came from different 
participants of meeting.  At the end very important decisions were made 
there. The most important is to carry out the mission Operation Get 
Universe at all costs. 
      The World Finance Bank was directed to give heavy loans on easy 
terms and conditions to Islamic countries in the form of financial help to 
clench these countries into the ironic hands of World Bank so that they are 
buried under debts. In this way these countries would become easily black 
mailed when and where required. Due to these loans, there would also 
increase gradually the prices of things in the country thus the people will 
not be able to think about anything else than the basic amenities like foods, 
cloths, home, etc.  
      The World Nations Forum was directed to carry out severe sanctions on 
Karaq, Karan, Kasyria, Pastan, Kafaghanistan and Masud Arab so that these 
countries would rely on Zulimistan and call it for help and Zulimistan 
would be then able to use them according to its desires, needs and policies. 
           
<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<             
<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*< 
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       It’s three o’ clock in the morning. Dr. Jabran is sleeping in his bed 
room. The moment clock strikes three, a computer is switched on 
automatically. This is a talking robot computer named Sunny, and its digital 
voice says Bismillah (Allah name) and calls Jabran;  
      “Mr. Jabran Mr. Jabran, please get up, a lot to be done by your 
shoulders. Get up, enlighten insight of yours and also your nation and bring 
your nation out from dreams and deep sleep.” 
      The computer digital voice repeats it many times until Jabran gets up 
hurriedly and talks to computer in anger;  
      “Oh my friend! Don’t talk too much; don’t disturb me useless, I had 
been awake. I can’t straight away get to work. If you teased me any further, 
I would switch you off understand...”                                
      “Rather than thanking me you have started complaints. The humans are 
always rude to the machines they made.” Computer digital voice 
complained. 
      This mini robot computer is an amazing invention of Dr. Jabran which 
has been developed and programmed in such a unique way that it counsels 
him in difficult times like a human and remains busy in talking with him 
continuously but when its talking becomes over, Jabran  gets rid of him by 
switching off it. Its size is of a CD Rom drive and this robot is a testimony 
of Jabran’s skill and creativity. He is a software, hardware and electrical 
engineer, who had done his PhD in physics.  
      This 45 years genius man had been assistant director in the Atomic 
Energy Commission of Zulimistan, well paid and settled but the anti Islam 
activities of  and also cruel policies of Zulimistan forced him to leave 
Zulimistan with secrecy with many other Scientists and many of them came 
and now working in Pastan. No one knows about his where about and about 
his colleagues.  
      After coming to Pastan he founded an organization which comprises the 
people who mostly fled from Zulimistan and they include the best 
intelligent scientists, industrialists and educationists. The name of this 
organization is Men For Peace (MFP) 
       This organization had been working secretly and not openly. It is in its 
infancy. Because its members had been living in Zulimistan for many years 
so they were well aware of Zulimistan’s conspiracies and evil designed 
plans and policies about Muslims. They know well that on one side it poses 
to be a friend of Muslim countries and on the other hand it secretly destroys 
these countries and the whole Jewish lobby fully supports always 
Zulimistan in its policies especially those against Islam. This is the dual 
Hippocratic mode of policies of Zulimistan that diverts Muslims more 
towards hatred behavior. This had been a double standard of its friendship 
that is different and negative for Muslims and positive for Non Muslim 
countries to whom it can do, give and cares for their interests with its 
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everything . This is total in justice and a solid base of non stability and 
fragility of peace in this world. 
      Sunny inquires Jabran; “MFP, MFP, MFP, Mr. Jabran, what is the main 
aim of MFP and why did you made it..?”    
     Jabran replies;  
     “Look Sunny, The real aim of MFP is to tell the world and to unveil the 
Zulimistan atrocities which it keeps committing. Because of Zulimistan anti 
Muslim aggressive policies, the world is dividing clearly in two groups and 
this is not good for world’s peace. So the world is divided into Islamic 
block on one side and Zulimistan and its allies on other side. This is the 
main reason that is destroying world’s peace and world long lasted unity, 
that is now over. Because of these, the terrorism is increasing day by day, 
moment by moment and the environments polluted with terrorist activities 
being flourished everywhere in the world and no one is safe. Business 
atmosphere is being destroyed because Asian countries don’t want to work 
with Zulimistan and its allies.” 
     Jabran takes a deep breath and becomes quiet for a while, looks worried 
and again speaks to Sunny. 
     “You see Sunny, in Christian countries the Muslims and in Muslim 
countries Christians find it difficult to safe guard their lives in spite of fact 
that these are living there since many centuries. And this is all because of 
Zulimistan policies through which she wants to become a supreme power of 
world to rule the world or even to rule the universe. 
     The only obstacles in its way are those few Islamic countries which are 
self determined, always care for their self integrity, which fear only from 
Allah and not else whatever who is, and are egoistic. This situation is 
completely non acceptable for Zulimistan. In its might, it wants to destroy 
anything which stands before it.” Jabran completes his explanation about 
MFP. 
    Sunny added;  
     “And this is why MFP wants peace to prevail. People should live 
peacefully by putting aside their religious, linguistic ant geographical 
boundaries.” 
     “You are right sunny.” Jabran agreed with Sunny. 
     “And what about TTL, what it is..?” Sunny again inquires him. 
     “Yes sunny, where so many wings of MFP are working there is a wing 
named TTL wing in short that means Teach the lesson by force who do not 
learn with words.” Jabran added more details about TTL. 
       This wing is especially headed by Dr. Jabran himself. Its’ motto rod is 
to teach a lesson to Zulimistan and that is the forgotten lesson of peace that 
has to be remember it again.  
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          TTL keeps on doing different experiments. They have set up latest 
laboratories with modern equipment in different parts of world which are 
working with top secretly. A scientific experiment is carried out in different 
laboratories at the same time simultaneously so that in case the laboratory is 
destroyed or targeted by Zulimistan or its allies, other Labs continue with its 
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work. Now days, TTL is working on a sensitive experiment and for this Dr. 
Jabran has to work round the clock. Jabran asks his mini robot Sunny 
computer; 
     “O’ sunny, what happened, why you are quiet…?” The mini robot 
computer sunny is quiet. Dr. Jabran again repeats but the sunny is again 
quiet.  
     Jabran again tries to make him happy while said impatiently and going to 
bath room; 
     “O’ friend why you angry with me, you are going ahead of humans in 
becoming angry. This is not good, you are a machine, and machine always 
follows humans.” He enters bath room. 
     The sunny repeats his words two times; 
     “O’ friend why you angry with me, you are going ahead of humans in 
becoming angry. This is not good, you are a machine, and machine always 
follows humans……O’ friend why you angry with me, you are going ahead 
of humans in becoming angry. This is not good, you are a machine, and 
machine always follows humans.” The robot sunny echoes and laughs at 
Jabran.  
     In the meantime Jabran comes out of bathroom and while laughing at 
sunny, throws his towel on him and says; “OK, sleep down for a while, you 
had a lot.” 
     Sunny speaks while it is under towel; 
     “For God sake please pick the towel from me I am suffocated. I am 
feeling trouble. It seems that whole sky has fallen on me.” 
     Jabran laughs loudly and says;  
     “Now it’s my turn to laugh at you, why were you mimicking me…?  Let 
again laugh at me.” 
     “Sorry Sir, I will not do this again. After all you are super brain and also 
creator of me and if I make angry you then you might change my 
programming in my software that will trouble me.” Sunny retorted and 
scared a bit. 
     Jabran picks towel from him and yelled; 
     “Oh Shut up, Sunny, no creator wants to destroy his invention rather 
wants it to improve all the time, do you understand Mr. Crazy man what I 
mean.” 
     Sunny mutters;  
     “Oh, oh, s..s..sir, I am understanding that you will stop this my talkative 
habit in my programming, will you..?” 
     “Good boy understands in time what I mean.” Jabran appreciates his 
intelligence. Now he holds sunny in his hands and goes to next room and 
says; 
     “Let’s work, we have enough gossip.” Then sees at the clock and says; 
     “It 3.30am and I have to have very important phone meeting from 
Fugonton city with Mr. Imran.” 
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     He opens the door of a computer lab and enters into it. There many 
programmers are sitting in their computer tables and doing their computer 
work. One of his computer assistant Mr. Saeed lifts his head up, sees at 
Jabran coming while holding Sunny in his hand, and gets up and goes to 
him and tells him that Imran is on line just now and calling him for very 
special information to tell. 
     “Yes I know as Sunny told me when I awoke.” Jabran replied Mr. Saeed 
while sitting in his chair. 
     “You go to your work; I will talk to him now by my computer.” Jabran 
added. 
      Jabran holds keyboard, sees at monitor, presses some keyboard buttons 
and starts his computer work. Imran is online on the other side of net 
meeting and soon they start net meeting. 
     Imran says from net meeting;  
     “Dear Jabran, here is some bad news from my side in Zulimistan and its 
dangerous too.” 
     “Oh my friend! Why you imposing emergencies on my nerves, please 
elaborate what you want to say...” Jabran inquires him while putting 
headphones in his ears. 
     Then Imran tells him about Zulimistan’s Operation Get Universe. As 
soon as Imran adds more details about this operation, the facial expressions 
of Jabran becoming in anger and he is looking upset. He is bemused and 
quiet. 
     Sunny utters;  
     ‘‘What happened Mr. Jabran, why are you quiet…?” 
     Jabran feeling disturbance, moves forward his hand and switches off 
sunny robot and tries to focus himself towards the net meeting with great 
concentration. He becomes much worried, not want to listen Imran 
wordings thus switches off his computer. He remains quiet for some 
moments and then switches on again his computer. 
     “Why did you off the computer, and also the net meeting. Mr. Jabran ..?” 
Imran asked him through net meeting as they are now again online through 
net. 
     “I was worried for a while when I heard about their new cruel and 
satanic operation get universe but now I am ok.” Jabran takes a deep breath 
and tries to satisfy Imran. 
     “Ok, but what about you new latest invention of Black Helmet..?” Imran 
inquires him. 
     “I have achieved enough success by the blessings of God in the creation 
of my amazing and wonderful invention Black Helmet, and it is near to 
complete to a greater extent. Only some adjustments are to be made like the 
matter of re charging and some other little problems but I will overcome all 
these hurdles and it will be completed very soon. Then I will tell to these 
white satanic international forces that our operation is more dangerous than 
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their stupid operation get universe and I will not let them to run.” Jabran 
gives him details and also reflects his determination and commitment about 
his plans. 
     “Best of luck Mr. Jabran, we have many expectations from your 
potentials and MFP is relying greatly on you. After almighty God, you are 
our only hope otherwise this Muslim Ummah ready to accept the slavery of 
Zulimistan and its allies for centuries. MFP will allow Zulimistan to neither 
make us their slaves nor let the Muslim Ummah to accept their slavery.” 
     Imran showed his worries and hopes also simultaneously.    
     “No, no that time will never come, Inshallah (God Willing), we will 
never let down our self integrities to any others. We will stand our Muslim 
nations ahead of all other nations.” Jabran again declares his self 
determinations to Imran. 
     “TTL wing of MFP will play Hell with these Satanic Zulimistanees 
which are playing killing games with innocent grieved humanities 
everywhere in the world in the name of so called war against terrorism. We 
will teach them the lesson for every single drop of blood which they thrown 
from innocent human bodies mostly Muslims on every part of earth to 
fulfill their desire of ruling this world.”   Imran yelled to support Jabran. 
     Then both close the net meeting.  
             
<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<             
<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*< 
 
      The chief of ZSCIA (Zulimistan intelligence agency) comes to the main 
gate of his Headquarter with his squad and body guards. One security 
person opens the car’s door and the chief comes out. The deputy director 
welcomes him at the main gate and greets him; both enter the building; 
      “Hi chief, is all ok, you were in hurry in telephone, is everything fine 
that you have called the emergency meeting..?”   The deputy director 
inquired. 
In the meantime the lift comes, both enter and proceed. 
      The chief says. 
      “I am coming from The Green House. Mr. President had called me. 
There have been some changes in the ‘Operation Get Universe’ ”. 
Then lift stops. Both get out and enter the conference hall where other 
officers from ZSCIA eagerly waiting for them. 
      Mr. Mike, the chief of ZSCIA (Zulimistan intelligence agency) talks 
with his officers on microphone. 
      “We have brought some changes in our Operation Get Universe, that’s 
why you people have been summoned in emergency. The president David 
wished to finish certain people especially those who have been forming 
their Governments in the first phase and then trying to work against our 
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great country Zulimistan’s interests, and those on the hit list are as 
following; 
      1...Mr. Gulbaz Sharif; he damaged the Zulimistan interests and in spite 
of immense pressure caused problems for our friendly country Syndia 
neighboring him by doing nuclear explosions. He thus caused imbalance in 
the region. Presently he is in Masud Arab. He will be killed in a commando 
action. 
      2...Mrs. Bay Kabeera; In spite of the fact she did great services to 
Zulimistan from time to time but she is not to be trusted because of her 
being here and there. And also she knows a lot of secrets about Zulimistan. 
So we feel in secured of her unstable nature and we have decided to kill her 
also through a commando action. She is in Dubai in these days. 
      3...The Ex President of Karan Mr. Ayat Subhani, who is a big threat to 
Zulimistan’s interests, will also be killed in Arabian sea in a sea commando 
attack.” 
      Everybody, in the meanwhile, listens to him attentively with great 
concentration and pin drop silence. 
             *<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<          
*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*< 
 
       In Masud Arab city of Bejadda the Ex prime minister Of Pastan is 
preparing for his Asar prayer (mid day prayer) in his official residence 
given by Government of Masud Arab. Suddenly the phone bell rings. His 
secretary informs him that the ambassador of Zulimistan to Masud Arab 
wants to talk to him. 
       Gulbaz Sharif is startled at the news that how after so many years, 
Zulimistan thought about him. In his amazement, he thinks that may be, he 
is needed, goes to office and picks up the phone. 
       “Hello! Mr. Gulbaz, how can two friends be separated for long time..? 
Accept the greetings of Mr. David the President of Zulimistan.” The 
ambassador says. 
       “Pay my greetings to Him. You are right, how can two friends be 
separated particularly Pastan and Zulimistan, the two ever good friendly 
countries if they have had good times together. I am pleased that you 
remembered me.” 
       “We feel sorry that we could not help you as you had to leave your 
country for many years.” The ambassador said. 
       “But you kept me forgotten”. He complained. 
       “Yes, you are right, but you know that the conditions changed rapidly 
and Zulimistan had to complete urgent jobs like you know of Zaliman and 
Al-Ada terrorist Organization etc…” 
       “Your policy about Zaliman and Al-Ada has changed completely 
causing worries to me. These people helped you a lot against Kazussia over 
the capitulation of Kafaghanistan. They supported Zulimistan interests 
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indirectly by offering their lives to death and they also taught an 
unforgettable lesson to Kazussia. But when job done, the Zulimistan turned 
against them and repeatedly and frequently bombed over innocent civilians 
to kill millions, cripple thousands. What is this non sense, this is not fair, 
this is injustice, and this is cruel.” Mr. Gulbaz became emotional. 
       “But we had provided Zaliman a chance to accept our terms but they 
did not.” The ambassador uttered. 
       “These were not the terms but an attack over the integrity of Zaliman. If 
I say to you to hand me over your dear son otherwise I will attack on you. 
Will you do so as I direct you…No...?No...Never will you do. So you had 
given them these stupid terms. If they would had acceded to them or not 
they would have suffered in any case.  I congratulate these Zaliman who 
sacrificed their Government and saved their millions of innocent citizens 
from the brutal shelling and from brutal instruments of torture of Zulimistan 
and its allies. Their sacrifices are historical.” 
       “Oh! Mr. Gulbaz. I rang you up for something else but the conservation 
was diverted in reality….” The diplomat tried to clarify the reason of phone 
call. 
      “Tell me one thing...” Gulbaz cuts him in between; 
      “Whenever some non Muslim is killed in any part of world, you start 
talking about human rights but whenever a Muslim is killed, you people 
always closes your eyes. In spite of the fact that both have same color of 
blood, why this disparity...?” Gulbaz completes his talk. 
      “See Mr. Gulbaz it’s a burning issue that you are touching, what 
Zulimistan has to do, why and how, this is not one man’s decision, many 
people and brilliant brains work behind this, when we reach a decision after 
discussions and thinking, then this decision becomes a part of our 
Government policy. You are very right in your views and allegations to 
some extent but Zulimistan thinks about it only. The basic element of this 
philosophy is that how we can provide peace to our citizens, how they can 
enjoy their lives, and how they can lead to trouble free life. This is the first 
and last part of all our all policies.” The diplomat tried to satisfy Mr. 
Gulbaz. 
       “Tell me are your citizens are the salt of earth..? Are they specially sent 
from heaven? Are they something special?” Gulbaz says ironically. 
       The diplomat laughs it out and says lightly; “Why not, why not! We are 
specially sent from heaven. We have touched and conquered space and 
skies. Anyway well Mr. Gulbaz, it was just light conversation and I enjoyed 
a lot bit, let come to the point for which I had to ring to you. I want to meet 
you as soon as possible but our meeting should be in secret and away from 
media.”  
       “Ok but why this so secretly, is anything special!” Gulbaz Enquired. 
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       “No, No, just for some confidential meeting, don’t worry, please do 
meet me in Hotel Moon in cabin # 5 tomorrow at 5 pm.” The diplomat tried 
to explain.  
       “Alright, I will duly come.” And he puts the receiver on the cradle.  
       But as the ambassador closed phone, he started talking to himself with 
some anger on Gulbaz’s behavior. 
       “For this reason, Mr. Gulbaz, you have been thrown out of the list of 
Zulimistan friends. Perhaps you do not know that we are not good listeners. 
What we say every person of world should listen to it and to obey it as it is. 
You don’t know that we don’t like anybody to talk rather than listen to what 
we had to say. So anybody we don’t like we don’t want him to be dear to 
the world. Mr. Gulbaz you are worried about Zaliman, don’t worry you will 
suffer the consequences of your working against Zulimistan’s interests and 
keeping soft tissue for our enemies.” 
             
<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<             
<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*< 
 
        In Hotel Moon, Mr. Gulbaz  is enjoying his cup of tea and watched the 
clock ticking which is about to strike 5 but the ambassador of Zulimistan is 
not to be had. In his anxiety, he picks up a magazine and starts reading it. It 
is quarter past five but nobody has turned up. His anger was continuously 
rising while looking at the clock. At last his patience ended and two suited 
individuals approached him. 
     One of them asked him;  
     “Are you Mr. Gulbaz Sharif, the ex prime minister of Pastan?” 
     “Oh sure I am…” Gulbaz replied 
     They sit in their chairs and apologize for their delay and frankness;  
     “We are sent by the honorable Ambassador, he is not here as he has to 
fly for Zulimistan for some emergency meeting with the President and he 
has offered his apology for that.”  
     Then they give one briefcase to Gulbaz and tell him about the contents; 
     “This briefcase contains few files, Mr. Gulbaz, you can go through them. 
In two days time the ambassador would like to have your comments as he 
contacts you.” 
     He puts the briefcase on the table and asks them about refreshment 
which they refuse and leave the cabin. 
     After their departure, he picks up the brief case and comes out. Two 
guards escort him and two sit in his car. 
     The two cars started running after one another and soon come out from 
Hotel car parking to main road. 
     Mr. Gulbaz while sitting in car gazes at the brief case which is in his lap, 
continuously thinks about the contents of file. Suddenly his cell phone 
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beeps. On the other end his brother Gulraz Sharif talks to him and inquires 
about the meeting with ambassador.  
       “What happened Gulbaz…Did you talk to ambassador…?” 
       “No, he didn’t come, instead sent two people, because he had to go 
Zulimistan. He has sent some files to study and he needs my comments 
about the file contents.” he briefed him. 
       “What! a brief case…?” Gulraz says astonishingly. 
       “Yes, but you need not to be amazed.” Gulbaz says and tries to open 
the brief case. 
       “Brother, don’t open it, I smell something wrong…” Gulraz requested 
him in hurry. 
       But before, he could complete, the case is blown up with a huge 
explosion. Four men sitting inside are completely destroyed within no time 
and their bodies thrown into pieces. Everywhere there is bloodshed with 
scattered pieces of human organs. Gulbaz who was in this world just few 
moments before, now he is no more here and gone to the world where only 
Spirits live. The car that carried Gulbaz Sharif is not to be seen. It is 
scattered and the scene presents human limbs scattered far and wide. He 
was killed by that heavy explosion along with his guards. The escort car 
which struck with pole due to that blast, but those sitting inside is safe. 
       The news spreads in Masud Arab like jungle fire and people start to 
gather there. After sometimes Mr. Gulraz Sharif along with his father Hajji 
Sharif reached the scene. The whole scene is filled with police vans and 
ambulance and outdoor mobile units of different TV channels. 
       Gulraz’s car stops on a side and he steps down in dismay. The police 
chief approaches him and requests him to leave the place for security 
reasons. 
       Gulraz agrees and dejectedly walks away from the site. He is filled with 
deep and non explainable grief, opens car door, sits inside, puts his head in 
his father lap and starts weeping. A flood of tears that is uncontrollable 
coming from his eyes. When he ever would weep, his elder and dearest 
brother Gulbaz always shared his sadness. But now no one here to share his 
sadness, no one to clean his tears and no one to dry his eyes. His old father 
tries to console him and says to him to accept the whole thing as God’s will. 
      But Gulraz keeps on crying and says; 
      “These Zulimistanees at last have killed him..! He tried to save himself 
from them but they succeeded in their cruel plans, Oh My God…! Who will 
dare to ask them for their cruelty..?” 
      The old man tries to satisfy him and says; 
      “Everything has to end one day. These will also be held accountable. 
Everyone has to answer for his deeds when presented before God on the 
Day of Judgment. Every sun that rises has to go down for sunset. This has 
been the policy of the Nature from its origin.” 
      He again prays to God;  
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      “Oh God! For how long Muslims will be subjugated. Forgive us and our 
sins, keep Muslims united, and Give them strength to finish cruel in this 
world. Oh God..! Forgive my brother, for his whole life, he kept fighting for 
his country and sacrificed his life. Please accept his sacrifice.” 
      His father directs the driver to start the car and to move from this place. 
But Mr. Gulraz still watches the dreadful scene and feels that Gulbaz Sharif 
will call him from behind and request him to take him along with them. He 
is feeling and listening Gulbaz voice in his heart; 
      “Oh Gulraz….please take me with you, why you are leaving me alone 
in this cruel place, I am your elder brother, I never left you in any cruel 
place alone, so why you leaving me  ... why …why Gulraz..?” 
      But where..? Once anybody enters into life after death, he is gone 
forever, never returns back.”   
     Gulraz sobbingly asks Hajji Sharif while tears in his eyes; 
      “Does a human gets power to kill the innocent people, does power 
means might is right…? 
      Does it mean to kill anyone that wants to deprive a son from his 
father…? 
      Does it mean to push someone into orphan stage by killing his father or 
mother..? 
     Dear father, these Zulimistanees played havoc with thousands of 
Kafaghanistani people in the name of Zalimans, killed them, banished them 
and segregated them. Why not somebody asks them for their negative and 
dual policies…?  
      All the non Muslims join hands with them in their policies against 
Muslims. Why they keep an enmity with Islam and Muslims…?  
   Why remain busy in planning against Muslims that how to create 
problems and how to destroy the economy of Muslim’s countries and how 
to carry policies by which they can superimpose continue pressure on these 
countries so that these may not be able to stand on their own feet…?” 
      He takes a deep breath and continues to express his protesting passions. 
      “You see, father, most of the Christian countries are well equipped with 
latest nuclear technologies and they have used this nuclear power to kill 
millions of humans but when any Muslim country even tries to get this 
technology for only peaceful purpose, these Christian atomic Power 
countries start threatening, shouting and apposing against us not to get this 
nuclear technology. They use United Nations forum to implicate sanctions 
to produce pressure upon us and also use Media of all modes to make full 
propaganda against us.” 
      Now he starts talking to God;  
      “Oh my God! My brother was innocent, if he had done something 
wrong, please forgive him, no doubt you are the greatest Forgiver.” 
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      While they are in deep sadness, a beep is heard in his mobile. It’s Mrs. 
Gulbaz Sharif and the moment she confirms the death of Gulbaz, she starts 
sobbing.  
       In the meantime the Gulraz’s car enters the gate. All the members of 
family are standing outside while waiting for them anxiously. Mrs. Gulraz 
opens the door and finds Gulraz and his father Hajji Sharif fainted. 
             
<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<             
<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*< 
 
          The abode of Gulraz in Masud Arab is overflowing with people who 
have come to condole the death of Gulbaz. Mr. Gulraz was all alone there to 
attend these people plus the incoming calls one after the other, all are 
adding more to his misery. And above all there is a sudden bad news that 
his father Hajji Sharif has a severe heart attack and he has fainted 
completely. Gulraz single handedly has to face all these, away from his 
country. 
         Now he meets another fatal news that his father passed away. For him 
this is the end of everything, he starts weeping and crying like a baby. 
People try to condole but it’s a bit that too much for him. Someone clears 
his tears, someone shakes his shoulders, someone gives him water to drink, 
but there is no remedy for his sorrows and his condition deteriorates 
gradually, moment by moment. In the meantime, he receives a telephone 
call, no one is certain about the call but after hearing the call, he becomes 
cool and silent to some extent. 
             
<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<             
<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*< 
 
        The Naval Fleet of Zulimistan deployed in the Arabian Sea, the 
‘Marine Star’ which is coasting along. This fleet contains Air Craft Carrier, 
Sub Marines and small but deadly Air Crafts.  The chief commandant is 
briefing the officers and other staff about coming mission. 
       It’s one O’ clock at night. The night is dark and inside another plan to 
write down another story of cruel is being prefaced. It seems that the 
darkness of night has also darkened the hearts of these marines and why 
not, as these marines has committed unforgettable, irreversible, uncountable 
and unspeakable atrocities in Kafaghanistan over the innocent, helpless, 
grieved citizens which have been already wounded, injured and still not 
recovering with Kazussian atrocities. Still they did not fulfill their thirst of 
blood; this is why they have been asked to add to their tally. They have left 
behind the proclaimed Barbarism of Changaz and Halaku Khan. 
       It seems that every individual of Marine Star possess a supreme quality 
of bloodshed. For this reason these people played a key role in 
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Kafaghanistan and this is why the President of Zulimistan Mr. David 
honored them by himself gracing the ship and distributing prizes among the 
soldiers while visiting the ship. And why not he should honor them as these 
people led the Karaqi war and killed thousands just to enhance the status of 
Zamaril and enforce Karaq to knee down before Zamaril and to finish a 
powerful enemy of Zamaril and also to involve a Muslim with Muslim in a 
war.  
       This is great planning of Zamaril to finish its enemies in different areas 
with single strategy.   
       Anyhow this is the greatest Fleet of Zulimistan or a trained gigantic 
Shark fish which aims at killing innocent Muslims and has sucked million 
tons of blood of only Muslims by killing them and not killed even single 
non Muslim. How strange it is...? 
      Perhaps it loves the sweet smell of Muslims blood that is due to their 
belief in one Allah and Holy Prophet Muhammad (Peace be Upon Him). 
      General Frank starts his speech;  
      “We feel proud to do wonders for our greatest country Zulimistan. 
These wonders have become a part of history. On countless occasions our 
Marine Star performed historical role to safeguard the Zulimistan interests. 
For this reason every recruit in Zulimistan dreams about joining Marine 
Star. You people are very lucky to be included in Marine Star and writing 
history.”   
      All the people clap.    
      He continues his briefing about coming mission. 
      “Again one more time we have been given a red alert. Karaq is trying to 
come out of its socks. We have given her a lesson some years ago and now 
once again we will thrash her. Let me tell you that this time we will have to 
fight more and even without our previous allies or maybe we can get some 
assistance to some extent. But before this we have been given the task to 
precede the ‘Operation get universe’. That is to kill Zulimistan greatest 
enemies with Missiles attacks; the top most in this list are the president of 
Karan Mr. Ayat Subhani and ex prime minister of Pastan. Our carrier 
‘Cobra’ is loaded with satellite guided missiles.”  
      Then he gives more details about their important and deadly mission. 
      After slight conversation, all the people move towards control room. It’s 
a huge room which contains many computers. A large screen is also fixed 
on which houses of Ayat Subhani and Mrs. Bay Kabeera are focused in two 
halves separately by satellite live link. All the people sit in their chairs.   
      General Frank sits in his chair and asks from a person;  
       “Are satellite signals Ok..?” 
      The man sitting on computer says; “Yes sir, everything is ok.” 
      Then he talks to another individual; “Is launching pad ok…?” 
      “Yes sir.” replies the man. 
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      “Ok, start counting backwards.” General Frank orders while looking 
into space in deep thinking. 
      A digital sound starts coming which counts from ten to one. 
      The moment it says zero, he presses a button and says;  
      “Good by Mr. Ayat Subhani, be prepare for death. You have been 
raising your stupid voice against us, how dare you. We do not spare our 
enemies and we are born to do so not to spare our enemies.” He murmurs. 
      Everybody watches the screen where a missile is seen flying towards 
Mrs. Bay Kabeera’s home. All the people watch anxiously and General 
Frank talks to another person. 
      “Analysis please.” 
      That person responds by pushing a button. With this the picture of Mr. 
Ayat Subhani’s home is finished and some lines appear which are read by a 
digital sound. 
      “Target distance………….3500 km 
      Missile cobra speed…….3000 km per hour 
      Hit target time…………...1-15 minutes 
      Current position………….Good working 
      Any enemy reply…………Not yet 
      Enemy status…………….sleeping in his bed room 
      Satellite guide system……best working yet 
      Satellite link risk factor….weather is fine, no storm 
      Ground link conditions….All ok yet 
      Target hit chances……….100 percent” 
With this the screen clears and once again the home of Ayat Subhani 
appears.          
      General Frank contemplates and smiles and why should not he be as he 
is in this game of cat and mouse and feels overjoyed. He thinks that what on 
earth we haven’t got. The speedy missiles, satellite guided system, huge 
fleet, aircraft carriers, everything we have and everything we finish the way 
we please. Nobody dares opposing us. If somebody risks we really teach 
him a lesson to be remembered for long times in coming races. It’s all 
because of those great minds of Zulimistan who have enabled us to rule the 
world. Well done genius brains of Zulimistan, well done. With these 
thoughts, he instructs an individual sitting on computer to tell Defense and 
Attack Control Center (DAACC) about the Missile and the current 
situation. He prefaces to do that. It’s two o’ clock in the morning and it’s 
been fifteen minutes when cobra started its journey. It will take another 
hour to complete its mission when it will suck the blood of another innocent 
Muslim leader.  
 
 *<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<             
<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*< 
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        All persons sitting in the control room of Marine Star watching 
anxiously at the wide screen where the missile is reaching near its target. 
General Frank watches the clock which is ticking quarter to three. On the 
screen the missile is seen which is moving rapidly towards its target, Ayat 
Subhani’s place. Everybody waits anxiously for the clock to tick to three. 
General Frank, once again asks, for another analysis and on the big screen 
the traveling of missile is shown which is read by a digital sound. He sighs 
relief, as, everything is working properly.  
        After few minutes the clock strikes three and everybody watches the 
house of Ayat Subhani that is struck by missile and then it turns into rubble 
within fractions of seconds.. Everybody shouts with happiness on the 
completion of yet another mission by unjustified and cruel killing of another 
Muslim leader. General Frank happiness knows no bounds. After sometime, 
The President David appears on the front screen to congratulate everybody.  
       The President says;  
       “Well done my lions! Today we have finished our another stupid 
enemy. Few days ago we killed one in Masud Arab. I congratulate all of 
you for your having kept the golden traditions. When this ship was made, 
nobody would have thought how important a role this sea ship would play 
in the successes for Zulimistan Interests.” 
      Everybody claps and the president continues. 
      The President continues;  
      “Our work is not done as yet, we have pinned high hopes in you. We 
hope that you will continue same zeal, planning and professionalism, so that 
Zulimistan is able to rule the world.” 
      With this screen becomes blank temporarily and then Mr. Ayat 
Subhani’s home is seen where smoke is still rising from the debris. People 
in the sea ship are celebrating when General Frank orders them to abandon 
all. 
      He says; 
      “Its enough, now we should prepare ourselves for the next missile attack 
and this time our target is the ex prime minister of Pastan, Mrs. Bay 
Kabeera and she is in Dubai in these days.” 
      Everybody gets to work. 
      General Frank also takes his seat. 
      The operator sitting next to the computer moves his finger on the 
keyboard. The cobra missile is seeing on the launching pad. He again 
pushes some buttons and the screen is divided into two portions. On the 
second portion Mrs. Bay Kabeera’s home is seen. General Frank calls to 
count backwards.  
      President David had said right about The Marine Star sea ship as it has 
always kept its reputations. Right after the crime committed at Subhani’s 
place, they are ready to play the same game with Mrs. Bay Kabeera, to 
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write down another cruel story. They are about to write a chapter which is 
always written against a Muslim only….? 
      Who will answer this that whether all the laws of humanitarian and 
good mankind are for only Non Muslims..?   
      Are the Muslim in this world are so low graded that they can be wiped 
out of the map of the world or they can be persuaded to live like Non 
Muslims?  
      Does humanism not exists in them…?  
      Who will give answers to all these questions…?  
      Will the World Nation Forum do this which is always busy to safeguard 
the rights of Non Muslims and which always safeguards the Zulimistan 
policies and which does not see any atrocity committed against Muslims by 
Non Muslim countries led by Zulimistan…? 
             
<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<             
<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*< 
 
        With the deaths of These Muslim leaders, there was panic everywhere 
in the Muslim world and to some extent in Non Muslim world. Within two 
days the deaths of two ex prime ministers of Pastan, the ex prime minister 
of Karan, ex president of Kamalacia and high up of Kafelistine had jolted 
the Muslim world because only the Muslim leaders were murdered only and 
not a Non Muslim one. The second important thing was that they were the 
heads of ex Governments. Everybody was saying something or the other. 
       During the recent massacre of Muslim leaders, Islamic countries were 
hit by anxiety. Different rumors were spreading. Within two days, 2 prime 
ministers of Pastan, ex President of Karan, ex President of Kamalacia and a 
high official of Kafelistine organization were killed and this thing had jolted 
the people of Muslim countries and the countries were gripped into terror. 
       Because in these assassinations, only the Muslims leaders were 
involved and not a single non Muslim was killed and secondly, the assassins 
were either the heads of state or important individuals, there were 
speculations everywhere. There was one thing common and that was that 
these people had talked frequently about Zulimistan’s policies and were 
active against Zulimistan. So it was not difficult to understand that 
Zulimistan has upheld its glorious traditions and have killed them. 
       With the growing insecurity, there was a strange restlessness and chaos 
in Islamic countries. Everybody knew, who the real foe was, but who would 
take on with this and who would raise the voice, who would ask for justice, 
nobody had the courage. Everybody was worried about itself. Even there 
was a growing feeling among the Non Islamic countries to live away from 
and to reduce their business with Muslim countries. Many non Muslim 
countries closed their embassies in many Islamic countries by saying that 
terrorism was at its peak in these countries.  
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       In short, things were bad and now this massacre had changed the world 
into Islamic and non Islamic blocks. Economy had grown week, prices were 
touching the sky and other than few rich countries, conditions were 
deteriorating in Islamic world. The World Finance Bank added fuel to fire 
by imposing strange sanctions like a rise in petrol, oil and gas prices to 
receive back its loans. 
       Banks had deployed their people permanently in these countries to 
safeguard its interests. The Governments in these countries were hopeless, 
helpless so they had to increase the rates. The people were fuming with 
anger and the prices rising terror had crushed the Public. Some people 
believed that all the policies of the World Bank and its business loan 
contracts were made in consultation with Zulimistan that how much interest 
is to be charged and how much loan is to be given to any Islamic country.  
       And how to entangle these countries in their net so that an Islamic 
country is always pressed under these huge debts and these countries 
become liable to be black mailed by Zulimistan whenever in later stages to 
get Zulimistan goals. Recent sanctions on Islamic countries and a tough 
attitude of the World Bank to receive back its loan was the result of 
Zulimistan’s instigation.  Particularly, the adjacent countries with Zamaril 
were becoming weaker as compared with Zamaril and now were not 
prepared to attack and liberate Bait-ul-Muqaddas and occupied territories of 
Kafelistine.   
       On the other hand, Zamaril is becoming stronger and stronger. It has 
not only attained nuclear status but at the same time, whenever it wishes, 
kills the helpless unarmed Kafelstinees. It has been in the scenario of this 
region that here comes fifteen to twenty F16 bombarding jets come, indulge 
in carpet bombing and disappear easily leaving thousands of dead or 
wounded and sometimes difficult to count the dead people due to broken 
human pieces. Everybody knows this has been a routine of Zamaril since its 
unlawful existence. In this Scenario also, if some Muslim country raises its 
voice against Zamaril, Zulimistan starts blackmailing and the poor country 
is left speechless. Zulimistan is supposed to support its beloved Zamaril 
because it is its frontline state. 
       That’s why Kaflestinians had started with suicide bombing, because 
they were left with no choice. Zulimistan understands its basic liability to 
provide full protection and also guarding completely Zamaril’s interests 
against Islamic countries.   
        Zulimistan with its cunning planning had induced such circumstances 
in the Muslim countries, that they were entangled in their internal affairs. 
They could not extend a moral support to the others and if any country tried 
to do so, it was not spared and was being replied instantly by Zulimistan’s 
cruel slap so that country would never take courage to help its Muslim 
country. One of neighboring country Karaq had attained some military 
power but nobody in Zamaril and Zulimistan liked it. They remained 
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indulged in efforts to destroy Karaq’s army resources, to weaken Karaq, 
along with their greedy eye towards Karaq’s oil resources. They wanted to 
paralyze their economic resources to save Zamaril from any approaching 
danger from any Islamic neighboring country. Zulimistan had been 
successful to a greater extent by doing so.  
        Zulimistan and its allies had started military attacks on larger scale and 
managed to destroy Karaq’s military power. Moreover, it had successfully 
imposed sanctions on Karaq that it been weakened with its economic and 
army defense rather completely paralyzed. So much so that there was a 
shortage of life saving drugs and thousands innocents died due to this. 
Everybody in this world knew it but nobody dare to speak against 
Zulimistan cruel policies which are always human mankind.    
       So much  so that certain so called international organizations who 
claimed to be the champions of humanity, had closed their eyes and never 
spoke a word, because they were funded by Zulimistan. Whenever a dog 
died in non Islamic country, these organizations made a lot of hue and cry. 
But in Karaq where humanity was in utter distress, mother died after giving 
birth paralyzed children only because of the non availability of life saving 
drugs. Nobody cared; nobody raised voice to support them in whole of 
world. 
       Their only crime was that they were Muslims and Zamaril felt some 
danger from them. 
        At last, the ice broke and Masud Arab called Islamic Summit 
conference to save Muslim world from these dangers. All preparations were 
being made. Not only the Islamic world, but Zulimistan, Zamaril and other 
non Islamic countries waited anxiously about its outcome. Tremendous 
security arrangements were made. 
       The foreign secretary of Zulimistan arranged a news conference in 
response to Islamic Summit conference. In that conference, he very 
cunningly wished the Muslims world good luck and stated that they were 
fully aware of problems of Muslim Block. Zulimistan hoped that the 
Muslim world would reach to a successful answer to the problems of its 
people and if they need Zulimistan’s help, she will not disappoint them. He 
also stated that the president of Zulimistan had contacted the Muslim 
Presidents through telephones and conveyed his wishes. He also expressed 
his wishes for the success of this Summit conference. 
       Next day the media of the whole world covered the press conference of 
the Zulimistan foreign minister and the newspaper published full editorials 
to tell that how much Zulimistan cared about Muslim countries and always 
remembered its friends.  
               
<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<*             
<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<*     
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          In the green lawn of Green house of Fugonton city (Zulimistan’s 
capital city), where people of international media are waiting for President 
David because he was to issue a statement about the Islamic conference. 
People are enjoying in gossips when announcement is made about 
President’s arrival. Everybody stands. President David in a blue suit, white 
shirt and red Tie seems to be fresh and starts talking. 
        “Dear Audience! Welcome: during the previous days certain incidents 
have taken place and certain incidents are going to happen in coming days, 
that’s why I have considered it important to tell the world. 
        During previous days we have finished our enemies who incidentally 
were ex Presidents or Prime ministers of Muslim World. Now we have 
decided that any individual, belonging to any country or any position, if he 
is a terrorist, we will banish him and we would not wait for a moment in 
doing so. I want to make the whole world understand through you that 
people must listen and understand what we want. The previously taken 
steps were a part of the strategy to finish terrorists and to warn the world 
and that’s why we targeted those people and you all know that we killed 
two ex presidents of Pastan country. It is co- incidence that the terrorists 
have been found in the Muslim world and it was natural that we had to 
react.” 
       All the people were listening attentively. He continued. 
       “You know, as you sow so shall you reap..? Until the time that Islamic 
world changes its life style and unless the Fanaticism and fundamentalism 
come to end, which to us are the basis of this terrorism and we finish these 
terrorists, we will not change our policies. We will chase these terrorists to 
their graves. We will bring peace to the world and we aim at providing 
peace so that everybody enjoys the life fully. We want to clear the world 
from these black sheep and we will do everything for this. 
       Now I come to coming Islamic conference. Be assured that we are fully 
aware of their declining economy but they themselves are to be blamed.  I 
fail to understand that why they help the extremists. Whenever you put your 
hand in the mouth of a loin you must be ready for the consequences. But we 
are concerned about them and want to help them but who can be helpful 
who does not want to help himself.” 
       The conference of President David had a mixed reaction. Already in the 
Islamic States, where there was confusion and chaos after the killing of 
three leaders (Ex Govt. Heads), the threats of President David added fuel to 
fire. 
       With a mixed feeling, the Islamic Summit continues, very hot speeches 
by Islamic leaders were in progress, discussions were going on, and after 
one day nothing seems to have improved. All Islamic World had its hopes 
with Summit, but these don’t seem to be fulfilled.  
        All the participants were scared, every individual seemed to have 
prepared his speech with caution for the fear of annoying Zulimistan and its 
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policies and vowed to offer their support against terrorism. The thing which 
was quite amazing was that nobody uttered a single word against the recent 
killing of these Islamic leaders. It seemed that all had been prepared to say 
something peculiar and they seemed to be justifying that and also trying to 
fulfill the hopes of their senders. As the days progressed, all the hopes died. 
All the presidents had joined their hopes with Zulimistan without bringing 
considerations that whether their masses were with them or not. They only 
wanted to save their thrones, their lives and never bothered to save their 
masses, what cost, they never had any interest. 
         Where, there were presidents, there were certain members of ZSCIA 
whose aim was to meet these people from time to time during this 
conference and convey the feelings of President David to them. 
        At last this Summit also met the same fate as the previous Summits 
had met, which was held at Yemen before Zulimistan’s attack on 
Kafaghanistan and this Summit ended in favoring all Zulimistan’s Policies. 
This time, it also happened in the same. 
 In the Yemen Summit the Presidents had saved their thrones and 
had offered the lives of countless millions Kafghanistanees who died in the 
brutal bombing, became homeless, orphans, handicapped, destroyed and 
anything which was saved was the thrones of those individuals, who had 
sided by the Zulimistan Policies. And they had been in this habit of always 
protecting and working for supporting Zulimistan interests except very few 
Islamic countries who always worked in favor of their masses. 
 Not even a single president had bravely tried to convince and even 
to enforce Zulimistan to refrain from committing atrocities to those who had 
already withstood the Kazussian atrocities for over twenty years. No one 
tried to keep away Zulimistan from always blaming the Muslims for every 
crime in the world. So as the result of their approval of Zulimistan policies 
in Yemen, Zulimistan got a chance to attack Kafaghanistan and they really 
did it. 
 Who knows that after this conference, how many more Islamic 
countries will have to undergo the same fate…? So these Presidents saved 
their thrones but also offered in the bargain the innocent lives of Muslims in 
the whole Islamic world. As a result these Presidents will hear good news 
from President David that their governments would get a prolonged run 
because President David of Zulimistan will hold the remote in his hand. 
         Whenever Mr. David pleases or not, will throw someone out of throne 
or go the other way around, keep him on his throne and once he gets their 
job done, he will be found dead in a crash and nobody  would know that 
who did and why…? 
         Zulimistan knows well to pay its friends no matter what type of 
reward is…? 
         But the conditions have changed now somewhat because MFP is 
active and reaching its goal swiftly. This time Zulimistan and its allies will 
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have to confront a different enemy. These people are the best brains of 
Islamic world. They work scientifically and perhaps this time Zulimistan 
will have to repay. This is the law of nature. Laws of nature are absolute, 
whatever one sows for others one day he gets back it. And now this time Its 
Zulimistan’s turn. 
             
<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<             
<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*< 
 
      Dr. Jabran is working in his computer lab. His robot Sunny is placed on 
his table before him. Some other computer individuals are also doing 
computer work while sitting before their computer tables. There is pin drop 
silence in the lab. 
        At last Sunny breaks the ice. Sunny breaks the silence; 
        “I think everybody is mum, nobody is talking with me, I will get bored 
and when I am bored, I feel sleep but I don’t want to sleep because 
whenever I sleep I see nightmares….Oh my God! Please help me.” 
     But Jabran is trying to overlook him. 
Sunny again reacts;  
       “Jabran what do you think of yourself…? You don’t posses horns to 
disturb you so that by shaking them you get out of your deep dream.” 
Nobody in the lab responds. Sunny presses some buttons on his body and 
starts flying and utters;  
       “I think everybody is too serious to talk.” 
Then Sunny goes around the whole lab and then lands on the shoulders of 
Jabran. 
Jabran speaks to robot Sunny; 
      “Oh my friend Sunny, Go to next room and see if the guest are awake, 
arrange their breakfast and also call me when all ready.” 
      “As your pleasure Sir…” Sunny replies and pays respect to its creator 
Dr. Jabran and goes to another room while flying in air.  
All in the lab continues their computer work. 
      After some minutes the Sunny returns back and tells the details to 
Jabran while sitting on the monitor of Jabran computer; 
      “All is ready, everyone waiting for you in the guest room, please shut 
down your boring computer work and company me with your guests.” 
       “Ok, ok, don’t be panic I am closing my computer.” Jabran tries to 
make Sunny happy. 
       “Oh! You are as intelligent as you read my mood, otherwise I would 
had shut down your boring computer programs by my hidden power.” 
Sunny laughs; “Hehehe,,,hehehe,,,,hahaha…” 
    Dr. Jabran closes his computer and walks towards the next room while 
Sunny is on his Right shoulder. 
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     In the guest room, Mr. Gulbaz Sharif, Mrs. Bay Kabeera and Mr. Ayat 
Subhani are sitting on the dining table and all are in quite amazing mood. 
They had never thought that they would be saved by MFP, so as to save 
them from the cruelty of Zulimistan and Zamaril and they are now in the 
headquarters of MFP. 
     Three of them are discussing something when Jabran with his robot 
Sunny enters the room. Sunny starts flying in the room and also speaks to 
the guest; 
     “We welcome our honorable guests at MFP headquarters. Now you are 
about to meet Dr. Jabran who is head of SKW wing of MFP. SKW means 
‘teach the lesson’ and its motto is that ‘the rod is the logic of ignorance. ”  
     Then Sunny sits on one corner and laughs;  
         “Hehehe..hehehe..hehehe…..” 
Then sunny again repeats the motto;  
         “The rod is the logic of ignorance. The rod is the logic of ignorance.”  
        Then Jabran addresses to these guests. Each of them was looking at 
robot with great surprise. They would die in their huge surprising phase if 
no one would try to bring them out of this phase. Its Dr. Jabran comes into 
action and tells the true story of their rescue. 
       He told them how he came to know about ZSCIA’s plan to kill them 
and how he managed MFP super Mujahids to save them in time and how all 
of them brought to MFP’s Head Quarters safely out of life threatening 
dangers without wasting a fraction of second.  Zulimistan and its allies are 
celebrating their so called success on unjustified murdering of these Islamic 
leaders, but they don’t know that not only you are all safe at all but also far 
away from their approach and all this is by the Blessings of Allah. Now 
nobody can harm them. After listening to him, their anxiety decreases. 
       Mr. Jabran adds more comments; 
       “Let’s see that how your houses were being attacked by the Cobra 
missiles and if you had been there, you would die and would be giving 
answers to Lord for your deeds.” 
       “Oh my God, How dreadful this seems!” Mrs. Bay Kabeera showed her 
surprise and her face was white with fear. 
       “Thanks Allah! We are all alive and safe.” Mr. Gulbaz stated his 
thanking views. 
       “You are great Mr. Jabran I swear I have yet to come across a genius 
like you.  I have no words to thank you for your great services you gave to 
us and to our nations. When Karani people come to know about your 
achievement, they will run to thank you. You have done a great job and the 
whole Karani people are indebted to you.” Mr. Ayat Subhani also expresses 
himself enthusiastically.  
       “No, No Mr. Subhani, not only he has done great favor to Karan but 
also with Pastan people by saving us. Only Allah will re pay him. But of 
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course, we will also leave no stone unturned.” Gulbaz also showed his 
emotions. 
       “Come on! Why all of you are praising me to a greater extent. I don’t 
want anything in reward. I only want God to be pleased and that’s all. I and 
my colleagues are trying to bring the morale of Islamic community up. We 
just want to bring harmony and unity to answer our enemies in the same 
coin. So that the Zulimistan pays through its nose, as it has made a habit to 
tag and brand Muslim countries as terrorists and blames them always. With 
God’s willing, we will try our best to counter attack Zulimistan as this 
country has always been trying to weaken the Islamic countries.  
     We want that Zulimistan should suffer from the same damage and 
masses instability and weak economics which being imposed by Zulimistan 
within almost all Islamic countries by its negative planned policies. We will 
push back this wild cat into its jungle hole that is its real living place and in 
a such a way that it will remain within its own native home. We will 
enforce Zulimistan to think for only its own country and stay within its own 
limits and not interfere other internal matters and also not to enjoy other 
economics by snatching and keeping in own pockets. There will be time 
that Zulimistan will seek forgiveness, call its allies for help, but nobody 
would help her.” As he was saying this, his face was all bronzed. He 
continues his expressions. 
     “It’s that law of nature, its forever that you repay for your deeds, so 
Zulimistan will have to repay. 
     Will the sacrifices of millions of Kafaghanistanees go waste…? 
     Will the sacrifices of millions of Kaflestinees go unattended…? 
     Will those brutes be forgiven, who trampled the Crotians and 
Chechans…?  Will those butchers be forgiven who rapped thousands of 
Kashmiree youth…? 
     Have we forgotten those merciless attacks on Karaq by the Zulimistan, 
due to which thousands were either rendered homeless or became orphans 
or martyred…? 
     What is reason that it’s a Muslim who has been on the receiving end, 
disguised as Karaqee, Kafaghanistanee, Kashmeree, and Chechan…? 
      There has to be a reason that it is Zulimistan all alone, who has 
committed atrocities, joining hands with Zamaril and sometimes its biggest 
partner Crowngland.” 
        Mr. Jabran was sobbing and narrating his grief. All the Muslim World 
shares this everybody wishes for the Muslim to be united and regain its 
power.  He continues his views expressing. 
      “When everybody follows the same One God, one holy Quran, and one 
holy prophet, then why don’t they get united so that the enemies lick the 
dust and don’t get a chance to divide them…? The whole Islamic 
community has been divided and scattered in its own interests. Somewhere, 
to prolong their kingships, the interests of the Muslims are being scattered. 
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And somewhere at certain places, democracy is being strengthened to 
cement their own places and the interests of the Muslims are being 
neglected. 
        In short, those Muslims who had no match in knowledge and skill have 
been left behind. To solve their problems, they have to bow before these 
imperial states and Zulimistan is using them.”  Dr. Jabran was narrating the 
whole truth and they were listening eagerly. 
        “Come forward, now I will show to you those missiles attacks which 
were on all of you.”  Then he asks Sunny to come forward.  
Sunny comes forward. Jabran pushes some buttons and a small screen 
appears. 
Zulimistan marine star can be seen on that screen. The missile was running 
and moving rapidly towards its target. 
       Jabran tells them that he recorded these pictures of Mrs. Bay Kabeera’s 
home with his satellite. The cobra missile hits her home and destroys it 
completely. 
        The moment it blasts, Sunny falls on the table mockingly and says;  
         “I am feeling giddy; this blast has turned me upside down. But I 
enjoyed by going down and up.” 
         Everybody laughs at Sunny by its naughty movements. 
         Jabran stops Sunny and tells them that he is going to show now the 
films of Missiles attacks on Ayat Subhani and Gulbaz Sharif. 
        Sunny jokes once again and says;” Jabran, at least, we have to have 
censor board to edit these films so that I would not feel any giddiness, is 
it..?”   Everybody laughs at Sunny again. 
        Jabran snubs Sunny and presses some buttons on sunny body. The 
Marine star is seen again on that big screen and then the Missile striking 
with Ayat Subhani’s place.  
        He presses another button and now it’s Gulbaz Sharif’s Turn. 
        In the meantime, an assistant from Lab comes and tells Jabran that Mr. 
Imran from Zulimistan is online and wants to talk with him. Jabran gets up 
and asks his guests to start with breakfast. Sunny also wants to company 
him but he asks Sunny to take care of guests.  
        Sunny does not like but starts flying over the guests while in anger and 
starts uttering; 
        “Yep, yep, as I am a machine so you order me to obey you fully, and I 
have to obey you as you might change my software. If I would be a human 
being then I might be able to teach you a lesson.” 
        Everybody laughs. Gulbaz tries to lessen the sadness of Sunny. 
     “Friend Sunny, don’t be panic, we are here to give you company, let talk 
to each other.” 
 Sunny stops flying and sits on Gulbaz’s shoulder and thanks him. 
     “Thanks Mr. Gulbaz, after all a friend in need is a friend indeed. Would 
that you would be my creator!” 
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     Jabran also laughs at this time and goes to lab. 
     Jabran enters the lab and sits before his computer table, puts ear phone 
and starts chatting on net with Imran, who is online from Zulimistan.  
Imran speaks that by the grace of God, he has succeeded. 
     “Well done, Imran!” Jabran appreciates his work. 
Imran adds more that the basis of our foundation has been laid and very 
soon you will listen about its first meeting. He also told the name of new 
organization is Zulimistan thinkers association (ZTA). 
     “Excellent job my dear!” Jabran admires his work. 
Imran asks Jabran about the Black Helmet. Jabran responds by saying that 
hundred percent job done. 
       “I will call a meeting of MFP and we will plan about future.” He adds 
more. 
      “Well done Mr. Jabran. The whole Muslim nation facilitates you on this 
great achievement. We are really proud of you.” This time Imran 
appreciates Jabran’s achievements. 
      “I have done nothing but my job, so nobody needs to thank me.” Jabran 
replies. 
      “I am ready for action. My whole team is eager to play hell games with 
Zulimistan as it played hell games with other countries especially with 
Islamic countries. We have been praying for this Black Helmet device, we 
are thankful to God that you have succeeded. Now we will avenge the 
misery inflicted by Zulimistan and its allies on the Muslims.” 
     Imran announces. 
     “Yep, yep God willing…” Jabran agrees. 
      Then after some more discussions, Imran disappears from the monitor 
screen.  Jabran removes his ear pieces and asks his assistant to bring Black 
Helmet. He brings it. 
     This Black Helmet is an amazing invention of Dr. Jabran. It resembles 
with an ordinary helmet. Whoever wears it and then pushes a button, certain 
rays are omitted from this which cannot be seen. Thus who wears this, 
disappears and cannot be seen by others and when he pushes the button 
again he is seen because the rays are stopped. 
     Black Helmet works in three limits. It remains stand by on Limit zero. In 
Limit one, the one who wears this, disappears but his reflection can be seen. 
And on Limit two, the person wearing this completely disappears.  Jabran 
had been working on this for years and years. 
        Jabran thinks of a joke. He wears the Helmet, presses the button and 
disappears. He walks in the room where the guests are busy with robot that 
is entertaining them by cutting jokes. In this position Jabran picks up the 
glass with water of Mrs. Bay Kabeera and drinks all water and puts back the 
glass on the table.  
       Mrs. Kabeera quite amazed with this. She thinks that Sunny has done 
all this. 
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        “Oh Sunny, Did you do this all, very bad thing to be naughty with 
guests, it’s against humanity. You should be sham of it.”  
   She became angry with Sunny. 
        “No, No Mrs. Kabeera, I didn’t drink water. I only drink electron as 
electrons give me life.” Sunny clarifies the doubt of Mrs. Kabeera. 
       Gulbaz tells her that she might have drunk water and forgot while busy 
in talking with others. He says or rather advises her to come out of fear of 
those Bomb blasts. 
       “Perhaps you are right Mr. Gulbaz, I am wrong….” Mrs. Kabeera 
admits her mistake. 
       Jabran enjoys this all while remain in limit two. Then he gives slap now 
on the head of Gulbaz who looks here and there in amazement and then re 
continues his meal. Now Jabran screams near his ears and this time it is the 
turn of him that he is completely out of his senses. He shouts while in 
surprising status;  
       “It looks…it looks that there is some ghost in this room, first I was in 
doubt but now……now….I am sure of it…” 
        Mr. Ayat Subhani does not believe of it and tries to make him 
understand;  
        “Give up this non sense shouting Mr. Gulbaz, may be you frightened 
while seeing the dreadful sight of your death in the movie.” 
        Before he could say more, Jabran now gives a slap on Ayat Subhani’s 
head. Now it is his turn to be in non sense shouting. Jabran in limit two 
laughs while seeing his condition. 
        Ayat Subhani utters while gazing someone in the space:  
        “I think you were all right. There is really some ghost in this room.”   
Sunny flies towards next room and says;  
          “Oh, Oh run all from this room, some horrifying ghost has occupied 
this room, let’s leave and run otherwise you all will be engulfed by this 
unseen ghost.” 
          Sunny flies towards next room and all follows Sunny in this terrifying 
condition. 
          Before things could worse further, Dr. Jabran switched off black 
Helmet and became visible at zero limit of the device. All the three looked 
at him with great wonder. Jabran told them that it was he who did all these 
acts while in his invisible state. 
     He begged their pardon and explained that in fact he wanted to introduce 
his invention in practical manner. Then he explained more features of his 
invention in detail. 
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          The day has come to enjoy the fruit of Imran’s incessant efforts. 
  Imran has been living in Zulimistan for long. He came there with his 
parents in   his child hood and received his education in high standard 
Zulimistan educational institutions. He passed his doctorate in computer 
sciences. He was fully familiar with the civil society there. He was not only 
ignorant about Islam but had developed contempt for religion. 
     The powerful Zulimistan media had painted Islam as religion of 
terrorism, fundamentalism and poverty stricken followers. They were 
successful in their drive and negative campaign against Islam while 
presenting Islam as religion of terror. Moreover the strong Jewish lobby has 
full control on Zulimistan electronic media that televises what this lobby 
desires. So as a result under various types of influences the electronic media 
often shows oppressed ones as oppressor and oppressor as oppressed easily. 
       Because of this strong propaganda Imran had no liking of Islam as 
religion. Drinking, gambling, teasing others and participation in gang rape 
in company of ill bred youths were thing of routine nature for him. 
       He happened to meet a party of Muslim preachers hailing from 
Pakistan. This meeting brought about a complete transition within him. He 
had no idea that Islam was the best and splendid religion of peace. He 
showed remorse that he spent his first 35 years of age in ignorance of Islam 
as his faith. He then vowed to spend all his life service of Islam and thus 
joined MFP. 
       Like Jabran, computer was on his tips. He was a brilliant computer 
master. Proceeding under a special plan, MFP availed Imran’s services for 
the reason that he was well conversant with Zulimistan civil society and its 
culture. Under such circumstances Imran had launched a campaign to 
induce special thoughts in the minds of Zulimistan people.  
       It was through Emails, websites discussion forms, hand bills and corner 
meetings that created a vast circle of likeminded friends. This was made 
home to friends as to why people of all Islamic countries hated Zulimistan 
alone. There are also other non Muslim countries in the world but they are 
not hated by Muslims. The tragedy is that this hatred against Zulimistan was 
in rise. Even people of some Non Muslim states too had shown contempt 
for Zulimistan. The friends enfolded Zulimistan people; intellectuals, 
thinkers, scientists, politicians, students, sports man and doctors etc. In their 
circle Imran’s brilliance and devotion was driving force of the campaign. 
       Consequent upon these concerted efforts an important meeting was 
called at Zulimistan industrial city New Dork by Zulimistan thinkers 
association (ZTA). Men of different races and languages came from all over 
the Zulimistan and assembled at ZTA platform. The object of meeting was 
to make organization more functional invigorate it manifold and embrace 
more and more people into its folds who could save Zulimistan from ever 
growing hatred against it the world over. 
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        Meeting commenced with fervency. The fierce speeches were 
delivered. All participants presented their views. All were united and stand 
determined on one point that ZTA could alone save Zulimistan from rising 
hatred against it in the world. 
        It was held that ZTA should convince all those who hate to believe that 
Zulimistan was their friend indeed and it carried a message of peace and 
comfort for them. Besides that ZTA would with all its might make 
Government functionaries of Green-house and Defense and Attack Control 
Center (DAACC) admit that their so called stupid policies and deeds 
earning hatred of the world against Zulimistan and all these should be 
discarded. It was resolved that if needed, the ZTA would launch a country 
wide movement to achieve these objects. 
         Dr. Sheila was elected as President of ZTA unanimously. Dr. Sheila 
was professor of Mathematics at New Dork University and she was the first 
to suggest the very formation of ZTA. She was highly qualified intelligent 
lady. Having been so elected as president unopposed she in her presidential 
speech said. 
         “My dear friends! We have assembled here today for a great purpose 
in view to save our great homeland Zulimistan from impacts of rulers’ 
negative line of action and deviate from its course that rulers have assigned 
to it. Blind folded by their immense power the ruling authorities have 
created troubles and worries for the people all over the world but for also 
our native citizens due to their persistent negative attitude. This is not 
country of ruling class alone. It is homeland of all of us. We shall at all not 
let them play with our fate. There was time when people of the world were 
having intense desire to be the proud citizen of Zulimistan.  
         People from all over the world used to visit our homeland to see our 
wonderful sky scrapers. Our unparalleled development in all fields of life 
was a role model for the rest of world. But now circumstances are 
being changed altogether. This ruling class of Defense and Attack Control 
Center (DAACC) and Green House has converted the good impression of 
Zulimistan into bad impacts.      The people around the world see us with 
bad eye and afraid of us as we are not normal human beings. They consider 
us thirsty fox that will attack them and would engulf them. In this way we 
will lose our intercommunication in future with the rest of the world in all 
aspects of normal life including business specially. There will be great 
difficulties for our next generations for what we have given to them and 
thus they will not forgive us. 
        Now the world populace is to the contrary fearful of our very existence 
and our might.  
       The people are frightened with our immense power and have developed 
hatred for us in their hearts with increasing tendency particularly among the 
people of Muslim States.  I put a question to you. Whether is it right thing 
that we people of developed world should look to developing Muslim states 
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with hatred and contempt and create economic hazards for them rather than 
to take them along with us on the road of progress and help them to 
flourish…?” 
      People in audience say… “No, No”…. in one voice. 
      She continues her speech. 
      “If a Christian is in a problem in any part of the world, the ruling class 
of Zulimistan would leave no stone unturned in securing Christian’s right. 
But why we keep silent if poor Muslim fall prey to some disaster…? 
      Similarly when any Christian or any other Religion belonging person 
other than Islam gets injury or their rights suppressed then we come into 
action at once. We use all means like media projection, economic help, 
conferences, and even some times use force to help them. Are Muslims are 
not humans like Non Muslims…? Is the blood of Muslim not red like the 
blood of Non Muslim…? 
       This dual criteria based policy is the only and only main factor for the 
peace instability of the world and also causing destruction for the peace of 
world.” 
        “Shame, shame, shame, for government policies….”…… the people in 
the audience shouted in one voice. 
  She continues; 
       “All human beings have equal rights to live in this world peacefully. 
May be one in Muslim, Christian, Jewish, Hindu or any follower of any 
other faith, all should live with peace. All should respect to each other. All 
should pay due regards to each other.” 
        “Dr Sheila step forward, we all stand by you.”  
    The people in the audience shouted in one voice once again. 
    Continuing her speech Dr. Sheila says; 
         “We have no desire to come in power. Nobody should think that ZTA 
is doing all this for power games. So ZTA has been made for any political 
reason or to form our own government. At all not, not at all. We want only 
and only to preach and promote peace and brotherhood in this world.  
Zulimistan should be the first among community of nations to act upon this 
theory. The ruling faction have forgotten this principle of peaceful live and 
let live. We have to apprise them their obligations assertively...” 
       People gave applause clapping their hands. 
        She continues; 
        “Our thinker forum has made an important analysis after long 
discussions and deliberation. Look! There are two large institutions running 
affairs of our state. They are the Congress and the Senate. The members of 
these institutions keep changing. Our Presidents also changed. So the 
ministers of state keep changing from time to time, but people who stay in 
power for long either belong to army or ZSCIA or ZSFBI. These people 
enforce great influence over the government affairs and policy making. 
These three organizations not only play a key role in our policy making but 
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also keep on to pressurize government authorities for practical 
implementation of these policies. We want that influence of these 
organizations over government should be curtailed. The sphere of their 
working should either be stopped or grossly curtailed. 
        Our infamous ZSCIA is operating all over the world like a terrible 
clever fox. 
   Due to its negative role Zulimistan has earned bad name considerably.  
     Why should we topple governments of other countries…?  
     What is the use of creating riots in Muslim states…? After all why 
should we assassinate innocent Muslim leaders…?  
       These ZSCIA men assassinate any person according to their whim and 
fancy. They initiate dreadful civil war in any country they want or they 
launch movements against rulers where they so desire.” 
      Entire audience says in one voice.  
      “No there is no need, shame, shame to ZSCIA and ZSFBI.” 
  She continues more her expressions about ZTA first presidential speech; 
       “The army and ZSFBI offer full support to ZSCIA. We have learnt 
from reliable sources that in order to meet their huge expenses, the ZSCIA 
and ZSFBI indulge in notorious drug trafficking. They need extra funds to 
buy agents and bribe people of position in other countries. These 
organizations, therefore, earn fraud based income from drug pushing as 
business. 
        Our country, therefore, does not stand in need of these institutions. We 
simply want peace and nothing more than peace. Till the time ZSCIA and 
ZSFBI and army continue their destructive and terrorists preparing activities 
in other countries, hatred against our homeland keep growing and 
multiplying. Days are not far away when entire Zulimistan would be at a 
stake. We are blaming Muslims that they are terrorists but actually these 
ZSCIA and ZSFBI are fully indulged in terrorists or pro terrorist activities. 
         Attack on trade center too was outcome of hatred against Zulimistan. 
Our government functionaries and officials of secret agencies perhaps think 
that they provide protection to Zulimistan people by perusing these policies. 
This is false conception and a false notion. These people think that they 
were eliminating enemies through their nefarious deeds. One should 
question how enemies could be removed by these negative and ill planned 
policies…? You kill one enemy in preemptive attack but give birth to ten 
more in retaliation.  
        Oh my Goodness! Who will make them understand..? So is being 
happened. In the first place we have no enemy in real sense. We have 
ourselves created our enemies through our own malpractice, mal deeds, 
injustices and oppressive acts. 
        We have turned people of the world as our enemies through our own 
wrong and negative policies. Bullet is no more remedy. We can instead turn 
our foes into our friends through positive behavior and high morality and 
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kind actions. In this way both we and others would live in peace and there 
will be peace promoting governments in all over the world. 
         If army generals and secret agencies are that powerful then how dare 
the self created enemies could destroy our trade center…? That day the 
enemies not only razed huge building of our country to ground but also 
gave a slap in the face of these three departments. Their might proved 
worthless as they kept repenting. 
        We want that people of Zulimistan should not face such incidents in 
future. For this ZTA will have to plan for the safety and protection of our 
people and this is why we have gathered here what to do for the betterment 
of our homeland…? We will not let allow these three institutions to 
continue their stupid and negative policies. And if these negative activities 
of these agencies continued unabated, we are afraid that the Zulimistan 
people would remain under unending fear for all the times and they will 
have to face incidents like trade centre disaster or even more terrible 
incidents. 
        These three agencies shall be responsible for all turmoil and 
destruction. My question is whether is it fair to seek protection by shedding 
blood of others…?  
       Is this called humanity…?” 
       The audience said in one voice; 
       “No, no this is cruelty. This is injustice. This is inhuman. These 
activities lead to disturbance in world peace or rather there is big 
destruction of peace. They should be prevented from pursuing activities of 
this sort….” 
        Dr. Sheila added more. 
        “Yes, this is gross injustice. These are other powers as well in the 
world, but except Zulimistan and its allies, no other power indulges in such 
tumultuous and wicked activities.  
        My dear ZTA colleagues, I warn you that if Zulimistan continues its 
present style of work, the hidden hatred in Muslim world against us would 
burst like volcano and engulf entire Zulimistan in vengeance in near future. 
In that event these ZSCIA and ZSFBI men and army generals would be 
helpless in controlling situation. 
          You have seen it yourself and seen it well that despite tight security 
some people through thoughtful and foolproof planning destroyed a huge 
monument with the help of only four aero planes. All the Zulimistanees 
were terrified in their own country. Entire economy was shattered.” 
       She took deep breath, drinks a glass of water and relaxes for a while 
then continues her speech with some anger and hard criticism on 
government officials as now her voice became louder and louder; 
        “I ask where were these ZSCIA and ZSFBI stalwarts that talk tall and 
boost of their power and where was their mighty army generals when we 
were being attacked…? Believe me Muslim history is fraught with incidents 
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that when they united and move with one object for a single cause, no 
power on earth could stop them from doing what they intended to do. I am 
afraid of those fearful moments. 
       They made deep cuts into splendid Zulimistan building with the help of 
only four aero planes. Is there any comparison of our powers with their 
might..? 
  Just see their intelligence and see our might they distorted into pieces. The 
echo of that incident would be heard for centuries. If passions of vengeance 
keep growing then God alone would save our homeland.” 
       Mrs. Sheila very elaborately with high intelligent manner explained 
aims and objects of Z.T.A. The meeting carried a resolution covering 
following points; 
        1…Zulimistan should call back its army from all over the world. Not a 
single army personal from soldiers to general should stay in any other 
country. In this way billions of dollars will be saved to spend for the 
honorable citizens of our homeland. 
        2…Zulimistan should close down all of its military camps stationed on 
foreign soils in all over the world. 
        3…ZSCIA should stop interference in domestic matters and internal 
affairs of other countries and cap all activities in progress in foreign lands. 
All ZSCIA agents, workers and representatives deployed in foreign soils 
should be called back at once. 
        4…ZSFBI offices set up in other countries should be wound up. The 
officials should be called back home to stop that ZSFBI interference in 
internal affairs of host countries. 
        5…That a judicial trial should be help of all those generals and 
presidents who planned cruel Zulimistan military action in Karaq, 
Kafaghanistan, Kavietnam, Pastan, Karan and in other many countries and 
inflicted atrocities on people there, did massive killings and did terrorist 
acts in the name of fighting against terrorism. The accused should then be 
punished for their cruelties inflicted by them. Due to this done not only 
Zulimistan shall emerge as peace loving judicious world power but also the 
hatred against it in the minds of people shall vanish with the passage of time 
gradually. 
       6…Zulimistan should sincerely end its backing and huge help to 
Zamaril so that Zamaril and Kafelistine can resolve their mutual problems 
and differences to restore the peace in the region. Moreover Zulimistan 
should withdraw all its military and nuclear support to Zamaril so that 
confusion, struggle and disturbances caused for want of balance of power in 
the region is brought to an end. 
       7…Zulimistan should change its foreign policy at once and give due 
place and respect to Islamic countries and promote friendship with them so 
that anti Zulimistan activities and also the hatred against Zulimistan would 
gradually decrease to ending level among these countries. 
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       In this way not only Zulimistan would be saved of attacks and 
revengeful acts but also its people would live in peace and calm. 
       8…Zulimistan should take appropriate steps for better improvement of 
the economy of Islamic states so that these states would help themselves in 
their development programs. As a result these states will not look towards 
The World Bank for their financial assistance so that these countries would 
be released from the clutches of the World Bank as that has caught Muslim 
countries in its vicious circle of loans and borrowings. 
       These steps if taken shall develop better image of Zulimistan in Muslim 
countries. 
            
<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<             
<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*< 
  
        President David of Zulimistan is taking lunch at Green House, 
Fugonton city. His assistant comes in the room and tells him that director of 
ZSCIA has arrived in emergency to call on him. Leaving his lunch halfway 
President David rose up and went to see director ZSCIA Mr. Mike who is 
impatiently waiting for the President.  
        As the President steps in, the director rises in respect. President 
enquires about nature of emergency for calling him unscheduled. In reply 
Mr. Mike briefs president about proceedings of ZTA meeting and tells 
about resolution carried unanimously. Hearing this all President David felt 
perplexed and there was pin drop silence for some time. 
        Both were looking into each other’s face in confusion. Both of them 
were unable to decide what they should do. It was such a peculiar situation 
so they were feeling helpless for a while. It was all because of ZSCIA ill 
planned policies and ZSCIA still playing this negative part in creating 
unrest in other countries but now a flood of opposition was being 
confronted in their own country. 
        They knew well that things mentioned in the resolution by The ZTA 
were true to some extent and if compatriots took up those things, the image 
of Zulimistan would be tarnished in the whole world. It will cast a great 
pressure and probably cronies too would leave Zulimistan thus Zulimistan 
would be left alone in the world consequently. This was a great damage to 
Zulimistan interests. 
       While they were sitting in the conference room, still they were told that 
Army Chief had also arrived to call on the President. General Mishi entered 
the room in a hurry phase and a bit worried he was looking also as he did 
not wait for permission of President. 
       “What so problem you have my dear General Mishi…? Is anything 
serious wrong that you are in state of shocked and confused…..”  President 
David inquired him. 
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       “Sir, sorry for my negligence that I could not abstain myself outside 
and entered here without permission but the matter is so important that I had 
to touch you in emergency, Mr. President….?”… Mr. Mishi tried to pay his 
apology and honor to President.  
       “It looks like that you have also seen the newspaper about yesterday 
meeting of ZTA and worried about their resolution.” President asked him 
while ignoring his apology. 
       “Yes sir, you are right, I came to discuss various aspects of this 
resolution and also to know about this ZTA people and their future plans.” 
General Mishi explained his purpose of coming here. 
       Now all of these three started deliberating and pondering over the most 
dangerous current situation. While meeting was still in progress, the 
director of ZSFBI also came quite confused and perplexed with a bundle of 
newspapers in his hands. He joined the talks. 
       What worried them most was actually the fact that all newspaper had 
published entire proceedings of the ZTA meeting and resolutions so passed 
in the conference. These papers were lying in front of them. After long 
deliberation all the four reached the conclusion that Dr. Sheila should be 
called at once and asked as to what she was getting at and to till who was 
behind the setting up of her organization ZTA? 
       Then all of sudden President became in anger and started speaking to 
ZSCIA chief rather harshly. He was seeing with great anger at ZSCIA chief 
Mr. Mike during the meeting. At last he shouted while gazing to Mr. Mike 
chief.  
       “It’s all due to very bad working of our intelligence agencies. Millions 
of dollars being spent for ZSCIA and ZSFBI management and for their infra 
structures. But to hell with these secret services that these can’t give us the 
very right information at right time about home internal or external 
activities those are against our policies. This day we have seen due to 
failure of these agencies.” 
       He further questioned as how such a large organization that could be 
dangerous for state came into being without their notice in presence of 
ZSCIA and ZSFBI networks. Why could not they catch glimpse of that…? 
These Institutions are known and famous in all over the world for their best 
secret activities and are supposed to look after The Zulimistan interests the 
world over, but here in this case these had failed to watch and protect state 
interests even in their own country. He labeled it the complete failure of 
these secret services and warned the chiefs that they would have to appear 
before Senate committee and would be answerable for their non 
professional status of their duties. 
        “Sorry sir, we know there is leakage in our working and due to this we 
have to face incidents like trade center attacks previously and recently ZTA 
activities. But sir, we are quite surprised with this ZTA up rise to such a 
level that remained out of spectrum of ZSCIA and ZSFBI. We admit that 
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there must be some supreme minds behind this ZTA due to their high secret 
intelligent underground working we could not focus or capture them.” Mr. 
Mike by giving arguments tried to satisfy President to some extent. 
         Then President David calls his assistant and directs him to call Dr. 
Sheila to Green House right now. 
        President David expressed his further anger on the audience. 
        “This ZTA now poses another threat. It is like a bomb blast. If suitable 
action is not taken to control, it can play more havoc than that of Trade 
centre or rather it can be more disastrous than trade center incident. Trade 
center was result of an organized secret plan fulfilled in presence of those 
institutions which are otherwise a terror of world and dreaded all over the 
world. People avoided meeting with representatives of these organizations. 
Strange are the deeds of these organizations known all over the world so 
much so that people count them as super natural forces…? 
        Now ZTA has emerged with splendor. ZTA has dealt a slap in the 
faces of our top ranked world intelligence organizations like ZSCIA and 
ZSFBI by its best planning for success, commitment to job, devotion to 
nation, self determination for achievement of set goals deeds.” 
      As the discussions were in progress Dr. Sheila entered the room. 
      “I was sure that I will have to meet you people very soon.”…. Dr. Sheila 
said while entering the room. 
       All of the audience turned their faces towards speaking Dr. Sheila with 
great surprise on her comments. But they couldn’t do anything except 
gazing at her with anger. There was silence in the room for a while.  
   At last Mr. David spoke to her.  
        “Oh, oh, this much contempt is not acceptable for us, you came and 
speaking rudely to me and to my colleagues, Dr. Sheila! After all what are 
you getting at…? You have no idea how grave problems you have created 
for Zulimistan to face….”… He took a bundle of newspapers from table and 
threw that bundle towards her. 
        It looked that Dr. Sheila ignored his comments and sat on nearby 
vacant chair while a smile on her face. She viewed the situation intently.   
       Mr. David again spoke to her. 
       “How much questions shall we answer…?  
       How many and how shall we appease people…? It was much possible 
with great difficulties that foes had started vanishing one after the other and 
we emerged as sole super power of the world. Now we have neither as 
super power like Kazussia to bar our way nor would any other power dare 
to confront us. We are now sole super power of the world. Nobody can dare 
to confront us or even have dream of confronting us. Our technology 
samples like satellites are dancing in the space, our sub marine’s reign 
beneath the deep sea waters and our huge marines are prevailing over sea 
surface while our aero plans fly in air with the speed of electricity.  There is 
no other power to match our might or pose any challenge to us. 
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       Have not you seen what havoc we played on Zaliman….? 
       Have not you seen what we made of the mighty Karaq…? 
        Don’t you remember how we shattered a great empire of Kazussia and 
divided into insignificant pieces? These are all our great achievements and 
virtuous for us. 
       How dare you tried to touch our might or to look into our eyes….” 
Dr. Sheila had kept listening attentively and talked out in response; 
       “Mr. President! I do realize that I may not have a chance to go back to 
my home from this Presidential palace under current circumstances. I also 
understand fully where I am sitting and on what grounds I have been called 
for discussions and what are conditions outside this palace. But if you 
permit I will try to explain my innermost thoughts before you.” 
     President David gave her permission and said further; 
      “Yes, you can speak whatever you liked. It would be better to resolve 
our differences through table talks so that we are not lowered in the esteems 
of people the world over.” 
       Dr. Sheila felt relieve to hear these satisfactory comments from Mr. 
David. So she got more courage and said in his reply.  
        “Mr. President! It is good to be strong and to stay as powerful entity. 
But shedding blood of innocent oppressed people with show of our force 
would not commendable. And possessing huge ships, aero planes and 
satellites and sub marines would be inhuman. Power has to be acquired only 
for our own defense and its use to suppress weaker lot make no sense. To 
shed blood at our sweet will is nothing but cruelty. 
      Tell me of Zulimistan has ever confronted any powerful nation in the 
past. The reply has to be in negative. Mr. President! It was not you who 
disintegrated Kazussia. Its back bone was broken by Zaliman who at that 
time acknowledged being your friends or rather best friends. They have 
been turned into the worst enemies by us alone. 
        When you need someone you do not hesitate to flatter but after needful 
is done you turn your eye away from him and reverse and forget all the true 
and fast relation of the past with them. This aspect goes against you….”  
       Dr. Sheila commented and tried to give detailed analysis of past times. 
       After that she took a deep breath and restarted to comment. 
       “What standards you have for long lasting friendship…? Humanity 
calls for leading our lives in love and affection. On the other deviling is a 
name for treachery, cheating and hypocrisy. Zulimistan has always dealt its 
friends treacherously. Zulimistan now stands for devilment. It is rogue 
elephant that sees no equal and treat all weaker people as tiny ants at its 
mercy. This elephant of Zulimistan crushes small ants celebrate its victory 
and triumph. It preaches humanity to others but kills millions of people 
itself by means of nuclear weapons. The very name of Zulimistan has 
become a sign of hatred among people of the world.  People all over the 
world hate us and we are ourselves responsible for creating this hatred for 
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us. You our president and yours companions namely ZSCIA, ZSFBI and 
army generals in this Green House inflicted brutalities upon and killed 
weaker helpless people and punished innocent unarmed civilians on whole 
basis. And it is big shame for us when we think of the behavior we have 
presented to our war prisoners in our jails and war camps. This anti human 
treatment to these war prisoners is being remembered with bad remarks by 
all people all over the world.  
      What punishment you gave to these so called victorious soldiers…? 
       Still you feel happy and joy on all these anti human activities, shame on 
you and shame on your these companions….” 
       The eyes of Dr. Sheila were full of tears, she was looking very sad 
while expressing her views. 
        All the listeners were silent and looking at her with mixed expressions. 
        Continuing her speech she further said; 
        “You are not the only persons claiming right over this country. We too 
are sons of this soil of our motherland. We shall not let you inflict more 
brutalities or pursue satanic activities in this land to destroy our peace. 
Persons occupying Green House will have to be answerable for their 
atrocious acts. We shall make Zulimistan image better in the world. We 
people of Zulimistan would not give you free hand further. We will not let 
you inflict brutalities on innocent Muslims.  
      We shall drag you all in courts to bring justice for what you had been 
doing…? We shall hold protest rallies all over Zulimistan against you. 
Please remember one thing we shall not only chase all current ruling 
officials in government and bring them to courts for justice but also we will 
reach people of previous governments as well and hold them accountable.” 
       Before Dr. Sheila could talk further President David interrupted her in 
extreme anger and said.  
      “Look, look Dr. Sheila you are exceeding your limits. We are tolerating 
you only because you are a lady but now you have gone beyond limits. We 
can’t hear now even a single word of rudeness. We don’t bother anyone 
standing before us while opposing us. We know how to teach a lesson to 
whom who dares to lift his eyes against us.” 
       Mr. Mike also became angry and started rebuffing and rebuking Dr. 
Sheila as if they had lost patience. President David intimated her with threat 
to book her for rebellion.  
      Dr. Sheila was fully aware of this situation. She had come fully 
prepared, she remained calm all the time and listened to their threats 
silently. Her silence filled them with some more rage as she remained calm 
and cool with smooth clear expressionless face showing without any worry 
and tension in spite of their great anger and keeping mum and showing no 
reaction what so ever.  
      When all the four got tired of repeated shouting at her Dr. Sheila told 
that she had brought a micro digital microphone with her and their speeches 
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were being heard also by vip members of ZTA sitting in her office. Some 
media persons were also specially invited on such occasion and the 
breaking news that one justice of peace was also witnessed the situation by 
his honorable presence in my office so that Green house activities could be 
exposed. 
      Hearing that all the four felt perplexed. They had no idea that Dr. Sheila 
was that much clever and intelligent lady of so high intellectual caliber and 
she would catch them by neck. 
        Dr. Sheila conversation was enough to distress them. Her last sentence 
almost took away their spirits out of their bodies. They were in state of a 
surprise shock that fell on them like an earthquake. She left them leaving 
them confused and perplexed. All they were some remote office holder in 
their respective positions but at this time they were completely helpless and 
no matter they have Government positions, Dr. Sheila has pushed them into 
fearful conditions and in shocking phase. 
              
<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<             
<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*< 
 
         Pursuing decisions made at recent meeting of ZTA started its 
programs of holding protest rallies. Simultaneously they filed a suit against 
government in the Supreme Court of Zulimistan with the active support of 
International organization of Humans Rights. The present Army chief, chief 
of ZSCIA, ZSFBI chief and former Presidents were made a party in the suit. 
The suit was topic of the day in entire Zulimistan and in entire world. 
       In this suit the defendant were declared to be the great killers of 
humanity who had not only killed innocent unarmed persons without a 
cause in different countries of world especially in Islamic world. This is 
why thousands of Zulimistan had to lose their lives for the sake of power 
hungry rulers without any national object in view. Moreover these 
Zulimistan had been under continuous threats of their lives due to 
international terror related environments as far as their traveling and 
business is concerned. These rulers had brought situation to such a critical 
junction that victims of Zulimistan conspiracies destroyed Trade center in 
retaliation and affected thousands of more Zulimistan families adversely. 
      Moreover these people in these people are their respective tenures in 
government had opened riots and destruction in the world in general and 
Muslims countries in particular for no valid reason. For that reason severe 
hatred among people of Islamic world which could give rise to more 
destruction like trade center. This phase of huge afraid caused dangerous 
tension and depression for Zulimistan people and our rulers had been 
always responsible for all this.  
        In order to keep away from further tension and depression of 
Zulimistan people and further losses and destruction and deaths of our 
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honorable respected valuable Zulimistan soldiers and innocent citizens we 
shall not let allow, in any cost, this ruling class to repeat the same practice. 
The helm men in the government who nourished situation of the current 
instability in the country should be punished and give the devil its due so 
that successors should learn a lesson not to repeat ugly past practice. In this 
way not only families affected by former negative satanic policies and 
people shall be solaced but also fraternal feelings and peace shall prevail in 
Zulimistan in future.  
        In view of sensitive nature of the suit the chief justice constituted a 
high ranked Supreme Judicial Council which comprised of senior judges of 
Zulimistan supreme court and chief justices of high courts of all 
Zulimistan’s states. The members of jury members were also increased. The 
Supreme Judicial Council was to hear this suit in order to meet the needs of 
justice of this very important case.  
       Media of the entire world was covering the hearing of this suit more 
and more. TV channels were televising live programs of current affairs. 
Renowned observers and personalities of international fame were invited to 
participate in these programs. 
       Polls about decision of the case and its results were being held at 
internet not only in Zulimistan but in entire world people were divided into 
small groups of discussions.  People lost interest in their routine daily life 
matters and even business works and eager to read morning, noon and 
evening newspapers and viewing live coverage of the case on TV channels 
with great interests. 
       In short the suit was gaining importance with passage of every moment 
and day in the entire world.  On the other hand a cold war started among 
people outside the court while legal battle was being fought by lawyers 
inside the court room.  
      Volley of questions raised by judges and arguments on different aspects 
of the case kept turning the case in favor and against parties on both sides. 
The council conducted hearing twice a day initially but later then case was 
being heard on day to day basis.  
      On one hand ZTA was busy pursuing case in the court for its specific 
cause and on the other hand a series of protesting rallies had commenced to 
be held in all over the Zulimistan. Planning was chalked out with 
perfection. Thousands of people gathered at ZTA platform in all big and 
small cities of Zulimistan. And this number was increasing day by day. 
       Government machinery seemed to be helpless completely because all 
rallies were well organized and peaceful. Government could find no excuse 
despite deep thinking and desire to proceed against ZTA and every time 
they ventured a way they were badly defeated in their planning. But ZTA 
was still to do a lot because gradually Jewish lobbies and different Christian 
organizations under influence of Jews had jumped into the arena to support 
fully the pro Jewish Zulimistan government.  Since they had full control 
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over electronic media they started full scale poisonous propaganda that was 
no less than snake poison against ZTA. Thus an unending series of negative 
media war had started.  
       ZTA was facing many difficulties consequently. At places ZTA 
members were beaten harshly and even murdered. Almost a civil war had 
started in the country. This was the time when government got this excuse 
and availing full benefit of this situation as it was awaiting anxiously with 
great impatience for such occasion. So getting full advantage of the 
occasion government imposed ban on all outdoor activities of ZTA. 
Government pleaders got more enhancement and force of their arguments 
due to current situation in the country and had a heavy edge on ZTA 
advocates. So much so that ZTA movement began to weaken for the time 
being as a whole. 
       Government personalities were a bit relieved and President David also 
got relieved and heaved a sigh of relief.  
        It was in full view of the world that Zulimistan that was the best past 
master of spreading disorders, atrocities and lawless conditions in other 
countries especially in Islamic countries through its Intelligence agencies 
but now Zulimistan was itself at the verge of civil war within itself.  And 
that volcano could any time burst and that tide would either sway ZTA or 
its enemies. However ZTA internally had continued to prepare plan for 
grand rally secretly. 
       Grand rally was aimed at besieging Fugonton city by different groups 
of ZTA members coming from all cities of Zulimistan to observe hunger 
strike in order to register its protest at world level and convey its thoughts to 
the people all over the world.  
                
<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<             
<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*< 
 
       Chief of MFP Dr. Jabran was working in his wonderful invention 
namely Black Helmet. He was doing his research work in his computer lab. 
While he was sitting on his computer Robot Sunny tells him; 
       “Imran is on line and wants to talk you, Mr. Scientist Jabran.”  
       Leaving aside his work Jabran rose up at once and sits on his computer 
to have telephonic conversation.  Imran’s picture appears on computer 
screen with smile. 
      “How is it…? Have you achieved the goal that makes you so happy…?” 
Jabran starts talking 
      “Not yet but God willing we shall achieve our objects very soon.” Imran 
Replied with smile on his face. 
      “God willing, God willing….”… Jabran admired his determination and 
supported his desire. 
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       “My friend Imran you have created internal disturbances in Zulimistan 
through ZTA excellent planning at dangerous extent beyond my 
expectations.” Jabran said in surprise. 
       “Believe me. I too had not expected it and never thought that I will 
achieve my goals with great success and in so short time. Once convinced 
of logic this Zulimistan nation stay tuned on that point. To convince them is 
the most difficult first phase. Other phases are automatically followed with 
ease. 
  Quite amazing thing is that the people are pursuing the logic successively 
on basis of which ZTA was formed.  
       We are surprised with this progress and trend of people. This trend has 
lowered our problems to a greater extent. God may not make me tell lie and 
the truth is that 25% to 30% Zulimistan people have come under our 
influence of ZTA. It was Jewish lobby that intervened and due to its 
resistance the people divided into groups. Hence a civil war in the country 
is in progress. This gave the eagerly awaiting government to restrict outdoor 
activities of ZTA. If grand rally would have materialized then Zulimistan 
people would have completely been influenced by ZTA.” Imran replied and 
gave the analysis. 
       “Never mind Imran, Whatever has happened is sufficient to shake 
Zulimistan. I am sure government circles ZSCIA and ZSFBI men would 
have still been stuck up in perplexity. They will need more time to come out 
of confusion and this state of mental shock. They might have never thought 
that their own men would catch them by collar. They were enchanted by 
their own might and power. They considered themselves as super ruler or 
supreme power of world. Now they are like an elephant that was bitten and 
defeated by tiny ant and was running in fear like rogue elephant. He has no 
place to hide.” 
      Jabran told further details. 
       “To hell with their Operation Get Universe…….. Yes Sir….. I have 
collected more details about this devilish and satanic operation. Oh my 
God! Sir these people are really mad of their power and strength. It is 
utmost necessary to stop them at where they are otherwise they would 
swallow the whole world like a terrible dragon.  
        Formerly there was some softness in their actions of all sorts but now 
they have not left any room for softness in this operation.  
        The main theme of this plan is that they will decide at once to kill 
anybody in any corner of the world that is suspected to be capable of 
harming Zulimistan in any angle. The decision to kill be acted upon at once 
and you have seen an example of these attacks on the lives of three Muslim 
leaders in Katahran, Kadubai and Masud Arab. And please note that 99% of 
the persons at their red hit list are Muslim leaders. This is the height of their 
cruelty they are imposing over Islamic world….”    Imran supplied more 
details. 
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        While they were talking together, Gulbaz Sharif and Mrs. Bay Kabeera 
came in and sat by his seat. Jabran introduces Imran to them and about 
achievements of ZTA. Mr. Gulbaz and Mrs. Bay Kabeera’s astonishment 
increased with every detail told by Jabran. There is glow of happiness on 
their faces. Sometime after Mr. Ayat Subhani also joined them and listened 
to what they are talking about. 
        All of them congratulated Imran over his great successes due to that 
Zulimistan had to face awful situation because of his toilsome ceaseless 
efforts. Zulimistan is yet not in full control of situation. Nobody knows 
when volcano of ZTA would explode.  
       “Mr. Imran I find that time has come for our first practical operation.” 
Jabran explained. 
       “Yes sir, I too was going to say that.” Imran nodded in approval and 
seconded the Jabran views. 
        Then Jabran presses a button and a large screen appears on the wall in 
front of him. Jabran then strikes board with his hand. A little after many 
windows appear on the screen and there is one picture in each window. 
They are in fact chiefs of MFP units in different countries. Jabran bringing 
them on line and issues them directions for action to follow next.  
        “My dear fellows! Time of our test has come after all. Muslim Ummah 
demands scarifies from all of us today. The sacrifices those our dearest 
Holy Prophet Muhammad (Peace Be Upon Him) offered in services of 
Islam is an exemplary manner.  As every dark night is followed by a bright 
day and similarly our dark night is going to be over. The day of our success 
is approaching near. I am quite hopeful God willing, Allah almighty has 
selected us for this great job. We shall come up to Allah’s expectations and 
shall rest only after wiping out these satanic and devilish forces from the 
earth that have destructed peace in the world. 
        These satanic forces have ruined solidarity of the world by dividing it 
in different groups ethnically or religiously or racially. 
 We shall once again have world recognitions of Islam as peace 
loving universal and rational faith and prove that Muslims Ummah has no 
role in all disturbances and seditions taking place in the world. These are all 
misdeeds of non Muslims. It has always become a habit of non Muslims to 
accuse Muslims of all mal deeds occurring in any part of world. 
       Every murder that is done in any part of world is given to the name of 
Muslim. What is this non sense…? Are all other nations keep full grades of 
good morality and Muslims keep always negative morality…?” He became 
somewhat sentimental. 
      He sieved a deep sigh then continued his comments. 
      “We have to take revenge from these enemies of humanity and teach 
them a lesson so that they do not anymore to defame Muslims in future 
times. This would be a lesson that their descendants should remember for 
long time. 
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  There are certain black sheep in every nation and in every religion of the 
world including Jews, Islam, Christianity and others.  
         We know all fingers are not equal. We also believe that entire Jewish 
nation mostly is not bad that keeps good morality and humanity loving and 
restricted to their own religious limits and do not interfere into other 
religious matters.  But the problem is that only small percentage of Jews 
brings their whole nation in public default. This is why entire Jewish nation 
is defamed because of few individual Jews having negative thoughts in their 
minds for other religions specially Islam. Similar black sheep exist in not 
Islamic Ummah but also in other religions of the world. We are compelled 
to purge out these black sheep and anti human elements from the world so 
that human beings do not divide themselves and keep away from creating 
turbulence and turmoil and people should live in peace and prosperity and 
brotherhood. We have to award these black sheep exemplary punishment 
and if some innocent also undermined we shall seek forgiveness of their 
nation in advance. ” 
       Then Jabran speak to computer Sunny; 
        “Friend Sunny, now explain them their respective roles….” 
        Sunny flies to larger screen and starts uttering as computer digital 
voice. 
        “O! The devotees of Jabran! Now I tell you about duties to be 
performed individually. I also desire to perform this noble job as you are 
going to perform. Would that I was a Muslim crusader than to be only a 
machine, as a Muslim crusader who is called ‘Shaheed’ (Martyr) if killed in 
serving his faith and called ‘Ghazi’ if he returns victorious.  Allah almighty 
has destined victory in both cases. Would that I was a Muslim! Would that I 
was not a machine!”  Besides expressing his internal desires the Robot 
Sunny explains all duties to perform respectively.  
             
<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<             
<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*< 
 
       Dr. Jabran named this operation after “Tariq Bin Ziyad” for particular 
reason. This mission was similar to that of Tariq Bin Ziyad who some 
centuries ago crossed deep sea and traveled long to enter Spain and 
conquered it with great success. Due to that comprehensive and non 
exemplary victory, Muslims ruled Spain for at least 900 years. 
      Twelve persons standing on sea shore were waiting for Jabran’s order. 
Each of them was fully determined and their hearts were full of love for 
martyrdom and desire to be martyred while working for a noble cause of 
truth to provide peace for mankind.  An impression of believe to get the 
goal was clearly looking on their faces. They all knew well that no Satan 
can stand on their way by any power and if any satanic force tried to come 
in their way they would crush that force.   
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         A little after Jabran also arrived at the beginning point of their mission 
by a helicopter. He had come to help his team to award them the remote 
details of mission and to bid them farewell for the successes. These people 
were there ready to leave for conquering world most famous air craft carrier 
Marine Star of Zulimistan present in the Arabian seas. This marine star was 
becoming a potential source for most of the atrocities, brutalities, cruel and 
unjustified activities in the world especially in Islamic world. This was 
taking part in world peace destructive activities. MFP targeted it first of all 
other peace destructive sources of the word.  
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           It was part of their plan to wade through sea by motor boats but 
mostly they were to travel underneath waters in divers dress to hide 
themselves from water boats deployed for protection of marine star. The 
two sub marines deployed under the water for watching marine star was 
also a big hurdle in their way. These two sub marines under waters and 
many motor boats running on the  
waters looked to be a guarding fort for marine star. All scenarios showed 
clearly that how important was marine star for Zulimistan...? 
        These twelve men were highly trained MFP’s crusaders. Every one 
among them was man of many parts. They were skilled to operate 
helicopters and fighter jets. They successfully could use every arms ranging 
from small to large missiles and rocket launchers too. Each one of them was 
a unique commando in its make and training and skill. Dr. Jabran had 
named them ‘Super Mujahids’ or Super Crusaders’ and thousands of like 
super fighters were a precious asset of MFP. 
         Having briefed and bidden farewell to them Jabran went back to 
helicopter. The mission was led by Dr. Jamil Sheikh, another photo copy of 
Dr. Jabran. It was time for Maghrib (evening) prayer. All of them said 
Maghrib Namaz led by Dr. Jamil Sheikh, then sit out on the  
voyager and they started their journey, a journey to provide calm, peace and 
happiness to all human beings of all religions and all nations the world over.  
        Motor boat was slowly moving towards destination.  All were busy in 
reciting Allah’s names. 
        Jamil noticed time on his wrist watch. He thought that the marine star 
that had inflicted brutalities to the hilt would be at mercy of these super 
fighters some moments after. 
         Sometimes after Jamil asked his companion to wear the amazing 
invention of Dr. Jabran’s black helmet device with limit 1. This limit 1 
meant that rays omitting were not in full quantity and the wearer in limit 1 
disappears but his image remained visible to on lookers.  As the dangerous 
zone had not reached yet so images were therefore visible to all. This is why 
Jamil Shiekh to operate limit 1 only till the danger zone would come. 
       Their journey went on quite calmly and with every ease. 
       The weather was also in their favor, the sea waves looked to be calm as 
these were happy and welcoming the super fighters? The moon light also 
helped them and they continued to travel on the calm sea waves going up 
and down. 
        After some time Mr. Jamil put on divers dress and asked others also to 
wear the same. All therefore wore the special dress. Jamil Sheikh also kept 
robot Sunny with him and now put its system on as it was off in the whole 
journey yet. 
      Coming on operation robot Sunny spoke out and blamed him for 
awaking; 
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       “Oh my God! You disturbed me Mr. Jamil. I was in deep sleep with 
beautiful dreams and was enjoying the beauty of heavens with my beloved 
robot Sonia.” 
       “It is time to work Sunny. Please awake up and if you don’t mind I 
would like to clarify that you are made to sleep because you keep talking 
abused too much and we have to discuss a lot and we get disturbed.” Jamil 
tried to satisfy robot. 
       “It is too much Jamil Sir! you are accusing me for nothing. If you keep 
on accusing me then I will go into deep sleep again and will not awake 
whatever you do for awaking me…?” Sunny responded quickly.  
       “Well my dear don’t be angry and don’t black mail me, ok, ok as I need 
you so I will not accuse you anymore. And if you become angry then with 
what face I will go before your inventor Dr. Jabran…? After all you are a 
supreme thing being very personal assistant to Dr. Jabran. Go ahead and tell 
Jabran that we are now going to enter phase 2 of our mission….” 
       Dr. Jamil admired of robot abilities and asked robot to intimate Jabran 
about the progress of mission.  
       Sunny obeys him and presses a button on his own machine body and a 
digital screen appeared in front. Then again some buttons being pressed by 
Sunny.  
        A picture of Dr. Jabran appears on that digital screen after some 
moments.  
        “Hi Mr. Jabran…” Mr. Jamil asked. 
         “Is it all ok..?”…Enquires Jabran through net meeting. 
         “Yes sir. Until now mission is stable without any interference and 
problem and now we are going to enter into phase 2 of our mission.” 
Replied Jamil Shiekh.  
       “Ok best of luck. Go on.” Jabran blessed them all. 
       “Thanks a lot Sir...” Jamil thanked him. 
       “Well sir Jabran! I miss you very much and miss my Sonia too. At one 
angle you talk about equal rights for all but on other hands you sent me in 
this mission without my beloved Sonia in spite of my request of sending 
Sonia with me.” Sunny complained to Jabran. 
       All busted into laughter on it.  
       “Sir you should have also given a baby feeder with us to appease this 
child in case of anger. We are helpless to quiet this weeping kid.” Jamil 
made a joke and threw an insult on sunny. 
       “Oho sir one feeder would not do for me. I need more baby feeders as 
all of the persons also need one including the child.” Sunny responded 
quickly and threw joke back to them. 
       Jabran was also amused over these light jokes. He called sunny.  
       “My friend Sunny you take jokes ill very soon. I have good news for 
you.” 
       “What!...?”… asked Sunny quite confused. 
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       “Yes my boy I am making another mini robot computer Sonia, a new 
robot computer for you. It has rather been completed. I will give you that 
gift on your return from this mission ‘Tariq-in-Ziyad’….” Jabran made 
Sunny happy by telling some good news. 
       “W w w w h h at my Sonia..? Sunny was really confused about it. 
       “Look my boy.” Jabran exhibits a pretty robot computer named Sonia 
in his hand through digital screen. 
       “Hallo my love.” Mini robot computer Sonia addresses Sunny by way 
of joke. 
       Sunny’s mouth really watered and remained opened with great surprise. 
There was no limit of his happiness at that occasion.  
       “Please….pl….pl…please…Sir Jabran…please sir Jabran…send it to 
me urgently…., would that you be in front of me …I would kiss you and 
my beloved Sonia too…..” Sunny insisted to send him back right now rather 
to complete the mission.   
       “No, No Sunny, it is not time to send Sonia at this time, but of course it 
is for you only …don’t be so fast. You are there on very important mission, 
first complete your mission then you will be awarded with your friend robot 
Sonia. Obviously it is for only you. Don’t worry. ” Dr. Jabran tried to 
satisfy Sunny. 
   Dr. Jamil team and in Dr. Jabran’s lab, all were enjoying Sunny 
conversation with Dr. Jabran.  All appeased him with difficulty.  
         As the result Sunny took that ill and closing his digital screen and he 
fall down.  All made a big laugh. 
        Dr. Jamil caught Sunny in his hand and put on its screen again. Sonia 
was on the other side. 
        “Oh my dearest friend Sunny, I love you from the core of my heart, I 
can’t live without you, Thanks to Dr. Jabran that he made me for you, no 
doubt we are far away at his time but after completion of this task we will 
meet together By God willing….” Sonia utters a few words of love for 
Sunny due to that Sunny feel happy and relaxed.  
       All felt relieved on stoppage of Sunny’s love affair for the time being. 
Talking mutually and cutting jokes they reached near Marine star. Their 
sailing on water surface then after that was dangerous and risky. Until now 
they were traveling with limit 1 of black helmet. 
       Now they set limit 2 to hide themselves completely while entering into 
phase 2 of their mission. At limit 2 rays emitted from black helmet hide the 
waver completely. Now they could contact to each other through coded 
language only. They had set specific code and every super Mujahids or 
super fighters had a code name like SMJ-1, SMJ-2 etc.  This was their code 
on that day; 
       “Tariq Bin Ziyad conquered Spain but later on lost it but MFP would 
conquer the whole world and would bring peace to the world over.” 
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        Now they were to begin journey underneath sea water. They dig a hole 
in their boat and abandoned to let it sink in water so that the rising aero 
planes from marine star would not spot it and get alerted. They had started 
journey below water level. Sunny too was in serious mood and kept telling 
them critical analysis from time to time as to what the distance was, what 
water pressure was and how far enemy was and other? Sunny also set 
directions for further proceedings ahead. As they were all in invisible so 
Sunny was the only source to be contacted each other by coded words and 
to remain together in integrated otherwise they could swim to opposite 
directions.  
       Sunny was conveying them all necessary information quite successfully 
and was doing a great job for which he was there in that mission rather 
proving more than a machine.  
       Sonia had full contact with satellite through which they collected 
information regarding location and movement of marine star so that they 
may not miss that on reaching previously known site. Fortunately marine 
star not in motion and was staying at one point and they were proceeding 
ahead under waters in right direction. 
       Dr. Jamil Sheikh talked to crusaders in coded form so that they should 
remain together as they were not to fully trust Sunny for risk of going 
astray. They at times reverted to limit 1 to ensure all were together.  
       This was their very long journey so they were traveling with extra 
cylinders. Dr. Jabran also contacted them off and on through satellite 
communication by means of Sunny and Sonia robot computers and 
enquired about their well being. 
      They were also enjoying their travel of under waters. So they got 
company of different sea creatures many times in their journey like shark 
fishes, gold fishes, star fishes and fishes from small size to huge size. And 
even one time Sunny perched itself on back of a shark’s fish that was 
passing by and went a far. Jamil had to stop all and get back to sunny. 
       Any way their journey was in progress. They reached near that they 
could see lines of sub marines detached for protection of marine star. Jamil 
sheikh ordered them not to speak any word onward. They had entered the 
most dangerous zone where they were to dodge protective boats and sub 
marine and reach at deck of the ship.  
      Next phase of operation was to start then. Sailing under water was going 
to end and now they started rising up with utmost care so that nobody could 
get glimpse of them. They were wearing black helmet which was wonderful 
invention of Dr. Jabran. 
       On reaching sea surface Jamil Sheikh whispered to Sunny as to what 
was to be done next. Flying in air Sunny 
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went up on marine star, his was the most important time of the history as 
history was going to write down new chapter. The super power of world 
was being stepped down by the under soles of shoes of Super Mujahids. 
Sunny reached the deck of marine star.  
       It was 4 am after mid night. Some guards were seen partially. Sunny 
flew away to other sites and inspected the whole deck deeply. Since Sunny 
was wearing black helmet nobody could notice its movements. He was 
performing his duties very carefully. 
      Different persons were on work at deck. Some were cleaning aero 
planes, some were cleaning helicopters etc. in short everybody was busy in 
work.  
 Taking a complete round of marine star Sunny spotted that a part 
of northern side of marine star was quite safe to launch the Super Mujahids. 
He decided to go back to Jamil sheikh. He informed them about the entire 
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situation. After bit discussions they decided to launch at northern side of 
marine star. 
        Sunny was sent with a rope to the deck and all climbed up to the deck 
turn by turn. On reaching at the top they heaved a sigh of relief. All sat and 
reverting to limit 1 and started planning for further actions. 
       Dr. Jamil once again sent Sunny to have a view of marine star from 
inside. Then Jamil himself opened a mini screen and started looking at 
inside scenes of through cameras fitted in robot sunny. Other members also 
assembled close to that screen to have idea about the interior of marine star. 
It was time of Morning Prayer of Fajr.  
         Mr. Jamil directed all to say their Fajr (morning) prayers being the 
invisible the crusaders were unable to say collective prayers and therefore 
they did it individually. Till they concluded prayers Sunny had come back 
after reviewing the inside situation of marine star. 
      Sunny told them that this was the time when most of people including 
General Frank of marine star were in sleep. 
      “Thanks a lot Sunny. You are really a great help of me so far in this 
mission. Would that I could manage your early meeting with your 
Sonia….” Jamil thanked him and also cut a joke on Sunny.  
   All of them laughed over that joke. 
        After a bit more discussions all super crusaders were ready for 
accomplishment of their respective part of mission. 
        From SMJ 1 to SMJ 6 shall check satellite link system, missile storage 
and missile launch system, and make keen study and feed necessary data in 
sunny computer. Sunny shall in turn transfer that data to MFP’s main server 
to store data there as well. From SMJ 7 to SMJ 10 shall study 
communication system of the marine star so that same can be controlled 
later. Like SMJ 11 shall watch general Frank activities and SMJ 12 shall be 
on mobile duty over entire marine star. Jamil issued direction to all super 
crusaders according to their code numbers. 
       All of them left for their respective duties. Then Jamil called sunny to 
come near and putting on its screen again looked into General Frank’s room 
that Sunny had duly recorded. 
      Now Jamil together with SMJ 11 proceeded to General Frank’s room 
under guidance of Sunny robot. Walking through different corridors they 
finally reached General Frank’s room that was enjoying sound sleep. Jamil 
did not consider it proper to awake General Frank at once. He started 
shaking him slowly while remaining invisible under limit 2, a few moment 
later General Frank woke up and looked around. Seeing nobody around he 
again lay down to sleep in state of perplexity. Jamil again pressed his 
shoulder. This time he actually felt embarrassed and got up and seeing 
nobody in the room felt every much astonished. He got up this time with 
mixed passions of anger and surprise and looked under bed side. He then 
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checked bathroom and finding no body he talked to himself in state of 
confusion. 
        “No, no this cannot be so. I have misconceived. Nobody present here. 
Nobody pressed my shoulder. Perhaps I was dreaming in deep sleep….” He 
gave some soft slaps to his own face to satisfy that he was seeing a dream 
full of fear. 
       Then now for the first time Jamil addressed him while still invisible. 
       “No Mr. Frank! You are not dreaming. That all was factual reality and 
treatment you are going to be given out would also be a reality.” 
       “Who you are, who this ghost is…?” Frank really started shuttering in 
fear. He was unable to speak complete words. 
       “Oh you are quite confused. In my opinion a person in the rank of army 
general should show no cowardice. You have great deeds at your credit.” 
Jamil added more to his fear. 
       “Ghost Sir! What do you want me to do…?” Frank said taking invisible 
Jamil as a ghost. 
       “Sir General Frank! We are not a ghost. We are human beings and have 
come to settle scores with you. We have come here to make you pay for 
your misdeeds and intend to send you in life hereafter.” Jamil thereby added 
further to his confusion. 
       “W..w..w..what…?  you…angel of death..? Oh my death time has 
come…? Oh my death time has come…?” In state of extreme fear Frank 
then took them as angel of death and was nearly weeping in confused phase 
like a baby. A general of a super power was looking a coward and behaving 
as just a child. 
      “We do not comprehend what you talk…? You named us a ghost first 
and now call us as angel of death where as we already assured that we are 
human beings like you in real sense.” Jamil explained to him 
       “If you are human beings then where are you, why you are not visible 
to me…?”….  Frank first time asked him with some courage. 
   Keeping in view the critical situation Jamil made himself visible 
and come under Limit zero but Sunny and SMJ 11 remained invisible while 
still in limit 2. 
       “We knew it well that you will behave in this manner and the air of 
your status as General Frank shall vanish very soon and your strong belief 
of being a super power shall also end.”  
     Jamil said laughing.  
     Seeing Jamil in physical presence General Frank was greatly astonished. 
He looked at Jamil in a strange way and was in a strange condition 
measuring partly afraid, amazed and somewhat uncertain. Frank sits on his 
sofa with some satisfaction. 
       “Is he a creature of other planet that has appeared in human shape…?” 
Frank thought taking him as space man now. 
      “I am surprised that person boasting the world is so helpless today…? 
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   You Mr. Frank are confused and describing me a ghost at one time and 
angel of death another time and then as space man now from another 
planet…? What is this non sense while I am a living human being standing 
before your eyes…?”     Jamil explained in detail. 
       Then Mr. Jamil talked to SMJ11 who was invisible under limit 2 of 
black helmet;  
       “Mr. SMJ 11 would you like please to thrash him a lot so that he comes 
to his senses.” Jamil said to SMJ 11 who moved forward while still 
invisible and started beating General Frank. Under rain of kicks and fist 
blows Frank raises his voices with pain and cry but Jamil blocks his mouth 
with a cloth. After some time he asks SMJ11 to stop beating. 
     Frank falls himself on bed in beaten, swollen and bruised form and 
began to gasp. He is bleeding from mouth and nose profusely. Jamil moves 
forward and cleans his blood with his own handkerchief and showed that to 
Frank.  Now Jamil s filled with range. 
     “Look the sun of cruelty, see this red blood. The color of your blood is 
red like millions of Kafaghanistani martyrs who were killed by bombers 
flew from your so called defamed marine star and terrible firing of your 
commanders sent from here. You did the same cruel behavior with Karaqi 
people. You enjoy bombardments on innocent unarmed people like you are 
playing with any video game. You feel happy over that rather you are 
seemed to be proud of those killings of innocent people of Karan, 
Kafaghanistan and in Kafelistine. Likewise I am also feeling pleasure from 
my act of beating you.” Dr. Jamil was saying all this in state of anger when 
Sunny came to him and ask him to cool down. 
         “Jamil Sir, we are short of time I fear you might spoil things in state of 
anger. We have yet to make use of General Frank a good deal. He may die 
of much beating and we could not complete our mission.” 
         Hearing this Jamil leaves Frank’s collar and throws him on bed. He 
briefly introduces himself to Frank, and then tells him about the MFP and 
its mission.  
        Then Jamil showed him movie on Sunny’s digital screen that how they 
came on Marine star. More he sees the movie more he gets perplexed and 
confused as he could never think of this helpless at his own marine star 
where he ruled many years. He was badly beaten in his own realm. He was 
capable to understand object of infiltrations made by SMJs. He was hitting 
many plans in his mind how to tackle them but luck perhaps this time would 
not favor him. 
      He will have to cut the corps what he has seeded for others.  
      This time the nature wants to teach him lesson for his brutalities. The 
chess board will be toppled over this time and he will have to obey Dr. 
Jamil’s orders completely or he will face another round of beating. After 
finishing movie he plucked up courage to ask Jamil.  
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       “Jamil sir I have viewed entire movie but still I am not able to 
understand the object of your coming here…?” 
       “Patience, patience, be in patience Mr. Frank. Haste makes waste.” 
Jamil replied. In the meantime Sunny told Jamil that Jabran was online and 
wanted to talk him. Soon Jabran’s face appeared on small digital screen of 
Sunny.  After inquiring about the situation Jabran congratulated Jamil and 
soon talk was over and all. 
       “Believe me Sir Jamil, your inventions of black helmet and robot 
Sunny are well more than all our inventions.  And please tell me who this 
Dr. Jabran is…?” Frank impressed by this robot and passed his comments 
and inquired about Jabran. 
        Jamil introduced Jabran in brief to him and told that many Jabran like 
brains were working in MFP and every individual has no parallel. It is 
because of these best brains that we are here. Then Jamil contacted all other 
crusaders on marine star one by one and inquired about progress of work 
assigned them. All replied it was ok and satisfied Jamil. 
       “Now Mr. Frank I want to make one thing clear that you will do only 
what I ask you to do. If you would co operate me then I will think positively 
to keep you alive or otherwise I will tie up your hands and throw you in 
deep sea for shark fishes to do justice with you….”…Jamil warned Frank in 
clear words.  
     Frank also cursed Jamil in his heart and called him names. 
     “Listen, only recently I have taught a lesson and treated your nation in 
Kafaghanistan more than dogs but you have forgotten that very soon. How 
dare you wretched stepped into my marine star…? I will give you toughest 
time as I did with your people in Kafaghanistan and in Karaq...” 
       Frank was in fact a Jew. His heart was therefore full of hatred for 
Muslims. He was made chief of marine star for this reason. He had done 
justice to the trust placed on her. He always felt huge rejoice to participate 
the killing actions against innocent Muslims where ever and when ever in 
the world by any country. He gave them exemplary worst end and he was 
quite successful in his evil deeds to a greater extent.  Perhaps this time 
situation was not in his favor. On the contrary he was to account for his 
previous brutalities.  
       Jamil had read his face expressions, he asked SMJ11 t to gave thrashing 
to Gen. Frank once again as he was totally in co operative until now so 
Frank was caught in rain of kicks and fists. In the meantime Jamil asked 
sunny to exhibit bio data of Gen Frank. Sunny flying forward, pressed a 
button and exhibited Frank’s bio data on his digital mini screen. Jamil went 
through it keenly.  
      Sometime after Jamil askedSMJ1 to stop thrashing and he did so. Gen. 
Frank had fainted due to repeated beating. He was lying unconscious on the 
floor. Jamil went to him and spoke in his ears. 
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        “Mr. Frank, your evil desire shall die down in your heart this time what 
you are thinking can never be fulfilled. We have come fully prepared. We 
God Willing shall certainly win and you will only repent. You will now cut 
the crop which you have harvested in the past. You will be returned back to 
you what you have given to the innocent grieved humanity of the world. 
You will be taught a lesson that will not be unforgotten by you and by your 
cruel and greedy allies for long times to come. ”  
        Then Mr. Jamil comes back and sits in his chair. He asks SMJ11 to 
become visible in limit zero and SMJ11 appeared. Jamil asked him to drag 
Frank and lay him in bed. He lays Gen. Frank in his bed as desired. 
      Jamil sprinkled water on Frank’s face from a tumbler placed on table 
near him. Frank came to senses a bit after. 
      “I think we have already talked long. Now we should do something 
practically.” Jamil addressed Frank as his requiring senses again. 
       Frank moans with pain. SMJ11 served him water when so directed by 
Jamil and cleaned blood oozing out from his mouth and nose and giving 
him support of pillows while brought him in sitting position. 
      “You are extremely cruel...”… Frank tells Mr. Jamil in anger. 
      “By God, the brutalities you have inflicted during last 50 years in 
Islamic world cannot be equaled by us in severity.” Jamil too replied in 
intense anger almost was shouting. 
      “And if you did not change your tone I will myself teach you a lesson.” 
Jamil threatened in sever anger. 
      The threat worked this time and Frank came in cool minded status and 
he kept quiet in state of fear because he had already been beaten twice and 
3rd time thrashing could be the worst and he would lose his life.  
      Then Jamil began to get information about Marine star. Other SMJs also 
kept briefing with regular intervals. 
        It was about 8am. Majority of mariners had awaked up just now. Gen. 
Frank’s voice echoed on phone for to all assembled in the main general hall 
where he will brief them on important issue of necessary next and urgent 
mission. 
      The announcement stirred the mariners. Everybody taking breakfast or 
not or wearing whatever was available, ran towards to general hall. 
Announcement continued to be aired on mike. People were going to hall in 
groups successively. A little after general hall reached to capacity with 
audiences and almost of the mariners were present in the hall. All doors of 
hall were bolted. Announcement on mike stopped. All were waiting for next 
announcement of Gen. Frank. 
       All men thought that some new activity was going to be launched 
against Muslims and General Frank would brief them about that shortly. 
These people were accustomed with great skill and determination and well 
equipped to such briefings as most of attacks on Muslims were managed 
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from here. At last Mr. Frank’s voice heard on mike again some moments 
after.  
       Frank told them all that a group of Muslims called MFP had captured 
our marine star and you are all under their close watch and control. And 
their chief Jamil shall address you directly. 
       All the mariners were surprised to hear the announcement and a state of 
uncertainty prevailed there. There remained a pin drop silence for some 
moments. Everybody was in state of shock and did not know what to do and 
what would be the fate of marine star…?  
     While they were in this perplexity the voice of Jamil sheikh emerged on 
speaker again. 
        “Hello to the close associates of cruel activities, I Dr. Jamil Sheikh the 
local commander of MFP, addressing you. Believe it or not your total 
marine star now is under our occupation and control. Our crusaders have 
besieged you. Look and see small sample.” 
        All of a sudden fire opened from one side and a few mariners in hall 
are shot dead. All were surprised about sources of fire while a not a single 
gun was visible in the hall. 
     Dr. Jamil’s voice again rose on speaker. 
     “You have seen firing but have not seen those who fired. In fact our 
crusaders are wearing newly invented black helmet device that through its 
special rays make the wearer invisible and these shots fired by our invisible 
crusaders who are present in hall and surrounding you totally. Look at 
another example.” 
       Now fire comes from another side of hall and a few more marine 
soldiers are killed by firing from invisible persons. When dead bodies 
increased more and more in hall there was a stampede among those alive. 
Hall was full of marine soldiers round about 3000 in numbers. Because of 
stampede these soldiers started dying under the feet of those on run and 
quite were getting injured bad luckily. 
      There were only two doors of hall for entry and exit which were well 
guarded by invisible SMJs already so who ever tried to cross the door was 
shot dead there. 
      In this state of uproar and disorder Mr. Jamil’s voice was heard again; 
      “Stop, stop, there is no use of flight in panic. It is not our plan to kill 
you at all. I request my companion ‘the Super Mujahids’ in hall possibly not 
to open fire….” 
       At last the firing stopped. Mr. Jamil‘s announcement has proved useful 
and people running in panic stopped. People were pale with fear as if they 
had seen dreadful dream. 
       “We are sorry that because of your senseless flights, we had to open 
fire repeatedly that claimed more deaths. But this was not at all part of our 
plan. Anyway briefly I tell you that we are fully in control of your great 
marine war ship and our rule shall prevail over it. We have no enmity with 
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you. We have enmity with your mentors and rulers who use your might for 
personal narrow objects. We shall cut hands that rule you. Any way I put 
these options before you at this moment.  
       Firstly you will be given the option to put the life jackets and jump into 
the sea. It will be up to your luck that are saved or drowned. You can carry 
life boats with you as well. However these boats are not enough to fulfill 
your needs. 
        Second option is that you should embrace Islam and enter into it and 
stand by MFP in war against cruel and oppressors. This would be the best 
course for success in this world and life hereafter. 
       The third option and last option for you is to stay confined here with 
starvation till we finish our job. We shall not be able to provide you 
adequate service because we have many fish to fry. As to Islam as a faith I 
shall tell you only a few things. I request you that before you decide in any 
direction please listen carefully focus and concentrate about these 
arguments in depth. Please listen to my computer robot sunny….” Dr. Jamil 
completed his address. 
   Then a side door opened and Sunny appears while flying in air. The door 
is closed. Then while flying in air Sunny robot addresses them with a digital 
voice. 
        “Dear respected people; Islam is a natural, international worldwide 
religion which is sent by Allah almighty to fight back satanic forces and 
devilish forces and to eradicate these forces from the world so that human 
mankind would live in peace. 
       Islam does not permit terrorism and nor enfold terrorists in its ranks. 
Islam has been a peace loving religion and it will remain as forever. Islam is 
not severity loving religion. It does not preach militancy like no other 
religion permit such rubbish and negative activities either.   
         Who is Allah almighty (God)..? What He wants from His creatures..?  
LET have some idea about why we have been sent in this world By OUR 
GOD...ALLAH almighty…? WHAT IS ISLAM AND WHO SEND IT, 
WHAT IS Christianity..? LET US SEE IN A GLIMPSE. 
      ISLAM AND CHRISTIANITY Both sent by ALLAH almighty except 
that when Islam came then the followers of Christianity were ordered to 
leave CHRISTIANITY and to follow only Islam, some 1432 years back. It 
was the time when Prophet Muhammad (Peace Be Upon Him) sent by 
ALLAH almighty.....this is the main difference..... 
      Please believe that all Universes created by ALLAH almighty for only 
HIS beloved Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) as GOD wanted that 
all creatures should love with Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) 
because God also loves Prophet Muhammad (PUH) to greatest extent and 
there is no limit of this love. 
        There is only one supreme Creator of this Universe and everything in 
this universe and that is ALLAH (GOD) almighty. 
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        There are 4 holy angels of ALLAH almighty, and these angels are 
performing their duties given by ALLAH almighty.  
        1. Holy ANGEL GIBRAAIEL. He conveys the message of ALLAH 
almighty to Prophets. 
        2. Holy ANGEL IZRAAIEL. He is the ANGEL of death, the soul 
collector. 
        3. Holy ANGEL MEEKAAIEL. The controller of skies, rain, air sun, 
space, light… 
        4. Holy ANGEL ISRAAFIEL. He will bring QIYAMAT...the last day 
of world when all will be finished into pieces with the HOLY sound 
released by this angel. HE will produce a type of sound with some strange 
pitch and frequency and that particular sound will spread through all the 
universes and hence everything will be destroyed. After that ALLAH 
almighty will re create everything including us and then the Day of 
Judgment will stand. 
        ALLAH almighty sent 124900 Holy Prophets in this world since the 
creation of this world. 
    HOLY Prophet ADAM (peace be upon him) was the first prophet. 
      The Holy Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) was the last prophet 
of ALLAH almighty. No prophet will come after him till the last day of this 
world. 
     ALONG with Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) ALLAH 
almighty sent holy Quran with him. 
     The sayings of Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) are written in 
six books called Hadees.     
      The Holy Quran are sayings of ALLAH almighty, we should follow 
these sayings. 
     The Ahadess are sayings of Holy Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon 
him), we should follow these sayings. 
     In this HOLY QURAN written that; 
"He is Allah, the One; Allah, the Independent and Besought of all; He 
begets not, nor is He begotten; And there is none like unto Him.” 
       When someone loves or obeying Holy Prophet Muhammad (PUH) it 
means he loves and obeying ALLAH almighty and ALLAH almighty also 
wants this as ALLAH almighty has ordered to do so in Holy Quran.  And to 
love with Holy Prophet Muhammad (PUH) is one way that we should live 
our lives in the ways as lived by Holy Prophet Muhammad (PUH). Second 
way to love with Holy  Prophet Muhammad (PUH) is to read as much as 
possible DAROOD SHARIF like; 
       "SALLALLAH  ALAIHEE  WA AALIHEE  WASSALLAM"  
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    It means that "OH ALLAH send Peace and Slam upon Muhammad and 
upon his family members." 
It may be noted that when someone says this sentence one time, ALLAH 
will do 3 things; 
10 times slam on that person, 
10 times happiness on that person, 
10 sins will be forgiven By ALLAH almighty of that person....” 
        Sunny takes a short break and flies round the audiences and speaks 
again. 
        “There is nothing but false propaganda launched by enemies of world 
peace to defame Islam and to present Islam as religion of Terrorism. These 
people want to destroy world peace indirectly by enhancing war or war like 
activities. These negative minded people are engulfing our peace. I invite 
you to study Holy Quran which comprises of revelation from Allah 
almighty made to Holy prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him). Your 
study shall show you the differences.  
       The evident difference between Islam and other religions is that in 
Islam the present life is a temporary phase and not all. The real life  
commences after death. Life after death depends upon the quality of our 
conduct in this life when we alive.” 
       The robot then makes a round of all audiences in the hall while flying 
in air. There is pin drop silence in the hall. Everyone is listening to Sunny 
with great concentration who is giving details about Islam. 
   He again re starts his speech; 
        “Those who perform good deeds in this life shall be in a good status 
and peace after hereafter. Islam as religion was gifted from heavens to 
educate us how to make this life successful and rewarding and earn fruit in 
life hereafter as well as to earn unlimited pleasure on the Day of Judgment 
and also not would been catch by anger of Allah Almighty at that day. 
Believe me who ever caught by Divine’s grip he will be in great and deep 
trouble both in this life and the life after death and huge punishment will be 
in his fate. 
         There is only one way to save yourself from divine wrath, and this is 
the path of Almighty Allah’s beloved messenger and prophet Muhammad 
(Peace be Upon Him) who has practiced in His whole life. Pursuing that 
path you will become the true followers of Holy Prophet Muhammad 
(Peace Be Upon Him) and Almighty Allah will please from you and when 
Almighty God is pleased then the successes would come rush forward and 
embarrass you. The other side is that of Satan whose path if followed would 
lead to hell and satanic disciple shall be doomed…..” 
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        The  robot Sunny then makes a round of all audiences in the hall while 
flying in air. There is pin drop silence in the hall. Everyone is listening to 
Sunny with great concentration who is giving details about Islam. 
   He again re starts his speech; 
     “Let us see inside and think what we are doing…? 
     Think what we are doing and what we had been ordered to do by our 
God…? 
     Think what we are eating, drinking and wearing; are these according to 
that what our God ordered to do so...? 
     Think what we are seeing, hearing, saying, and reading; are these all ok 
according to that what our God ordered to do so…? 
    Think what and how we are earning or doing our business and then 
spending; are these all ok according to that what our God ordered to do so 
…? 
     Think what we are inventing and developing; are these all ok according 
to that what our God ordered to do so…? 
Think what we are teaching and learning; are these all ok according to that 
what our God ordered to do so..? 
Think what and how we are enjoying; is it right thing to enjoy that what our 
God ordered to enjoy…? 
Think how we are training and giving to our kids; are these all ok according 
to that what our God ordered to do so …? 
Are our clothes enough to cover our body hidden parts..? 
We have made our women naked, is it good for mankind..? 
Are our inventions good to serve mankind or to make mankind more 
negative and more attractive towards satanic activities..? 
  Are our movies, TV programs especially TV commercials worth seeing 
where free sex scenes are frequent..? Does our God like it..? The answer is 
NO. 
  Are our neighbors happy from us..? Are our parents happy from us..? Are 
our kids happy from us…? Are our brothers and sisters happy from us..? 
Are our friends happy from us…?  Are our colleagues happy from us…?  
     Think where we have to go after death…? 
      Death is not the end of Life, this is our transfer from this world into 
another world, where we have to face the Justice for our deeds and we will 
be judged what we did in our life.  
      We will be questioned for our relations with parents, friends, colleagues, 
brothers, sisters, wife, children, neighbors and our servants. 
      We will be questioned for rights of parents, friends, colleagues, 
brothers, sisters, wife, children, neighbors and our servants. 
       We will be questioned for what we gave and what we took from and 
what we did for our parents, friends, colleagues, brothers, sisters, wife, 
children, neighbors and servants. 
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      We will be questioned how we did earned and how did we spent. 
      Remember, these moments of our life are very crucial and important... 
      Remember we use three things round the clock, round the day, round 
the year, and round the life. 
    1. Money; (earned and spent…. either good or bad) 
    2. Relation; (with parents, friends, colleagues, brothers, sisters, wife, 
children, neighbors, either good or bad) 
   3. And the most important, our deeds...either good or bad) 
     The first and second will remain outside our grave and only our deeds 
will go with us in our grave. If good deeds liked by Allah almighty (GOD) 
then all good, heaven is made for such persons, and if our deeds would be 
bad and disliked by GOD then we are in deep trouble and hell is made for 
such persons.  
      Then in graves, the Judgment will start with these three questions by the 
Angels of Judgment sent by GOD while we will be in our graves just after 
we will be buried. 
     1.. Who is your God…? If the answer is ALLAH, then good otherwise 
punishment will start. 
     2.. Who is your Prophet…? If Answer is Muhammad (PUH), then good 
otherwise punishment will start. 
     3.. What is your religion…? If Answer is Islam, then good otherwise 
punishment will start. 
       Remember Islam's teachings and sayings OF Holy Prophet Muhammad 
(PUH) will save us from THE ANGER OF GOD. 
       Remember Islam's teachings and sayings OF Holy Prophet Muhammad 
(PUH) will guide us that what we should hear, read, wear, earn, spend, 
teach, rights we should give to parents, friends, colleagues, brothers, sisters, 
wife, children, neighbors and to servants. 
      Remember Islam's teachings and sayings OF Holy Prophet Muhammad 
(PUH) will guide us that what we should do all the day starting from getting 
from bed and going back to bed..? 
        Please do Love with only Holy Prophet Muhammad (PUH) and it 
should be above the love of parents, friends, colleagues, brothers, sisters, 
wife, and children. This love will bring us into the depth of Islam and 
shortcut way to make GOD Happy. Because ALLAH says first make love 
with my beloved Holy Prophet Muhammad (PUH) above the love of 
parents, friends, colleagues, brothers, sisters, wife, children then Allah will 
love to us……” 
      Sunny completed his talk while floating in air. After some moments of 
pause, he again started talking to audience of hall. 
      “Better you people think over situation instantly. Sir Jamil has given 
you the three options. You are free to choose one. We shall respect your 
choices.” 
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       There were many commanders and other people in the hall and all 
people were listing to Sunny very carefully. Then people started whispering 
and talking slowly. Noise grew louder and louder so much so that voices 
were not audible and comprehensible.  
       Till sometimes after persons present in the hall decided about their 
option and decision was according to expectation of Jamil and his Super 
Mujahids.  
       Majority of them preferred to swim in the sea. They thought that it was 
better to try their luck rather than to remain confined and starve.  Very few 
had decided to embrace Islam while a small fraction of them were already 
Muslims. This fraction of Muslims had induced colleagues to embrace 
Islam and a few responded in affirmative. 
      When mist was cleared in hall, it came out that out of 3000 people 
hardly 100 had agreed to work under MFP while others opposed. They were 
separated and others were given all available life boats and life jackets and 
they were permitted to leave Marine Star and go to sea. There were only 
SMJs and 100 new Muslims left at the marine star besides General Frank. 
During this period general Frank was thrashed against due to his obstinate 
stand. He has shown resistant persistently from time to time. 
       All the 100 marine star men left behind were technical and engineers 
like computer operators, satellite link system experts, missile systems 
experts and others. Jamil got help of them and his job was made much 
easier than earlier.  He deployed SMJs on their supervision. 
       Before sending them to their respective jobs, Jamil addressed Marine 
star workers and warned them that they were under constant watch and 
should not try to dodge him. On even the slightest doubt of their cleverness, 
the SMJs would shoot those dead instantly while these SMJs were in state 
of invisible due to Black helmet. Additionally the robot Sunny also was 
keeping vigilant eye on them. All 100 people of marine star would be 
punished even to single treachery of any of them and they will all be thrown 
into the sea at once. He has issued this warning as a precaution. However 
the fact was that these persons were themselves amazed of Zulimistan’s 
cruel duel anti humanity policies. They had decided to stand by MFP from 
the depth of their hearts. Mr. Jamil therefore needed not to worry. He was 
any way right and his warning too was prudent step. He himself assumed 
charge of central room. In the meantime Sunny came to Jamil while floating 
in the air and told him that Dr. Jabran was online.  
      Dr. Jabran started net meeting; 
      “Hello Jamil! Sunny has already given me entire information. You have 
played a wonder in real sense. I am very much pleased.” Jabran backed him 
up. 
      “No sir, I have just done my duty. This all was not possible to be done 
without your wonderful invention of black helmet device. Entire credit of 
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success therefore goes to you….” Jamil replied with some words of praise 
while admiring his abilities. 
      The dialogue was being had with Jabran who was visible in Sunny’s 
digital Screen. The Sunny robot computer once again requested Jabran and 
insisted to exhibit Sonia robot computer and arrange her meeting with 
Sunny. 
       Dr. Jabran obliged him and put Sonia robot computer in front of screen. 
Sunny and Sonia exchanged pleasantries and greetings. 
       “Hi Sunny! How are you…?” Another digital robot mini robot Sonia 
enquires. 
       “Hi Sonia! You tell me first how you are and where have you been, its 
long time we met…?”… Sunny asked question in return. 
        “Thanks Allah Almighty, my love, it is alright and everything is 
ok…”… Sonia told her well being. 
      “But everything is not ok at this end my honey….”… Sunny complains. 
      “What has happened honey.” Sonia inquired in worried tone. 
      “Tell me the truth it is difficult for me to pass over even one moment 
without you….”… Sunny expressed his helplessness. 
      “It is difficult for us as well to pass a moment without you.” Sonia also 
showed her love for Sunny. 
      “Oho dear talk out these things you both on some other occasions. We 
have yet to do lot.” Jamil sheikh interrupted the both computer robots. Both 
greeted each other and hoped farewell for each other. Finishing talks with 
Jabran Jamil  
got busy in his job. Jamil called all of his SMJs for important decisions and 
future planning.  
      All SMJs were at zero limit of black helmet and were visible because 
danger period was over. They were in complete control of marine Star. This 
huge ship was an aircraft carrier and also a store house of weapons of mass 
destructions. It was missile attacker as well. 
        In short it was a small military cantonment that had caused great 
destruction in Muslims areas but it was then now in full control of MFP’s 
reckless fighters. Nobody could have ever thought that Muslims would 
conquer Marine star and a Jewish general Frank famous known for playing 
havoc in Muslims territories would lick dust in defeat and then turn to be a 
frightened cat. He would be helpless to a greatest extent even in his own 
ship in which there was full command of him at one time. Due to his 
negative and non co operative behaviors he was receiving thrashing again 
and again.  
      After some discussions the super SMJs returned to their respective 
duties. 
      According to decisions of meting Missiles rain had to be started to fall 
on Zamaril and this was the main important part of their mission. 
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      Mr. Jamil briefed all persons before launching the Missile attack. All 
preparations were complete. MFP’s own satellite was linked with Missile 
link guided system of marine star with the help of robot Sunny. Necessary 
data was fed in computers and targets were set and fed in. The missile 
analysis and working status in the computers also were fed. 
       Analysis appears on large digital display screen of control room. Before 
launching attack Jamil Shiekh once again asked for mission analysis from 
Sunny. 
      Sunny flew towards screen and pushed some buttons on that screen due 
to that analysis appeared on screen after some time.  
    A digital voice appeared simultaneously reading the analysis. 
    “Target No 1;…President palace Katkama in Zamaril. 
      Target No 2;…Military cantonment of Katkama. 
      Target No 3;…Headquarter of Zamaril’s badly known                  
Intelligence agency Sosan in Katkabib. 
      Target No 4;…Atomic nuclear Plant of Zamaril situated in Katkama. 
      Target No 5;…Atomic nuclear Plant of Zamaril situated in Dhokan. 
      Target No 6;…Naval Headquarters of Zamaril at Bharuda. 
            Target No 7;… Air Headquarters of Zamaril in Maidakal. 
            Target No 8;…Weapons depot of Zamaril in Zanjeia. 
            Target No 9;…Weapons depot of Zamaril in Khalil. 
            Target No 10;..Weapons depot of Zamaril in Jaban. 
            Target No 11;.Largest Zamaril cantonment in Katkama. 
            Target No 12;.Fighter planes depot of  Zamaril in Jondhan. 
            Target No 13;.Fighter planes depot of  Zamaril in Swadal. 
            Target No 14;.Military cantonment of Zamaril in Kasran. 
            Target No 15;.Military cantonment of Zamaril in Bhaudra. 
            Target No 16;.Military cantonment of Zamaril in Karkal. 
            Target No 17;.Military cantonment of Zamaril in Jalbin. 
            Target No 18;.Headquarters of Para-Military forces of Zamaril in  
Jordhak. 
           Target No 19;.Headquarters of Para-Military forces of Zamaril. 
            Satellite  Link system;………..……Status ok. 
            Missile working status;…………….Status ok. 
            Number of Missiles per target;..10 
            Missile speed;……………………………3500 km per hour. 
            Missile mark;…………………………….cobra 2 
            Target hit time;…………………………about 1.5 hours 
            All ok….all ok…all ok…..all ok…all ok.” 
     The digital voice utters and then stops. 
         The moment this digital sound was silent, countdown starts as 
10…09..08..07….06….. Jamil then pressed a button on the board in front 
and spoke out “In the name of Allah” and then Missiles were seen going to 
their respective targets one after the other. All super commanders started 
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remembering Allah on beads of rosary. They were busy counting the beads.  
They were looking into their computers as well. Jamil informed Jabran 
about start of missile attack via net meeting.  
      Dr. Jabran too was glad and prayed for success of mission and 
congratulated all members of the team as all had done all jobs in the best 
way. 
         Jabran was talking with Jamil via mini screen of robot Sunny 
computer who was visible on screen who told about missiles that all were 
heading towards target in correct way. 
         After that it was job of Jabran’s team who was to JAM Zamaril radar 
system through the most modern super computer system with the help of 
most modern Satellite so that Zamaril could not detect these rushing 
missiles before hand and could launch counter attack in reply.  
         Even if they could counter the missile attack it was difficult for them 
to destroy these so much fast moving MFP’s cobra 2 missiles.  
          It was however possible for them to shift the targeted objects away 
from the target sites and hence would protect their important war assets 
from being destroyed. It was therefore almost necessary to jam the working 
of Zamaril’s radar system. MFP had fully arranged to do that. 
         Jabran was sitting in his control room along with his team and was 
busy issuing instructions to members of his team who were acting upon on 
while sitting on their respective computers. All were and vigilant.  They 
were looking at missiles heading to their targets on their computers screens. 
         The moment missile starts reaching near air space limits of Zamaril 
they had activated black helmets attached with missiles through own 
satellite so that missile may not be visible at limit 2 and keep heading 
towards their targets without interruption. And this limit 2 is that in which 
the helmet discharges rays due to that the object become invisible. May be 
now Zamaril radars detect some moving objects on radar screen but 
practically they would not be able in fact to see any visible thing on their 
radar screen. They would attribute detection signals to be result of some 
mechanical disorder in radar. Missiles shall hit their targets before they 
could realize the factual position. 
        Entire planning was made by the best brain of Dr. Jabran that had 
100% chance of success. 
         Now Jabran asked Sonia robot for current analysis of situation. Sonia 
flew to large digital screen and pushed some buttons and then automatic 
digital voice emerged into the hall with display on the screen. The digital 
voice says; 
        “Missile fired;……………………200 
          Missile mark;………………...cobra 2 
          Launching place;………………marine star in Arabian sea. 
          Balance time form target;.15 minutes 
          Aerial time limit;………………12 minutes 
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           Satellite link system;……….ok 
           Missile link system;………….ok 
           Black helmet device;……….ready” 
         Jabran gave responsibility to Sonia robot to link the satellite with his 
team members when the aerial limit is ended so that the helmet device is 
activated. Sonia did the job very nicely and accurately. 
 Right after 12 minutes satellite was linked and the black helmets 
attached with missiles were activated simultaneously and rapidly flying  
 Cobra 2 missiles disappeared from screens at that moment. 
      All of them present in the hall called out “Alhamdulillah” (all praises 
for ALLAH).  
        All the other moving objects did signal the Zamaril’s radars but no 
object was seen in pictures they got of their air space limits. Nothing was 
visible while moving objects signals on radar kept on increasing moment by 
moment and all duty personals on radars were  
quite surprised with this drama. And experts were being called upon to 
handle the situation and to solve the problem. But before Zamaril’s experts 
could understand the complexity of the current conditions or do some 
remedy, the missile shattered entire Zamaril and razed edifices to ground. 
         Destruction was immense and massive. There were loud explosives as 
if looked atomic bombs had exploded. Missiles explosions were followed 
by explosions of ammunition. All targets were hit in a moment. It was a 
doom day for whole of Zamaril along with the fact that the president palace 
was also razed to ground. President was killed, cabinet members were 
killed, military cantonments were destructed, arm and ammunition depot 
were being ruined. Large marine ships were drowned. Aircraft were 
destroyed.  
         Entire cantonment areas in big cities were destroyed. There was 
nothing but dust and smoke everywhere. Moreover atomic plants of Zamaril 
were destroyed also and broken into pieces like that when Zamaril itself 
destroyed Karaq atomic nuclear plant some years ago by an air attack.  
        Paramilitary Zamaril’s cantonments were also destroyed along with 
naval forces headquarters. 
         In short Zamaril that was mighty atomic and military power was 
reduced to non entity. Its entire land, air and naval forces were effaced from 
the earth. 
      Zamaril that was few moments before a great atomic power had turned 
to be a wretched state because as many as 200 most powerful with latest 
technology missiles had shattered it all. All systems destroyed in only 
moments. 
There was no body to run the state affairs. There was no body to hold up the 
country. There cheers to Jabran intelligence and to his team members for his 
so best planning as in this massive attack very few civilians were killed. 
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Among those who died, 99% were members of Zamaril’s armed forces and 
the things razed to ground were mainly military installations. 
 

 
 
              These attacks were different from those attacks on Kafaghanistan 
that claimed lives of millions of unarmed innocent, weak and wretched 
people of Kafaghanistan. Millions of helpless civilians of Kafaghanistan fell 
prey to terrible brutality of Zulimistan. Either they were martyred or 
crippled for life. 
      They were made unsheltered and stranded. Kazussia too had done same 
thing.  Now Zulimistan following foot prints of Kazussia and even doing 
more than Kazussia and had inflicted brutalities in all over the  
Kafaghanistan. In both cases targets were innocent Muslims. 
       Entire credit goes to Dr. Jabran who despite enjoying power saved 
innocent civilians of Zamaril from missile attacks and devastations. He 
protected their lives because according to him the civilians were innocent. 
In a way he upheld the humanitarian and observed all fine norms.  Proud 
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people intoxicated by their might always killed innocent civilian for their 
peculiar motives. History is fully of like deeds. For example Zulimistan 
dropped atomic bombs on Kajatapan and killed millions of innocent people 
some years ago. The Kajatapanees still remember the disaster caused to 
them.       
        Because of radiations in areas affected by atomic bombs, mothers still 
give births to disabled children and even more than half a century ago. After 
these cruel imposed war activities in the world how on earth Zulimistan can 
still talk of humanitarian and human rights. 
     Zulimistan has left signs of its wild brutalities which are followed by 
allies of Zulimistan also and even with more severity as Zamaril did many 
times. Kazussia too had inflicted brutalities and barbarism on 
Kafaghanistani people. In Serbia and in Croatia martyred millions of 
Muslims and left them injured and shelter less. Any way Jabran had set 
bright example of humanism and in war targeted only armed forces of 
enemy. No conquer as noble as Jabran can be found in annals of history.  
             
<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<             
<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<* 
 
        Missile attacks on Zamaril and the resultant destruction of its military 
might had shaken this entire world. Electronic media gave live coverage of 
destruction caused by missiles.  
        Newspaper published supplements and sent on line internet editions. 
The attacks had crushed back bone of Zamaril. Economy had also been 
shattered. Moreover people of Zamaril were caught in fear and terror. 
Nobody was aware as to who attacked and from where attacks were 
launched and why and what was the object behind…? Nobody could 
understand what was happening…? 
          Messages of sympathy for Zamaril were issued from all corners of 
world. The vice president assumed office of president in latter’s death but 
entire government systems and official systems and management bodies of 
Zamaril had been paralyzed. It had to be so missiles showered like rain and 
had broken a strong atomic power into pieces and consequently emergency 
was imposed in the country. 
         Air crafts loaded with relief goods arrived from all parts of world. 
         An emergency Aid Committee was constructed comprising the 
representatives of Zulimistan, Zamaril, Crowngland and Katafrance and 
Katajermany not only for helping Zamaril in its rehabilitation on emergency 
basis but also search out assailants and punish them. 
        Since Zamaril army was effaced in attacks. The committee would also 
arrange army on adhock basis to provide Zamaril necessary security in 
distress and protect it from further destructions. 
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        The committee commenced to work at once. Its head quarter was set 
up in katkama, the capital of Zamaril.  This was the internal situation of 
post attack Zamaril. Outwardly Arabic countries were being responsible for 
these attacks. 
       When capacity of Arabian armies and their abilities were analyzed this 
charge against Arabs sounded on fake, more doubt were created because 
Arabian countries neither had that much power nor efficacy nor know how. 
How could they manage such a large organized attack and paralyze whole 
of Zamaril. May be the Arabian countries were the biggest enemies of 
Zamaril but they were not at all responsible for these attacks. Question then 
arose that if Arabian countries had not attacked, who it was that planned, 
arranged, manipulated and master minded these massive attacks. 
       This question was the topic of the day and all over the world was 
indulged within the topic. Everywhere there was whispering in ears about 
the attacks and probing the brains of think tanks for world.           
        However the Zamaril’s people deadly against Arabian countries and 
held them responsible. Zamaril was issuing firing statements against 
Arabian countries in their neighbors. If Zamaril had been left with even 
small part of army, it would have attacked Arabian countries in the 
neighbors as she had done in the part always. 
        As to Arabian states, the people had shown mixed reaction. Although 
they were naturally please over destruction of their old arch enemy but 
having seen the destruction of Kafaghanistan in recent past, the Arabs 
worried and feared that Zamaril may proceed against them and they may 
have to face even more prohibitions and sanctions. 
        Moreover they also feared that Zulimistan, the old friend of Zamaril, 
could arrange air raids on them any time and they might have to face air 
attacks or missile attacks from air craft carrier ‘Marine Star’ like before it 
happened many times. This is why all Arabian countries sent messages of 
sympathy and also help a good deal in rehabilitation of missile stricken 
Zamaril just to show concern in their state of concern and emergency.  
       Despite their massive help to Zamaril and their relief efforts, Arab 
countries were being looked with suspicious eyes all over the world. Yet 
however nobody could say surely as who master minded these attacks. 
       After all the state of panic created in the world came to end because of 
all big news channels and news papers had received e-mails and fax 
messages in which MFP accepted  responsibility of these missile rain 
attacks on Zamaril. The MFP had also stated factors and reasons of these 
attacks. ZBN, GBC and other LEADING NEWS channels of world and 
news papers received messages on respective email addresses along with 
fax messages reading as under; 
      “We people of MFP which is a new organization of Muslims assume 
full responsibility of recent missile attacks of Zamaril. MFP meaning MEN 
FOR PEACE is comprised of the highly literal and highly qualified Muslim 
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scientists, engineers, computer masters. Those who have spent most of the 
part of their lives in atomic energy centers, Laboratories, and engineering 
industry of Zulimistan, Europe and those who have made wonderful 
inventions though their hard work round the clock. All of them are now 
working for safeguarding the interests of Muslims and Muslims only.  
       A humble example of their invention you have seen in recent missile 
attacks on Zamaril which destroyed military might and nuclear power of 
Zamaril and spared all civilians in the name of Humanity. You will be 
wonder struck to know that these attacks were launched from Zamaril’s 
own infamous air craft carrier ship Marine Star after occupying and 
conquering by MFP’s super Mujahids. And the missiles used for attacks 
were made by itself Zamaril meaning that their own shoes struck their own 
heads.  
       The object behind using ‘Marine Star’ was to teach Zamaril a lesson as 
it hold Jews supreme in all matters and it is for their sake that Zulimistan 
has harmed interests of Muslims to a greater extent and it happened in many 
times. Zulimistan’s terrible and cruel recent attacks on Kafaghanistan are of 
such example. Zulimistan has massacred innocent Muslims in 
Kafaghanistan under the excuse of fighting for terrorism.  We have used our 
own satellite link system with maximum success and failed completely the 
radar system of Zamaril by means of our black helmet device to prevent 
Zamaril from using its anti missile system against missile fired by us. Our 
missiles ruined Zamaril before they could realize what had happened to 
them. 
       What is this black helmet device, we will not tell details at this moment 
as our mission has not completed yet. On completion, we will explore all 
details regarding our amazing invention black helmet device. We have 
totally crippled Zamaril in these attacks. Next would be turn of Zulimistan, 
Crowngland, Katafrance and all other allies of Zulimistan who stood always 
by Zulimistan in its all atrocious negative anti humanity activities. But we 
will like to give one chance to Zulimistan’s allies because we will first 
concentrate Zulimistan.  If these allies are prudent enough to regret on their 
deeds and seek excuse from Muslims in writing and beg their pardon then 
we would think about to forgive and forget their cruel acts. 
       But we will never forgive Zulimistan and Crowngland and will hold 
them accountable for their atrocities committed against Muslims. We will 
take revenge of each and every Muslim unjustly killed by them. 
       Like e-mail messages and fax messages were received by world Nation 
Forum headquarters as well in which secretary general was also warned not 
to use this forum for only in support of Zulimistan policies. If this world 
International forum has to be sub serviced to only Zulimistan then its name 
should be changed from World Nations Forum to ‘Pro Zulimistan Forum’.” 
      The contents of these emails and fax message had spread panic the 
world over because on one hand emails messages were from internet clubs 
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of different countries including some Muslim countries but most of these 
were emailed from European countries and even Zulimistan itself. 
      The countries of origin were doubted to be the seats MFP and 
accordingly fear and confusion was spread among people. In some countries 
people had come on roads in protest and started holding rallies and taking 
out procession. They raised their voice for following demands; 
       “We demand of our governments that they should untie and reverse all 
bilateral connections with Zulimistan at once and beg pardon of Muslims at 
once for inflicting brutalities on them, and reverse all relation with 
Zulimistan that has put entire world in intense confusion and fear and 
created warfare in entire world. Lives and economy were greatly destroyed 
in all over the world. Why should we stand by Zulimistan in its fond desire 
to enforce world super order in whole world. Zulimistan wants to subjugate 
entire world and do which ever she likes…?”  
       In some countries these demands surfaced in full while in others these 
demands were accelerating to a greater extent. This slogan had gained 
currencies in some countries. 
         “The first and foremost is own homeland and all others are 
secondary…” This slogan was gaining popularity and becoming more 
famous in some countries. 
       In short every country having seen Zamaril doomed was worried of 
their own.  A strong wave of hatred against Zulimistan was on the rise in 
the world. The main thing that went to good credit to MFP was that in 
missile attacks on Zamaril, they had targeted only military installations and 
protected unarmed civilians to every possible extent. 
        On the other hand Zulimistan and Zamaril had in their respective 
operations massacred the innocent unarmed civilians and torn apart the 
grieved humanity.  
       It was for this credit that MFP had earned support to some extent in the 
world in developing countries particularly in Muslim countries during 
recent operations. 
       But anyhow some governments compelled by their peculiar interests 
could not yet oppose Zulimistan in open words and still showing limited 
support to Zulimistan in its cruel policies to rule the world by one super 
order. 
       Anyway MFP had shaken the entire world. Muslims were considered as 
terrorist and narrow minded fundamentalists due to negative propaganda 
initiated, imposed and formulated by Zulimistan and its allies. By now 
Muslim world, in real sense, had emerged as oppressed nation that was 
compelled to enter the arena for protection of their basic fundamental rights. 
             
<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<             
<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*< 
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       The people interest increased day by day in the case filed in Zulimistan 
Supreme court by mutual collaboration of ZTA (Zulimistan Thinkers 
Association) and human rights commission. Another writ petition was filed 
seeking direction that court proceedings should be televised live on all TV 
channels.  
       The line of ZTA arguments in this matter was that if Government of 
Zulimistan was really right in its policies and past military actions then 
people should be apprised of all facts and actions should be justified so that 
people are justified and appeared to believe that whatever government did 
was done in national interests and for people comforts and government 
policies and proceedings were not to show hegemony at all. Since missile 
attacked Zamaril and resultant horrible destruction, had shaken the entire 
world. 
       The government did not oppose the petition unwillingly under pressure 
of public opinion in spite of fact that she wanted to do so in no time. As the 
issue was too much burning related to not only Zulimistan and its allies but 
also to world peace and it was also public intense will, the chief justice of 
Zulimistan Supreme Court therefore allowed live coverage of court 
proceedings on TV. 
       Initially the government plea in opposing this petition was gaining 
grounds in the court and the petitioner ZTA’s plea had weakened to some 
extent. But as soon the court proceedings went on and additionally attacks 
on Zamaril opened new positive logical doors to ZTA lawyers, therefore 
they took u-turn and were confidently pleading their case.  
       ZTA also started regaining vast acceptance of their plea among masses. 
The judicial verdict about live coverage of court proceedings on TV 
channels worldwide gave additionally support to ZTA. This put intense 
pressure in government circles like ZSCIA, ZSFBI and army and there was 
great tension that persistently rising among government officials. And there 
was frustration everywhere in Defense and Attack Control Center 
(DAACC) and Green House of Fugonton city. 
         It was the first day of court proceedings with live coverage world over 
while hall was jam packed with its full capacity. People all over the world 
had stayed at their homes with TV in front and were waiting for 
commencement of proceedings eagerly. 
       There was noise in the hall when arrival of chief justice was 
announced. The chief justice rang bells to tell people to be quiet. Silence in 
hall was restored after some time and the court proceedings commenced 
after all. The chairman of ZTA lawyers panel Mr. Brown initiated his 
arguments as under; 
      “Yours Honor! and respected members of jury, as we have been 
emphasizing on this point only for last several days that Zulimistan its 
people and their peaceful lives take precedence over all other things. What 
compulsion have we to address others problems…? 
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       What necessitates us to be policeman of the world and take up others 
obligations…? We understand that we have no need to be policeman of the 
world. If we did not change our behavior and attitude, the terrorist activities 
shall remain mounted on us and we shall be caught within unending fear. 
       Please recall memory on attack on world trade center and mental state 
of sickness prevailing thereafter among people of Zulimistan and see how 
we had passed many sleepless nights. See how our peace of mind was 
robbed…? And how our economy had shattered and paralyzed after those 
attacks on trade center and we still feel aftershocks.  
       Yours Honor! How dreadful situation was passed through and let 
discuss some of them; 
       1…We lost thousands of precious lives of our innocent citizens. 
       2…Our economy was paralyzed completely. 
       3…Our aerial industry had been doomed. 
       4…We were caught in state of immense tension. 
       Yours Honor! It was very painful time that echoes still in our minds. 
       We the ZTA men say this with full confidence that causes of attack on 
trade centre with resultant calamity that befell Zulimistan people and the 
reasons for dangerous missile attacks on Zamaril were the same.  
       The main reason is that we did nothing to negate and appease the wrath 
filled in the minds of assailants. We rather added to the contrary to their 
bitter passions by means of our wrongful policies. The hatred in their hearts 
grew tremendously and resulted in attacks on Trade center of Zulimistan 
first and later then missile attacks on Zamaril. 
       We hail and salute those who attacked on Zamaril who despite having 
power as well as chance had fit only military installations and saved 
innocent and unarmed civilians to every possible extent. On the contrary, 
our government officials when ever planned and attacked other countries 
not only hit military centers but also conflicted brutalities upon innocent 
civilian population.” 
       Mr. Brown took a deep breath and cleaned his sweating forehead with 
his handkerchief and put it back to his pocket. 
       The persons in audience clapped hands as an applause reward 
arguments.  Keep in mind that, at that moment the proceedings were being 
covered alive and televised all over the world. Each word was casting long 
lasting effect on the brains of listeners all over the world. Billions of people 
were eager to hear every word of this case and were looking forward for 
court verdict. They were curious to see what turns the case may take.  
       This case was going to add a new chapter in the judicial history. In the 
past no single suit had attracted universal attention. Neither case of a 
particular country had reflected long lasting effects the world wide. May be 
it was a suit under trial in a particular country but effects that of were 
reaching to all nooks and corners of the world effecting world economy, 
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world’s peace and racial, and strategically world groupings. Above all it 
was to cast effects on Islamic world. 
       Continuing his arguments Mr. Brown put forward his statements. 
       “Those people deserve our acknowledgments that did attack Zamaril 
illegally but hit military installations alone and did not harm civilians. 
       To the contrary our supreme commanders had recently killed millions 
of innocent people for nothing side by side hitting military centers in 
Kafaghanistan. 
       Yours honors! You can judge well as to who among two are enemies of 
the humanity. I put a question that when you infiltrate in some one’s house 
and kill the innocents without provocation or cause, make daughter orphan, 
deprive one of daughters, breaking hands of brothers and sisters, make 
orphan the children, killing one’s mother or father before eyes of their sons 
or daughters then how will these victims have love for you. In fact a flood 
of hatred with revengeful passions will be seated in hearts of these victims. 
If hatred keeps multiplying in their hearts then retaliation is the resultant 
reaction of these victims and then killing and killing of humanity 
everywhere. They would be perfectly right to do so because the principle is 
“TIT FOR TAT. 
       Yours honors! I repeat my words due to the importance and 
significance of the situation as it is the main theme of our case. I put a 
question that when you infiltrate in some one’s house and kill the innocents 
without provocation or cause, make daughter orphan, deprive one of 
daughters, breaking hands of brothers and sisters, make orphan the children, 
killing one’s mother or father before eyes of their sons or daughters then 
how will these victims have love for you. In fact a flood of hatred with 
revengeful passions will be seated in hearts of these victims. If hatred keeps 
multiplying in their hearts then retaliation is the resultant reaction of these 
victims and then killing and killing of humanity everywhere. They would be 
perfectly right to do so because the principle is TIT FOR TAT…… 
       As all know that three categories of people are responsible for 
Zulimistan’s policies formulation and these are Defense and Attack Control 
Center (DAACC) officials, Army officials and Green house government 
officials.  We ZTA men make the principle for us on basis that why should 
entire Zulimistan people undergo torturous feelings again and again only for 
pleasure of these three classes of people, three groups and three parties…? 
Why should they suffer painful actuations…? We say this with full 
assurance that these three classes have been always framing anti people 
policies to enjoy and rejoice the power they have gained. The implication of 
their policies created hatred in the hearts of oppressed people which kept 
growing and victims have been eager to take revenge in their inner feelings. 
They ultimately took revenge by attacking trade center and as 2nd phase of 
revenge they managed attacks on Zamaril to quiet their thirst for their 
logical reactionary revenge. We feel it was this their birth right to retaliate 
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because it is fundamental right of all individuals and nation to efface those 
harm and break finger pointed out to them, and if possible teach oppressors 
a lesson so that no mischief manger could dare repeat atrocious acts….” 
       There is clapping in applause from audience. The chief justice orders 
people to stop making noise. 
       Mr. Brown further added some more statements in his arguments and 
said;          
       “And If we did not change our stand even now and did not compel 
these three groups of people such as ZSCIA and ZSFBI intelligence 
agencies, Defense and Attack Control Center (DAACC) officials, and 
government and Green house officials to change their policies of oppression 
then believe it that we shall have to withstand 3rd installment of such 
revengeful attacks which can befell on us anytime.  
       I ask it from all of you whether we are ready to suffer those painful 
moments once again. And there is only one answer and that is No, No, Not 
at all.” 
       The people in audience speak out in one voice; 
       “NOT, NOT at all, NOT, NOT at all, shame… shame ZSCIA, 
shame…..shame    ZSFBI, shame, shame Defense and Attack Control 
Center (DAACC) and Green house officials.” 
       Chief justice asks audience not to disturb court proceedings by making 
a noise. The audience keeps quiet but it appeared that Mr. Brown’s logical 
arguments had touched their hearts and had won the sympathies of the 
audience.  
       Viewing court proceedings on TV channels the people all over 
Zulimistan developed mixed effects which was only one sided before the 
commencement of live coverage of this case. The TV live coverage made a 
dramatic change in the thoughts of Zulimistan masses. 
       On one hand they were viewing live court coverage and on the hand 
these people were entering into heated discussions. Some people got 
passionate as a result of these hot discussions. Resultantly riots erupted all 
over Zulimistan. Disturbances spread all over the country. 
       There was open declaration of rebellion against the government in 
some of the universities. The youthful students unanimously refused to obey 
government orders and banned entry of government officials in Universities 
and took over full control of these Universities themselves. 
       Their plea was the same as laid down in the ZTA resolution that; 
       1. Government should disband all of its military camp set ups in 
different foreign countries the world over at once. 
       2. Government should close all its ZSCIA and ZSFBI set ups in all 
countries of world at once. 
       3. Government should call back its all army generals, secret agents, non 
diplomats and non commercial Government officials from other countries at 
once. 
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       But some other universities had pro government persons still 
dominating. People were therefore divided in factions these universities. 
They started preaching their respective view and to convince opponents. 
There was also information of fighting here and there. Similarly mixed 
views had developed among general public and at places there were severe 
riots. However situation was still in control as court proceedings had not 
ripped yet 
      There were mixed public views outside the court. Continuing his 
arguments Mr. Brown further said. 
      “Yours Honor! Now I come to other angle of the matter and that is the 
economic and financial burdens enforced on our nation on account of these 
absurd and useless exercises planned, formulated and implicated by these 
three groups of people enjoying ruling status as I mentioned earlier. The 
people of Zulimistan are ultimate losers. But these three ruling groups at all 
the times try to mislead people by talkative tongue and spicy talks and 
divert people’s attention from real issues and their faulty actions. 
       What is your assessment Yours Honor!?  Whether the huge cost of 
military operations launched thousands of miles away from homeland are 
met by our neighbors or we have ourselves laid hands upon some hidden 
treasure to meet the huge expenses for stupid and anti humanity war and 
anti peace operations..? At all not,,,, at all not. 
       Yours Honor! After all why are we spending millions of dollars on such 
absurd and wasteful exercise…?  
       Why are we spending millions of dollars on hundreds of Zulimistan’s 
army camps and cantonment setups in the world over…?  
      Why the cantonments army camps in Kuwait and in Masud Arab are 
established? Are we afraid that these countries will attack on us…? 
      Are these countries able and well equipped and well facilitated with 
arms and ammunitions to attack a world super power like us…? 
       Yours Honor! It is just to become a policeman of this world we have set 
up several army useless camps aimlessly, thus we are increasing huge costs 
on these out of public kitty. Moreover we have set up these camps against 
the will of people of these countries by bribing their corrupt rulers in 
billions of dollars.  This has created further frustration and disturbances 
among people of these countries which gave rise to more hatred against 
Zulimistan.  
       Yours Honor! Such marines running beneath waters and large air crafts 
carriers sailing over sea waters do not run with water. These run at huge 
costs in dollars every month which people ultimately have to bear. This 
money that is being spent on unnecessary arm forces related exercises if 
given to some poor country facing wide spread famine, where people are 
hungry and starving, shall constantly promote peace and calm in the world 
and hatred against Zulimistan shall end. 
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      We should check our desire of conquering all worlds and making other 
countries as sub states of our kingdom by using supreme powers of our 
armed forces, our latest modern missile technologies and huge satellite 
stations in the space. We can’t rule them persistently and we have to run 
from these countries as we ran from Kaveitnam leaving human disasters 
behind and a great loss of millions of dollars.  
        In spite of all these armed activities if we help these countries in their 
economics, education, industrial development and health reform systems 
then we can rule their hearts and souls. Have we got all this modernization 
to kill the innocents and to spread bloodshed and to distort humanity into 
pieces…? We should rule on their minds and in hearts and not by our 
supreme power but with our moral supports and economic supports. Rule 
on basis of military might always temporary phase and not permanent. The 
human history is full of such example.  
       Yours honor! You may look to it whether super power like Kazussia 
could keep its longer kingdom in tail by sheer force. This much larger 
empire split up in pieces within short span of 50 to 100 years.  
       Similarly the empire like Crowngland that had occupied several 
countries of Europe and Asia could not continue its hold over its colonies 
for long and hence it was a time like Kazussia, it broke into pieces.  
       Is there any such empire has same shape now…? The answer is NO. 
Then Yours Honor why we do not learn lesson from history. History is full 
of such exemplary events. The mighty countries in the past are now silent 
and cornered. 
     ZTA plea is that lessons should be learnt from history. We should solve 
the problems of these countries by peace policies, by love and by 
brotherhood and by mutual co operation rather than to use forces for 
bloodshed. In this way there will peace everywhere in the world and 
brotherhood and humanity will rule everywhere permanently. 
        Respected members of jury and Honorable Mr. chief justice! Hatred 
against Zulimistan is increasing in the world by means of our stupid and 
anti humanity and anti peace implicated policies. This is why the victims of 
tyranny of our government officials take us from our collar today. We have 
seen reaction in two installments, that is firstly attacks on trade center and 
secondly missile attacks on Zamaril.  
        Yours honor! We therefore request to bring these government officials 
to justice and award them exemplary punishment so that their successors in 
office refrain from committing same exercise. These government officials 
include ZSCIA, ZSFBI, military generals and heads of state. 
       Yours honor! We not only want to hold accountable officials occupying 
high offices at present but also their predecessors. All norms of justice must 
be fulfilled…….And that is all yours honor!” 
       With that Mr. Brown concluded his arguments. 
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       Chief justice adjourned the court for an hour so that supreme justice 
council should discuss the matters among the respectable members of jury. 
It may be kept in mind that this supreme justice council consisted of the 
chief justice of Zulimistan Supreme Court, all senior judges of Supreme 
Court and all chief justices of all high courts of all Zulimistan states. 
       The council members together with chief justice resumed work in court 
after an hour.  The chief justice told the attorney general this as the 
proceedings going on are of sensitive nature and the decisions the case shall 
cast effects on entire world , all helm men including chiefs of ZSCIA, 
ZSFBI, all Armed forces, Zulimistan President David along with former 
Presidents should also attend proceedings from next day.  This Supreme 
Justice Council wants to examine them so that decision of the most 
sensitive case would be make on merits and the world should see that 
decorum of court was upheld in all respects and all norms of justice were 
followed.  
       This court order now created up rise in tension and panic in real sense 
because high profile men were summoned to attend the court as it never 
happened in the past in any country. 
       Everybody wanted to know what question would supreme council ask 
from these persons called and what would be the answers. Everybody 
eagerly awaited proceedings on tomorrow. The strain caused by attack on 
Zamaril went on decreasing a little as people now took all interests in this 
case. 
      Anxiously awaited ‘Tomorrow’ after all reached.  
      According to court direction the former and present chiefs of ZSCIA, 
ZSFBI, present and past Zulimistan presidents and present and past chiefs 
of Army attended the court. The chief justice directed that currently in 
office shall represent their predecessors as well. Whatever they want to say 
should be said with mutual consultation on record because entire world is 
witness to these proceedings through its live coverage by electronic media. 
  
       Chief justice put a question to President David.  
       “Mr. President! You and your predecessors are gravely blamed to have 
framed negative policies and put them in practice as a result which entire 
Zulimistan nation is caught in severe tension and depression. Moreover it 
was because of these policies that the events like destruction of trade center 
took place and thousands of Zulimistan people were killed there in. Because 
of these reasons a horrible attack was made on our closely allied country of 
Zamaril and there is apprehension of like actions against Zulimistan in 
future. Zulimistan’s people fear that instead of passing peaceful life they 
might have struck again in state of intense tension and fear because of these 
policies as they suffered earlier. 
      What have you to say about it…?  
      Would you like to give answers of some inquiries…? 
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       Please tell us to why your military actions are generally mostly and 
always directed to Muslim countries…?  
     Why have you made lives of people in Muslim world difficult and 
fearful…?  
     Why ZSCIA, ZSFBI and Army general inflict atrocities in Muslim world 
alone…?  
     Why did you take such negative steps that compel Muslim youths to 
strike Zulimistan people in revenge..? 
      Why organization like Al-Ada target Zulimistan installation alone in the 
world…? 
      Why did you take such steps in retaliation that the organization like Al-
Ada came into existence…? 
      Why this Al-Ada along with other world organizations always try to 
attack our homeland and our so called allies…?  As they did so by attacking 
our trade center and also attacking Zamaril by missiles in near past. So not 
only we are in danger but also our allies are in great danger due to your 
policies. 
      Still there are several other super powers in the world, why like actions 
are not directed towards them…?  
      Why did you create circumstances that divided the people the world 
over into different religious groups…? 
       Why did you divide the world into Muslim and Non Muslim blocks 
which factor alone took away the peace and tranquility from the world…? 
      Why should Supreme Justice Council convict you as criminal at its own 
than to take you as accused person and award you all heavy exemplary 
punishment…?” 
       On chief justice’s remarks silence prevailed in the hall. And everybody 
was deeply surprised on his comments. This is why there was pin drop 
silence. It was clear that Mr. Brown‘s arguments had touched the members 
of the council at heart. What could President David speak out under such 
circumstances…?  
       Any way with visible frustration and despair on his face, President 
David commenced his statements, in reply. 
       “My honorable Mr. Chief Justice and members of the council!  In my 
view decision to declare one accused or a culprit cannot be announced 
before hearing both sides at light…..” 
       Chief Justice interrupted him at once and said; 
       “Then whether you Mr. President will teach us and tell us how to meet 
the ends of justice…? 
       Mr. President! Beware you are not at this moment sitting in your 
Presidential palace when and where every word of your mouth is taken as 
law and then you superimpose this so called law over all the world 
particularly Muslim world and even you use forces like ZSCIA, ZSFBI and 
armed forces to implicate this one man made law and then you try to prove 
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or show yourself as the most trust worthy and truth worthy person of the 
world. It does not matter that thousands of lives have to spared or wasted in 
form of bloodshed by this so called machinery to pay the values of the 
words uttered by you Mr. President.  Please remember you people would 
not be permitted to undermine the decorum of the court at any time, at any 
cost….” 
      Hearing it all President David got perplexed. Confused as he was, he 
resumed his statement. 
       “Honorable Mr. Chief Justice! I am sorry that my remarks annoyed you 
to the heart.” 
     Chief justice interrupted once again and said; 
      “You are again talking wrong. I care the least for my personal ego. I 
care always only for the dignity and the honor of this court, I don’t bother 
for myself and that’s all. Please try not to desecrate the dignity of this court 
in any manner in future.” 
      “Yes Sir! I will try my best level.” President David admitted and said 
further. 
      “As it is responsibility of every Zulimistan President including me and 
that is to protect and look after Zulimistan interests because through this 
protection alone Zulimistan people could live in peace and tranquility….” 
      Chief justice interrupted once again and said in anger in this time; 
      “Well you and yours predecessors did all that to help our people live in 
peace and calm. I ask whether you gave them peace and calm to your 
people…?  
      Whether our people live peace and calm today…? 
      Whether there is comfort, peace and rest everywhere in our country and 
in the countries of our allies…? 
       I am wonder struck that despite all these painful events a Zulimistan 
President like you still regards his past deeds as rightful and insists on that. 
       I am again wonder struck that despite the fact that there were thousands 
of innocent deaths in trade center attacks, but a Zulimistan President like 
you still regards his past stupid deeds as rightful and insists on that. 
       I am again wonder struck that despite the fact that there were thousands 
of useless and objectless deaths of our army men in Kavietnam, but a 
Zulimistan President like you still regards his past deeds as rightful and 
insists on that. 
      I am still again wonder struck that despite the fact that there are 
hundreds of useless and objectless our army men dying and becoming 
handicapped in Karaq and in Kafaghanistan but a Zulimistan President like 
you still regards his past deeds as rightful and insists on that. 
       Mr. President! Our memories are still alive. We still remember massive 
destruction on Zamaril and due to that an invisible wave of panic spread all 
over the entire Zulimistan. People know it well that it was our turn 
thereafter as 3rd installment of retaliation is now in the offing. You still 
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justify your activities, Mr. President. If I declare you and yours 
predecessors in office and your accomplices as killers of people died in 
trade center then what will you feel like…?  
        Well leave this aspect! I again ask a question from you and your 
predecessors as to why did you people take military action in whole world 
or in Islamic world caused disturbances there and toppled over government 
with help of your secret agencies ruined the peace there entangled people 
them in sectarian clashes so much so that entire Muslim world blame 
Zulimistan alone for all of this miseries and hate you from the core of their 
hearts and well committed with full determination to take revenge back 
from you and your allies.  The attacks on trade centre and attacks on 
Zamaril are such two examples and no one know when there will the end of 
these killing an bloodshed because it is the blood of humanity that is spread 
from both sides..  
       Have you got some material defensive or you would harp on same 
string that had acted to protect Zulimistan interests and you have to do 
that…?  
        I can’t understand why all the times Zulimistan interests have clashed 
with Islamic world alone…?” 
        After chief justice’s remarks President David resumed his despair 
deposition. 
        “Your honor! In fact Muslims have always infamous for their 
fundamentalism not only Zulimistan but entire world fear danger of 
Muslims world. We are not only protecting Zulimistan interests but also 
serving entire world from Islamic fundamentalists. If these fundamentalists 
are not contained and limited to their holes, then they will become great 
danger for the entire world.…? 
       Interrupting him chief justice again said in anger. 
       “Why do you harp on same string repeatedly that the Muslim world 
would become a danger and risk..? They have yet to become danger but you 
three ruling classes have already involved Zulimistan people in en ending 
fear and mental tension. You are proving yourself a risk for your own 
nation. You worry for entire world while we are worried about peace of 
Zulimistan people only which is being snatched from them by means of 
your anti humanity policies. You have exposed their lives to great danger.  
       Much worst has recently happened but you people are living in dreams. 
They have defeated you at your threshold but you people are still talking 
foolishly. I am sure that intoxicated by your mighty power you have lost 
ability to think deep but now you will not be let leave alone  at all to act 
according to your own whim and fancy. Listen it carefully and attentively.” 
       After a short pause the chief passes further remarks. 
       “Well Mr. President! Tell me one thing, you and your allies have made 
all types of nuclear weapons in your armories all over the world and you 
possess weapons of mass destruction in large quantities then how want to 
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impose bans for preparation of nuclear weapons on poor Islamic countries 
and keep on mounting your pressure on them. 
        Have they no right of their self defense…? 
  Moreover you use World Nation Forum to serve your own narrow ends. 
All laws are set to put prohibition on helpless Muslims countries alone. 
      Why this injustice…? 
      Why have you inflicted so many atrocities on these countries…? 
Every child that takes birth there is born with inherent hatred against 
Zulimistan and its allies. 
       These bombs of hatred are thousands of times dangerous than those 
atom bombs you dropped on Kajatapan cities and created hell there. We 
fear what would happen to the world you worry for if these bombs of hatred 
being nourished in hearts of Muslims are exploded. We do not see future of 
Zulimistan any better if you continued your anti Islamic atrocities because 
these bombs would first fall on Zulimistan before hitting your allies. Recent 
destructions of Zamaril are the mirror examples of that. 
       Answer for your injustices. If Muslim countries follow you and act you 
do yourself with pride and hook and crook then make life of that country 
miserable. Please answer, entire world is awaiting your reply.” 
      President David heaved a cold sigh; he could understand turn the 
situation would take. He resumed the deposition and said.  
      “Honorable chief justice, you are Zulimistan first, and chief justice next, 
you should not talk one like this that can harm interests of Zulimistan 
people. As to nuclear weapons we did manufactured that very well but that 
is meant protection of Zulimistan people so that no other should dare harm 
us. As to ban of others to make such weapons and as to mounting pressures 
on other for the purpose, it is natural. How we can see any one to compete 
us and be our equal in might and power…? After all we are super power 
rather the only super power of the world. We want to stay as super power 
and would not let any other confront us. 
       As to your objection that we used world Nation Forum in our interests, 
it is due to fact that we give billions of dollar to this forum. We are 
therefore rightful to use that institution in our favor as we wish.” 
       This statement of President David was in itself a bomb that exploded 
right inside the court. People burst out making noise. The audience did not 
expect such a critical statement so much so that even chief justice and jury 
did not expect it. 
         People began to whisper and members of jury started talking in low 
voice. Nobody knew what next would happen in court proceedings. Only 
the chief justice was silent and calm who was absorbed in deep thoughts. 
People viewing live coverage on TVs was also sharing the pitch of the 
situation developed there. President David‘s statement gave opportunity to 
Anti ZTA civilians who started chanting slogans against ZTA where they 
were.  
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       Similarly slogans against Muslims had also commenced. In addition 
attacks were launched on ZTA offices at some places. Some were injured in 
clashes. People sitting around TVs the world over showed mixed reaction. 
In Muslim countries people started talking ill of President David. The image 
of President David brightened in Zulimistan’s allied countries. However 
there mixed reactions had emerged in the world including Zulimistan.  
       After some moments chief justice broke his silence; 
       “Mr. President David! I had already warned you not to utter words that 
can injure the decorum of the court.  I or the jury had not to learn anything 
from you at present or in future to decide as to what have I to do and what 
not to do..? 
         In this court I have only to meet ends of justice on the basis of which 
this suit being heard. And deciding the case we have not to consider 
whether verdict is in favor of Zulimistan or in favor of Islamic world. We 
have only to uphold law and justice which is foremost requirement of 
justice and fair play. Now I will answer your objections and try to open 
closed windows of your brain. 
        Well! You are right to say that Zulimistan is s super power and you 
would not want any other to be your equal. But Mr. President David! You 
have elaborated your point only. If the word ‘any other’ means any country 
Muslim or Non Muslim other than Zulimistan then it is all ok. But if ‘any 
other’ means any Islamic country only then it would amount to injustice, 
obstinacy, oppressions and denial of other rights and also the suppressions 
of their rights. 
      The current circumstances prove that your previous policies and military 
operations were directed against Muslim counties only and the same are 
continuing. 
      This means that you have created circumstances that have made a 
particular section of human beings enemy of Zulimistan so much so that 
this particular section has planned to take revenge back for which they are 
rightful. They have caused you harm in your own lands. In other words you 
have exposed Zulimistan’s people to great dangers. 
      How can you claim that you are working for the interest of Zulimistan 
people…? 
       You are overconfident and over active on your supreme power and 
have crossed dangerous limits in your enmity against Islam rather I would 
like to say against anti peace and anti humanisms. You have proved to be a 
snake in the grass for our nation and our best allies that swallowed 
Zulimistan trade center first and Zamaril next and nobody knows whose 
turn it is to fall prey next.  
      Yes how will you endure that any power should look to you eagerly?  
      Then sir it is right of every one that nobody should cast ill look to them. 
You cannot snatch that right from others. You want to defend yourself fully 
but want others to see unarmed oppressed and humbled with folded hands. 
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This is your extremely wrong policy based upon one side principles. Your 
allied non Muslim countries are forwarding fast in weapon race and all 
prohibitions are meant for Muslim countries only. The truth remains the 
same. Pursuing your negative policies based on injustices and denied to 
equality and by oppressing these people you have dragged them to such 
pitch that that they have caught you from collar. They are chasing you while 
you run ahead for safety in front of them. 
         You have in fact been proved guilty and a danger for Zulimistan 
instead of being their benefactors.   
        Now let come to your investment to World Nations Forum. Yes when 
you invest money in some business you have right to check out business 
programs as you wish to get desired results so the investment you have 
made by providing monetary assistance to World Nations Forum, you have 
every right to get desired results by using your influences over the forum.  
But if you want to do so then you should change its name. We will have no 
objection to that. You may name that  
       ‘Watchful Forum for Zulimistan International Interests’ or  
WFZII.  In that case no body shall have right to criticize you….” 
        The chief remarks created uproar the world over. Until this moment of 
court proceedings President David and Zulimistan’s policy makers were 
emerging as guilty. A Zulimistan judge in Zulimistan court spoke truth that 
unrevealed all hidden things. 
      What is true and what is false was almost clear to people because chief 
justice and the jury despite being Zulimistan were meeting all requirements 
of justice. People all over the world accepted the court proceedings as 
transparent and just justified to all ends of justice. 
       In despair President David was looking either to chief justice or the 
former Presidents present in the court there to find any ray of hope. 
       The remarks passed by chief justice spread widely a wave of joy in the 
Islamic world. Their old dormant hope that Zulimistan shall some time 
learn the lesson for its cruel atrocities in Islamic world, coming out to be 
fulfilled. It appeared that mountain of atrocities was going to be broken into 
pieces. 
       Now the ghost or monster of President David was going to be contained 
and confined into a bottle by his own court and by his own people. This was 
the ghost that had been inflicting countless bloody cruel atrocities over 
Muslims since many decades.  Quite as day follows a night, spring follows 
autumn, tranquility follows a storm, likewise when cruelties reach the peak 
then clouds of adversities begin to dissolve and vanish. Like emotions when 
gaining currency in the hearts of people. 
        Any way court proceedings were continuing. President David resumed 
his deposition; 
       “Honorable chief justice! When one takes up responsibility of President 
Ship of   the country one has to keep many things in view. Only these 
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factors are operative in all manners and from all angles behind all actions 
taken and those are that the Zulimistan dignity is upheld. Zulimistan is well 
protected and Zulimistan people should live in peace and comfort and enjoy 
their lives and that no intern or external enemy should attempt to destroy 
our people‘s peace.   
       To accomplish this task I and my predecessors Presidents not only tried 
their best but also met a success. We hold people of Zulimistan supreme 
and nothing else.”  
        Mr. President added more to his comment while he was trying to 
defend his all past activities before Chief Justice, what he did for the 
betterment of his country Zulimistan.  But the Chief Justice and the 
honorable jury members were not satisfied with his arguments thus Chief 
Justice replied and raised some question to him.           
       “Mr. President! You are repeating one and the same thing from 
different angles again and again and no new thing giving us in reply. You 
have been wasting the critical time of this court and also coming in a 
situation where the contempt of this court can be implicated on you, but me 
and the honorable members of this supreme judicial council giving you 
more time regarding your position in view as President of Zulimistan. 
       Since time you came here, you are making repletion that Zulimistan 
people were provided complete protection. Who keep you away from doing 
this noble task..? You must do that at your best level and all Zulimistanees 
should appreciate you and your colleagues including this council. But as 
you try to provide protection to your people from foreign threats similarly 
each and every other country especially Islamic countries have full right to 
ward off foreign threats to protect their citizens.  
       But here some questions are rising…? 
       Did you successful to give full protection to your people…? 
       Why have you snatched the right of self protection from the Islamic 
world…? 
        Are Zulimistanees people are living in quite peace and safe…? If you 
say yes, then why trade center was attacked and Why thousands innocent 
lives were lost there…? 
     Why Zulimistan assets are being attacked the world over…? 
     Why Zulimistan people being attacked, kidnapped, killed the world over 
from time to time regularly…? 
        Why most of armed organizations in the whole world being established 
and working against Zulimistan to attack our interests…? 
    Why huge protesting rallies being run in entire world by millions of 
millions of people especially in Islamic countries…? 
      Why hundreds of books are in world markets in many international 
languages and still being written to stimulate and to probe the people the 
world over especially in Islamic world to take revenge from Zulimistan…?  
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      What will happen in Zulimistan when this volcano of revenge 
nourishing in the hearts of the victims of your negative polices? Will be we 
safe at that time…?         
      Who will protect us from that volcano…? 
      Why interviews and newspaper editorial editions being printed world 
widely in large quantity the world over to criticize Zulimistan for its 
policies…? 
      You have snatched the right of self protection from Muslims. You take 
them as a toy to play with as you wish meaning that when you need their 
recourses you welcome them and embarrass them and when the need is over 
you throw them to dogs. You are perusing this practice since last several 
decades.  
      Why are you acting in this manner…? 
      Why are you doing it again and again and creating hatred among people 
of victim continues against you…? 
       Why are tarnishing images of Zulimistan…?” 
       The chief justice heaves a deep sigh and looks towards the audience. 
Each important personality present in the court was attending and hearing 
the proceedings with great concentration while every word of chief justice 
was felling on Mr. David’s heart as a bomb and there was no limit of his 
surprising feelings about the chief justice’s arguments. He was continuously 
changing his posture from one position to another, sometimes combing his 
hair with his fingers, sometimes cleared the sweating on his forehead with 
tissue paper and sometimes put one hand fingers into other hands and 
sometimes corrected his collar of shirt. 
        The chief justice commenced his arguments after some pause. 
        “You have so hardened in your sins that those made victims have 
reached your homes to attack. How can you say that you do all that for 
peace and comfort of your people…? 
        I am of the firm opinion that no sane person can believe in what you 
claim, because for wrong policies of your three ruling classes, all the 
Zulimistanees suffer from extreme mental tension. Nervous diseases are 
common among them. Their life has paralyzed. Neither have they had 
comfort in the day nor peace in the night. They fear of Al-Ada attacks every 
moment like one made at trade center or any Muslim organization would 
harm them in vengeance. 
       Well a strange situation has emerged.  
       Due to Zulimistan’s present and ex Presidents, the army generals, joint 
negative acts of ZSCIA and ZSFBI not only the people of Muslim countries 
are robbed of their peace of mind but also all Zulimistanees lost their peace 
and comfort.  
      You may put forward any number of arguments in favor of your plea 
but we count on the outcome only.  
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       Mr. President! I give you the hard fact. That is the net result is that you 
people under influence of your worldly powers did too many beastly acts in 
uncontrolled untreated madness within the worst form. And the resultant is 
the bloodshed everywhere. You put your military might, your satellites 
capability and economic powers to the worst use of them and that too 
against Muslims countries alone and caused always atrocities there. 
      Why should not I call you as wrong doers of Zulimistan…? 
       Why should I call you killers of those innocents who died in trade 
center disaster…? 
       Why should I call you the killers of thousands of Zulimistan soldiers 
who laid down their precious lives for nothing but for fulfilling of your 
whim and fancies…? 
       Why should I call you murders of thousands and thousands those who 
died in Muslim countries as a result of your abused terrorist attacks…? 
       Firstly you were mad after destruction of Kazussia and now you are so 
committed to impose atrocities against helpless Muslims. 
        Have any Muslim country resources sufficient to attack Zulimistan 
thousands of miles away from their homeland…? 
   Not, at all. Not, at all. You alone had thousands of Zulimistan’s soldiers 
killed thousands of miles away from the country for abused reasons. Today 
we find graves of Zulimistan soldiers either in Masud Arab, in Kuwait or in 
Kafaghanistan or in Kaveitnam died for useless cause. 
        O’ my God! How can we count your cruel exercises…? 
In desire of being policeman of the world you not only destructed world 
peace but also destroyed the peace of your own countrymen. You in front 
and your companions following you these ZSCIA, ZSFBI and army 
generals but truth is always mighty. You all may be presently in office or 
predecessors in office shall have to be held accountable for your black 
deeds. 
      What is your opinion Mr. general…? 
      (He addressed to general sitting in the court hall) 
      If one Zulimistan dies, all begin to talk of human rights but when your 
bomb hits a caravan in Kafaghanistan and thousands of innocent people are 
killed you just say sorry for that, and also utter that this bomb was dropped 
by mistake and that’s all. What humanity is it...? Mr. President! You always 
talk of humanity and humanism.  
        What would you say about this injustice…? I am waiting for your 
comments on such killings and you definition of humanism….” 
         The chief justice finished his comments and adjourned the hearing to 
tomorrow. This announcement brought a relief for Mr. David, he heaved a 
deep sigh. His remarks fell like atom bomb on Mr. David and his associates. 
        The moment supreme justice council ended proceedings, President 
David, former presidents and associates felt themselves relived of a 
troublesome situation because with advancement of proceedings, chief 
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justice and jury’s criticism had intensified this situation to a great extent. It 
appeared at time that the council shall decide the case in favor of K.T.A. 
and court might convict them and order their arrest right in the court.  
       With these mixed thoughts President David decided to call an 
emergency meeting and concerned very important parties reached straight 
to Green House from the court. 
            
>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<             
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         After some refreshments, Mr. David along with all his associates 
gathered in meeting hall. Nobody knew where to start from…? All had lost 
senses as if fallen into swoon. After all the director ZSCIA Mr. Mike broke 
the ice and said; 
         “Honorable persons in attendance! I suppose all limits have been 
crossed and we are in heads deep water. We have to do something of ZTA 
men. These have crossed all limits.” 
       General Mishi agreed with these thoughts and said further. 
        “I stand by Mr. Mike! We have in fact committed a blunder and put 
our all out attention to external enemies but remained ignored of domestic 
nourished in internal arena. They have turned out to a big Anaconda snake 
and are eating us rather engulfing us. We will have to hasten over attention 
towards them or they would oust us from power.” 
        “No Mike, it is better to take steps after due deliberation than to do 
some more wrong. I suppose we are very late for any such exercise. Now 
they can be brought to our terms through negotiation alone. We should 
compel them to withdraw their case from the court. I do not hope even this 
would work.” President David expresses his views in despair. 
         “There is no need to be disappointed altogether Mr. President! I have 
still several options to do. To me failure is infidelity. I have experienced in 
successes under all circumstances and even now I have to return 
victorious.”  
       Mr. Mike showed his self determination. 
       “But this time the situation is different Mr. Mike! It is much easier to 
kill external enemies while it is far difficult to count inner enemies who are 
like domestic enemies. How easily we had this that Muslims killed 
Muslims. Otherwise it is hardly possible to hit a Muslim from his front and 
you all knew it well. Likewise our internal enemies have gained strength 
and emerged in surface. If we will not be much careful in future, it is likely 
they would get more power.” 
       Mr. David apprised the audience about his views. 
       “My dear respected Mr. President! You know it also that ZSCIA and 
ZSFBI are themselves a symbol of great power that has defeated several big 
wigs. This was ZSCIA that confronted and defeated an international big 
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power like Kazussia and cut his power to pieces.” Mike showed his 
determination and stuck to his stand. 
       “Mr. Mike! I would again say that we should proceed sanely and 
wisely. I have full idea of ZSCIA power and I am proud of that. It has 
served to protect Zulimistan interests a good deal and lowered and humbled 
the enemies. But I will still say that it is ZSCIA failure that is remained 
ignored of internal enemies and also was unaware of MFP that not only 
conquered our largest air craft carrier Marine Star but also used its resources 
and ruined Zamaril while destroying totally Zamaril’s army centers. 
Similarly ZTA men have also become a great danger for us.” President 
David criticized ZSCIA substantially. 
        “Mr. President! You are criticizing ZSCIA unreasonably. Our entire 
history is full with our splendid deeds. Rate of failure is only 1% and you 
are exploiting this 1%.” Mike said taking ill of criticism. 
         “If a drop of horse urine is added to 1000litre of pure milk, then 
nobody would love to drink that pure milk. Similarly your 1% failure has 
overcome to your rest of successes. In this way yours 1 % failure has turned 
to be imminent danger for entire Zulimistan. On one hand MFP is going to 
focus us and on the other hand ZTA is getting strong intensely.  Moreover 
you have seen the trend of court in this case. In short, there is danger for us 
on all our sides. Discomfort prevails within and without. 
        In my opinion Zulimistan has never been in its history confronted such 
a crisis before.” President responded to Mike and expressed his helpless and 
perplexity and distress. 
        “Mr. President! You need not to be worried while we are here to 
address issues. Zulimistan is indeed in difficult times but still nobody can 
harm us and nor dare to do that. Zulimistan is a super power and super 
power means a power superior to all. We shall crush the power like an ante 
that dare attack us. What these MFP men can do…? It is true that they can 
attack our some most beautiful buildings to kill some hundreds of our 
innocent people but they can do no harm further.  
        We shall destruct the MFP this way we doomed Al-Ada and Zaliman. 
This time we shall do and show the destruction of our enemy of entire 
world in such a way so that no other our enemy shall dare to frighten us.” 
said general Mishi to show his determination. 
        “Although I have full trust in all of you, but I do not know why I feel 
unsecured within my mind that we shall be defeated badly this time and 
what is black helmet device…? I and you people have so far no information 
about that. We should know about this hell of thing as according to our 
intelligence reports all our defeats are due to this amazing device.” 
President David inquired. 
        “Yes sir! We are trying to collect all possible information about it but 
all our efforts have not get successes as yet in this matter. They have done 
amazing invention and not only succeeded completely in hiding it from us 
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but still they got success fully hiding even after use of that. We are 
surprised of their capabilities and we admit that for underestimating them. 
In fact attack on Marine Star and Zamaril was so sudden and quick that we 
could never expect. We had never thought that such a large Marine Star 
which is almost a cantonment in itself could be occupied and captured by 
them and they could successfully shatter Zamaril by mere using our own 
resources of Marine Star like those weapons and missiles.” Mr. Mike 
admitted his failure. 
         “Any way General Mishi, You please send another fleet of ships 
equipped with modern weapons and missile system to Arabian Sea so that 
Marine Star can be secured back from their occupation. Please you all keep 
this thing in your minds that we shall be lowered in estimations of the 
world.  Neither I will be in comfort nor our honor would be vindicated and 
similarly our terror on our enemies will be sustained if we did not get back 
our Marine Star from MFP’s occupation. I have talked to head of 
Crowngland government as well in this connection.  
        Crowngland as well send their marine fleet to Arabian Sea to assist us 
in this operation. All these troops will besiege marine star and arrest those 
in occupation as early as possible and investigate into matter so that we can 
know details about MFP and may also know about their amazing invention 
black helmet device.” President David issued orders. 
       “Yes Sir! Your order shall be acted upon at once. We will soon arrest 
them as they are said to be still there. Moreover marine star is without 
ammunition at his moment and occupier cannot launch a fight against us. 
Either they will dive in sea and be drowned or they will surrender 
themselves to us. But we shall not let them die. Our commander divers 
would arrest them under sea waters as well.” General Mishi told. 
        “I have great expectations from you because Zulimistan really needs 
you much at this junction. Earlier we fought battles on others lands but now 
this time we shall perhaps have to fight war at our home lands.” President 
David obscured his expressions.  
        General Mishi established contacts with DAACC while still sitting 
there and issued necessary instructions. Later on several other important 
issues were decided there and hot discussions about the current burning 
situation. 
        Mr. Mike somehow or other brought all in agreement that he would 
launch action against ZTA but ZSCIA shall have no direct involvement in 
this operation. Zamaril intelligent agency ‘Sosan’ would instead be utilized 
so that members of jury do not turn against ZSCIA any further. 
        Mr. Mike was given full authority to do as he may wish but ZTA 
influence must be impaired in Zulimistan at all costs and all steps will be 
launched to decline the ZTA influence in Zulimistan people. But when 
ZSCIA contacted Sosan the situation confronted with was the least 
different. They were already much annoyed of MFP because of missile 
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attack on Zamaril. They were licking their wounds. They were lowered in 
the eyes of world and they were burning with vengeance.  
        They were ready to join any proceedings launched against MFP or 
others who possess thoughts like MFP. The Zamaril secret service agency 
Sosan wanted to explode entire court building when it is in session the next 
day because chief justice and judges and jury members were attaching truth 
to ZTA pleas. Sosan feared that court would pass verdict in favor of ZTA 
and if this was done Zamaril would be deprived of Zulimistan support 
which Zamaril needed more than ever. 
        All feared that ZTA would win the case and if it happened so then all 
other court decisions in future would be influenced by this mega decision. 
The decision as expected shall emphasize on inner affairs of Zulimistan and 
economic situations in the country and Zulimistan army would be called 
back from all camps in the world and ZSFBI and ZSCIA men would also be 
called back and their offices abroad be closed. 
        Taking all these possibilities Sosan insisted on exploding entire court 
simultaneously.  Mr. Mike agreed to that at once and contacted President 
David for final approval that first refused to approve it but when he was told 
about dangerous implication of expected court verdict, he too reluctantly 
agreed the plan to be acted upon. 
        Now Sosan, the intelligence agency of Zamaril, was licensed for 
playing HAVOC. They had got chance to take their own revenge. Sosan 
agents started preparations for most disastrous action on next day. They had 
12 hours time to complete their planning. They were to prepare and act 
within this period of time.          
         Mr. Mike had isolated from this mission not to showing any indulging 
of Zulimistan officials in this operation. Now all decisions about action 
were to be taken by Sosan agents. They fitted wireless bombs everywhere in 
the three storied court building in the night and the job was satisfactorily 
completed at its best grade. They waited day to dawn. It was not possible to 
sleep under this high tension. 
 President David was also awaiting end of night while in Green 
House. He remained awaked whole night and there was no limit of high 
grade of tension that was mounting moment by moment.  
         After all time that all awaited reached.  Hearing in court was to start at 
10 am. People started coming much earlier and hall was full to capacity till 
10 am. Members of jury also reached court before time. Everybody was 
waiting for chief justice anxiously as people came there before time. At last 
chief justice reached and entered the court at 10am. Announcement made in 
the hall for chief justice’s arrival. All stood up in respect of him. He chaired 
the supreme justice council and so court proceedings started.  
         General Mishi was to appear at 12noon and attorney general was to 
advance arguments on behalf of government and to file written deposition 
of President David. After that the jury had to cross examine him. Then 
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general Mishi, the chief of Zulimistan army, had to appear before the court 
as Mr. President appeared yesterday. 
         But nature had something other in store. While attorney general‘s 
arguments were midway, the entire Supreme Court building trembled in the 
sound of explosions and was razed to ground within few moments. There 
were severe explosions that followed heavy dark smoke all around. People 
were again recalled the incident of Trade center in which the entire building 
was razed to ground and turned into heap of dust. About one thousand 
persons including chief justice, judges, members of jury and people in 
audience were killed in no time in this incident. 
        Police van ringing sirens were running around. Fire fighters also 
around the explosion site moving here and there. 
        Who ever heard of it rushed to the site…?  There was a mammoth 
gathering of people around the site of incident. The incident was very grave. 
The entire building of the apex court was razed to ground by exploding 
bombs and one thousand souls departed in seconds.  This was the court 
where the most important suit of Zulimistan and the most interesting case of 
world was being heard and tried and was being seeing by all over the world 
through live TV transmission, destroyed along with chief justice and 
council honorable members. 
        The electronic media also rushed to the site in no time including ZBN, 
GBBC and others. Collapse of Supreme Court building was televised on 
breaking news all over the world. There was a state of confusion all over the 
world. The newspapers printed special bulletins. 
         The Zulimistan people were themselves at a loss to understand after 
all why that had happened. They had not forgotten first incident of Trade 
centre as yet and the present incident had dealt them another severe blow. 
There were different whisper and rumors everywhere in streets, hotels, and 
clubs in Zulimistan and in all over the world. Nobody knew who exploded 
bombs and why massacred people. People were having divergent views. No 
one can say anything with assurance.  
         Some say that why ZTA should do these explosions as the 
proceedings were all in their favor and they were very near to get victory in 
this case…?  
  Some uttered that as Al-Ada and Zaliman have been crippled by 
Zulimistan so they were not left in a position even to think of doing such 
mega action. 
        Some people expressed the views that MFP could manage these 
explosions but other objected that as court proceedings were going to be in 
favor of ZTA and ZTA success would have benefited MFP indirectly so 
therefore MFP would not do this devastation. There were as many diverged 
views as were the person present. But one thing was clear that Zulimistan if 
not in coma but nearest to fainting.  
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         The remarks of chief justice given yesterday in the court were striking 
their memories again and again. In these remarks they recalled that late 
chief justice had intensely criticized government policies and emphasized 
that these anti humanity policies took away the peace of Zulimistan’s 
people in all. And due to these policies foreigners especially Muslim 
organizations had to make reactionary revengeful terrorist attacks inside 
Zulimistan for the atrocities and the cruel war they had been suffering since 
long times. And the price was given by Zulimistan innocent citizens in form 
of high grade state of terror and they are still paying this price. 
          For this reason passions of opposition against government were being 
intensified. They were pondering over possibility to compel government to 
stop all activities in progress in other countries and especially to keep away 
from fatal activities in Muslim countries and stop interference in other 
countries especially Muslim countries. 
         There were the demands that ZTA should continue its activities to 
pressurize government for its anti human ongoing policies. This is why had 
filed a suit in the apex court for this great purpose. After this incidence ZTA 
gained more popularity and their movement had also accelerated to greater 
extent. In all big universities of Zulimistan, the ZTA membership already 
was at peak. All student leaders were clearly announcing that they will not 
let government do as it wishes and if government did not change situation 
then they will try to topple over government through a strong movement.  
         Under these circumstances government was facing many troubles. 
Government was appealing through their mass media repeatedly to cool 
down but the situation was going to be beyond their control. The incident of 
armed looting, gang rapes, killing and destruction was very common all 
round the country. In the long run President David announced that he would 
address the nation and also said that he would identify these who exploded 
the Supreme Court building and would as soon as possible send them to 
gallows. 
         President David was to address the Nation at 5PM.  People were 
eagerly awaiting his speech all over the world. People were in hotels, bar 
rooms, café houses, parks, and own homes sitting in front of TVs and busy 
in discussions and in different analysis of the incident just occurred. 
        After all President David appeared on TV screens in the evening. 
National anthem was played first and then President started his speech. 
After a long introductory account of things he as always in the past declared 
Muslims as terrorists who were pursuing terrorist activities all over the 
world including Zulimistan in one form or the other. He alleged that recent 
incident was also committed by a Muslim organization MFP and these MFP 
people have also confessed their activity in the shape of attacks on Zamaril 
and recent incident of destruction of Supreme Court building. 
        He therefore reiterated his old determination that as he punished Al-
Ada and Zaliman for demolishing Trade centre he would cripple and 
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destruct MFP as well.  He also emphasized that the international war against 
terrorism would be intensified. He warned Muslim world with hard words 
that if any Islamic country tried to interface his line of action he will wipe 
that country out from world map, so that country producing terrorists could 
be punished to the hilt and no other forces could dare to destruct 
Zulimistan’s peace.  
        He further alleged that ZTA was brain child of MFP and such people 
should stay away from ZTA as ZTA is working for materialization of MFP 
programs in Zulimistan and is inducing Zulimistan people to rise in revolt 
against government. He accused that because of ZTA, situation in 
Zulimistan was leading to civil war. 
         While President David’ s speech was still in progress, people started 
switching off their TV sets because he was talking the same things as those 
all Zulimistan Presidents usually say at such junctions to hood wink masses. 
He was harping on old string repeating his often repeated accusations 
against Muslims who were behind all terrorist acts. His repletion of such 
false accusations was unpleased to ears of masses. They were told same 
things with little variations of words every time. What was missing 
internally in Zulimistan that was their peace that was being robbed with 
every passing moment…?  To whom they blame for this all, should they 
blame terrorists, or should blame their government policies or should they 
blame the ruling three classes of Zulimistan who had been the master of 
black and white fates of Zulimistan people…?  The responsibility of unrest 
was laid with anti Islam policies which promoted hatred for their country 
among people of Islamic world. 
         President David‘s speech had badly flapped. Instead of bringing peace 
situation turned from bad to worse. Under the prevalent circumstances ZTA 
announced to hold its grand rally and directed all members in entire 
Zulimistan to reach Fugonton city so that Green House and DAACC could 
be brought under siege. Government was already facing sever difficulties, 
this announcement of ZTA’s grand rally added oil to fire and could be 
source difficulties for rulers. 
        Now therefore President David again convened an emergency meeting 
which was attended of ZSCIA chief, ZSFBI chief, Police chief and officers 
with security concerns among other important personalities also attended 
the meeting.  It was decided at the meeting to prevent holding of rally in 
every possible way even if government has to use its forces of any type like 
armed forces etc. it was decided to deploy special strong army contingents 
in all big cities and army was given power to kill all those miscreants on 
sight who try to harm national installations.          
         It was also decided to prohibit holding of rallies meeting and 
processions. It was also decided not to forgive those who harm the 
Zulimistan interests. The meeting concluded with these decisions and 
observations.  When all were leaving after the meeting, the President asked 
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ZSCIA chief to stay back. President expressed his intense anger against 
ZSCIA chief as to why SZCIA master minded activity of this sort happened 
in spite of repeating warnings from Presidency not to do that. He further 
shown his anger that where had been ZSCIA intelligent supreme 
capabilities those did not work at all that the ZTA made their organization 
to their best level nationwide and also succeeded to establish their network 
in whole country without giving any sign or light to government authorities.  
        It was ZSCIA’s ignorance and ill health planning and because of that 
event that country was near facing situation of civil war for the first time in 
the history of Zulimistan since its birth. 
        The ZSCIA chief Mr. Mike consoled President David; 
        “Every thing shall set right and what ever have we done was rightful 
and correct measure. If court had passed verdict against us then situation 
would have been much worse and would have no more been able to have 
head high among the group of nations.” 
         “Your argument is correct but current circumstances are also much 
worse and uncontrollable.” President David showed his doubt about current 
situation. 
         “No Sir! Do not be harassed. The decisions we have taken in the 
meeting of the day are well directed and a right step in right direction 
especially enforcement of emergency and deploying army in big cities and 
handing over the control of these big cities to armed forces are much better 
and  positive and fruitful decisions.  
          Mr. President! We know our nation. Seeing army the active and 
talkative people would run away for their safety by forgetting their 
protesting activities and anti government rallies. They would prefer to save 
themselves from gunshots rather to remain indulging in anti government 
rallies and protests. The riches and education have made the nation coward. 
Nobody would dare to confront with army and armed forces. 
         They can only talk and work in drawing rooms but they can’t work in 
real play ground of life and will be pushed back to their drawing rooms if 
they would dare to do any anti government activity. They will lose their 
spirits. They are not like Zaliman who fought our army tooth and nail in 
Kafaghanistan and consequently we receive dead bodies of our soldiers 
daily from there.  The hard fact to memorize that despite being helpless and 
weak these Zaliman has given tough time to Zulimistan armed forces there. 
I assure you for this with my full confidence and I know what I am saying.”  
        Mr. Mike elaborated his point of view. 
        “Yes may be you talk right. Under this situation we could do 
something to get rid of ZTA. They have created troubles for us beyond our 
conception.” President David said in reply. 
         “I was also to seek your permission for another thing in this regard. It 
is that I have planned a grand operation against ZTA. Only your permission 
is awaited. The plan is that our agents in plain civil dress shall company the 
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ZTA rallies in groups and attack ZTA offices with utmost speed in 
organized manner so that no one could think of them for being ZSCIA 
agents and hence ZTA members would be grounded down in open fire as 
soon as our agents get chance to do so. Similarly in one of such action the 
President of ZTA Dr. Sheila would also be shot dead. People shall think that 
civilian opponents of ZTA having been convinced of your TV speech take 
ZTA as MFP agent and root cause of recent terrorist disastrous acts and in 
reaction they are killing ZTA people in defense of Zulimistan interests.  
This would happen all of a sudden. 
         Attacks in all cities shall be arranged at one time and till someone 
could realize all this gravely, all big ZTA members together with Dr. Sheila 
would be finished and would be vanished from being existence. 
          In this way the brains that run ZTA shall be finished up and the rising 
power of ZTA in progress would be brought to stand still and situation shall 
turn towards normally….” Mike explained his plans.  
         Having heard the plan President David kept thinking over the plan for 
some moments then his face flowered with happiness. He heaved a cold 
sigh and gave approval to this plan.  
        Then there was a cocktail party celebration arranged in the Green 
House on their victory over the killing and getting rid of their own chief 
justice of Supreme Court and jury members along with innocent citizens of 
Zulimistan present at the court room. Mr. President was the chief guest of 
honor. It was a joy on killing of their country high rank officials and in 
advance a joy on killings of their own thousands of citizens of ZTA workers 
and its president Dr. Sheila.   
        Their power has made them blind totally to do anything with 
humanism. And this time the victims are their own countrymen likewise 
before they had been victimizing Islamic world many times. Like a clever 
fox they will victimize the prey this time also and then will put all this 
responsibility to the Islamic world and blaming them as terrorist to defame 
the Islam, as they had been doing always so with great ease and success 
with the help of their strong media and with the support of their so called 
allies. One of their allies Zamaril has received the lesson of these doubled 
standards and tricks just weeks ago given by MFP.  
        But this time these foxes are underestimating their enemy. They are 
not even trying to understand that this time the facts and ground realities are 
against their stupid desires. Now the time has come for which they sown or 
planted they will get.   
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        ZSCIA constituted special squads for attacking ZTA offices all over 
Zulimistan. The squads were drawn from Army special commanders group. 
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They were specially briefed for these attacks. Mr. Mike set up an 
emergency command and control center for monitoring attacks directly by 
him. 
        About 10000 commanders were sent to all big cities in civil plain 
dress. All of them were waiting for green signal from Mr. Mike. They 
secured green signal soon after. 
      Hell was imposed on ZTA. The attackers while carrying placards and 
banners and chanting slogans attacked offices of ZTA. Persons found in 
offices were beaten in bad manners killed important ZTA members who 
came in their way. 
        Written in placards was that ZTA is a terrorist organization and a 
danger for Zulimistan’s peace. They were chanting outrageous slogans 
against ZTA.  In short these sudden and sever attacks on ZTA offices in all 
big cities broke back bone of ZTA. One of the attacks was made on the 
principal office of ZTA where ZTA’s Chairperson Dr. Sheila was present. 
She was also beaten to death as a part of plan. All attacks were launched in 
entire Zulimistan at a time in very organized manner. Nobody had chance to 
escape. Nobody was allowed time to inform other or call for help. Entire 
ZTA organization was destructed in a matter of few hours.  
         Dr. Sheila’s assassination had left the entire situation a big scar and a 
crack. ZBN news channel had special instructions from intelligence 
agencies along with Presidency for stimulation and induction of wide 
ranged propaganda through their channel and through all worlds’ leading 
channels and they did it well. Of course the main purpose was to dishearten 
the ZTA supporters and let them know that ZTA had been finished. 
        Special programs and comments were being telecasted in which the 
poisonous propaganda against ZTA was in progress at its peak by which 
ZTA was being presented as a terrorist organization that was working only 
on MFP’s instructions which is its foreign mother organization. 
         Impressions were being created that although killing of ZTA leaders 
by the assailants were illegal and unlawful but any patent countryman who 
loved with his homeland would do the same as it would done for the 
traitors. And the ZTA workers and leaders were being presented as traitors 
by the strong poisonous propaganda telecasted by the media controlled by 
intelligence agencies. There were special bulletins and special supplements 
of leading newspaper of        Zulimistan also published to enhance the 
ongoing media war against ZTA. 
         In short ZSCIA and ZSFBI plans worked perfectly and was 
proceeding successfully. ZSCIA and ZSFBI had attacked ZTA on all sides 
and their agents made very successful attempts to destruct it. There was 
everywhere unlawfulness and up rise in human rights violation.  
       Under this country’s intense condition President David came into 
scenes and addressed the nation in all TV channels and requested people to 
remain peaceful. In his address he passed out venom against ZTA by 
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uttering many poisonous words against ZTA and tried to decline further 
ZTA image. He did so as he had been usually doing always in his almost all 
speeches. His address further harmed ZTA. 
        All of these incidents had cast ill effects on ZTA supporters and they 
went underground to become inactive for the time being because entire 
leadership had been assassinated by ZSFBI and ZSCIA agents in these 
protesting meetings. So neither there was any body left to operate and 
manage the remaining fractions of ZTA organization nor apparently in 
scenes any body was ready to take the leadership for ZTA management as 
organization in order to fulfill the objects of   Dr. Sheila.  And this was the 
main object and main target of President David, ZSCIA and ZSFBI and 
army and that was to eradicate ZTA support from hearts of Zulimistan 
people. They got their goals and targets quite successfully in these 
operations rather more than expectations. According to them they achieved 
all this to get rid of ZTA from entire Zulimistan.  
       If ZTA had succeeded in its suit and other activities, then Zamaril 
would have been deprived of an old strong supporting country like 
Zulimistan and would have been left at the mercy of Arabian countries for 
ever. And this situation was not acceptable by the people of Zamaril at all. 
This is why the Jewish lobby that was in full control of all TV channels and 
newspapers in entire Zulimistan and most of its allied countries, had 
launched strong propaganda campaign to prove that ZTA was responsible 
for present crisis. This lobby was doing what it can do to expand this 
propaganda all over the world through media resources. 
        Under these circumstances the ZTA was reduced to be seen as 3rd 
grade organization. It seemed that ZTA would never be able to become 
functional. 
       This was a huge victory of three ruling classes of Zulimistan and up to 
now what they thought, what they did was at high success level.  
       Because of great successes so this was the time to celebrate the multiple 
victories. This is why a grand cocktail celebrating party was arranged in 
Green house and all active and very important personalities of the three 
ruling classes were being called to enjoy and to share their victory including 
chiefs of ZSCIA, ZSFBI and Army. There were high grade refreshments 
along with most famous music concert programs. It was like that 
celebration party that was arranged after successful planed assassination of 
chief justice some weeks ago.  
       But these parties will be going to a temporary celebration for them as 
nature wants something different that is against their will and planning.  
       Dr. Sheila perhaps had pre assessed preliminarily in her life about the 
occurrence of such maladies and happenings of such wild and rogue acts 
initiated by government authorities. She had taken preliminarily measures 
already in her life.  She was Zulimistan and she knew well the nature of 
blood of her countrymen of ruling class, this is why an alternative parallel 
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body of ZTA organization was made since its origin and it was intact till the 
time. This body had been kept hidden from people always and from media 
all the times in the past.  
       The working of ZTA’s parallel governing body was the top secret that 
remained buried within the hearts of top ZTA leaderships. Mr. John was 
made the chairman of this alternative body. This alternative body never 
surfaced before or had joined any ZTA meeting, but however they were 
kept informed and supplied the updated information all the times in the past. 
       Dr. Sheila was a super intelligent lady and high intellectual organizer. 
So under her high grade intelligent useful and fantastic directions, along 
with setting of main parallel body, local sub units had been formed in all big 
cities simultaneously in the pattern of central body which had been kept 
under ground and inactive only to emerge in case of needed times and like 
current disaster. This was the best planning she made in the history of any 
Zulimistan’s movement. 
      Dr. Sheila had firm belief that enemies of humanity when forget 
humanism and worship Satanic and Devilish Powers, then they would 
persistently do something very cruel against ZTA. She wanted to continue 
and accomplish her movement to save people all over the world and to 
restore the world peace that is distorted by her own countrymen of 
Zulimistan ruling class. She had intense desire also to return back this peace 
to human mankind that was lost due to Zulimistan’s negative policies 
imposed on the world over. This is why she had made all necessary 
preparations already to ensure continuation of ZTA mission to deal the 
situation when and where these evil like forces would set out to massacre of 
ZTA people in any case. She gave her valuable life for this great and noble 
purpose or rather this ruling class has murdered her and cut her throat in a 
cruel attack on her office. She was in fact impressed deeply and admired by 
the greatest personality of Universe the Holy Prophet Muhammad (Peace be 
upon Him). She often in her speeches has been giving the references of 
beautiful, peace loving and best humanism related sayings of Holy Prophet 
Muhammad (Peace be upon Him). Although she was a Christian but most 
of her companions  guessed that she even had accepted Islam due to her 
likings of Islam and her repeatedly giving references sayings of Holy 
Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) sayings. 
        Now the chairman of this alternative body Mr. John called an 
emergency press conference and announced about the setting of alternative 
organizing body and local units in all big cities of Zulimistan. He threw 
light on the plans and objects of this parallel body of ZTA and also 
acknowledged the supreme leadership of Late Chairperson Dr. Sheila. He 
showed his determinations to keep up Dr. Sheila’s mission and to precede 
her mission in same organized and speedy manner as she did. 
       Mr. John also showed determination to peruse the ongoing ZTA court 
case vigorously. He demanded of the government to re constitute Supreme 
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Judicial Council soon to hear and decide the burning issue. He demanded 
that suit proceedings should be started from where this had ended. 
      This news was no less than a nuclear bomb of unending fear that fell on 
the celebrating participants of the party that was arranged on so called 
victory of ZTA eradication from entire Zulimistan. 
          Mr. John’s press conference created uproar all over the Zulimistan 
and also in the whole world. Thousands of deactivated and disappointed 
ZTA workers got a new wave of hope for their ZTA movement and it 
looked that a new soul has been inserted in their dead bodies and as if vigor 
was infused in them. They not only wanted to intensify their war against 
government but also to take revenge of atrocious acts recently inflicted on 
their centers and workers by negative minded cruel government officials. 
       In an organizational statement Mr. John had directed all leading 
members and leading workers to come to Fugonton city on urgent basis to 
pay a tribute to their late leader Dr. Sheila.  It was a twofold function. One 
is to pay tribute and honor to their beloved late President Dr. Sheila and 
second is to enlighten a new soul of restructuring and unity among the 
workers of their organization Z.T.A. 
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         Now it was the day of function that has come. Thousands of ZTA 
leading and active leaders and workers today gave gathered in the main 
Football stadium of Fugonton city, the capital of Zulimistan. They have 
come here from all parts of Zulimistan to pay honor and tribute to their 
beloved President Dr. Sheila who was assassinated in a gunshot attack 
along with hundreds of other ZTA leaders and activists. The Green House 
that is the center of power was not too much far away from the place. Here 
in the venue and the areas surrounding were totally jam packed. The people 
of all ages were present in the venue heartedly, ambitiously and with very 
warm passions. So there were children, girls, women, men and even old 
aged persons.  
       Mr. John was given very warm welcoming applauds when he appeared 
in the stage.  
      He started his historical speech that is going to change the fate of 
Zulimistan. It was never before like event in the history of Zulimistan.  
        “Oh my dearest countrymen! This is a great occasion and will be 
written with golden words in the history of Zulimistan, I assure you. It is 
because this gathering has proved that what the will of the oppressed people 
of Zulimistan is. Our tyrant rulers have done all those cruel things to 
strengthen their power whatever they could do. Even they did not bother to 
assassinate our chief justice, jury members, and our beloved Dr. Sheila and 
thousands of their own countrymen those were ZTA activists. Before they 
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were targeting their victims in Islamic world and killing millions of 
innocent human beings in the name of stupid war against terror but then 
they even not bother to do the same in their own country. 
   (…He opens his shoulder and lifts towards sky and looks at the sky and 
pray.) 
     “Oh My God! Please save us from these power greedy beasts. Oh My 
God! Please save us from these power greedy beasts.”  
      Then he speaks to all the audiences to say same words after him. And 
now it was the moment of worth seeing. Thousands of people were saying 
in one joined voice. The whole environment was full of their slogans. 
        “Oh God! Please save us from these power greedy beasts. Oh God! 
Please save us from these power greedy beasts. Oh God! Please save us 
from these power greedy beasts. Oh God! Please save us from these peace 
enemies.”  
        And then their slogan was like this; 
        “ZTA will save our beloved homeland from these greedy hands of 
terror. 
        ZTA will save our beloved homeland from these greedy hands of 
terror….” 
        Further in his speech then Mr. John directed ZTA leaders and workers 
to rise up with more intensity and self determination even more than before 
when Dr. Sheila was alive and leading ZTA movement, and even to 
sacrifice their lives for this great noble cause.  He demanded of the 
government to trace out and hunt the culprits who unleashed terror on ZTA 
and did massive killings of ZTA workers and award them exemplary 
punishment. 
        He argued that these attacks had nothing to do with ongoing civil war. 
In fact they believed that some of government agencies were fully involved 
in these pre planned and organized attacks which were beyond the power of 
common people and any layman could never think of such anti human 
activities. He accused that for ZSCIA and ZSFBI were certainly involved in 
these attacks as they wanted to shatter the power of ZTA. It was also clear 
that if ZTA succeeded in its laws suit then the looser would have been the 
government ZSCIA and ZSFBI agencies and none else. 
        He warned the government further in his statement that ZTA would 
retaliate and pay assailants in the same way the government behaving 
against ZTA. Because ZTA had been peacefully busy in organizing it and 
doing all its activities in peaceful limits till now but the recent terrorist 
attacks on it without any solid cause has compelled it to prepare for its 
defense that is the basic right of every human. And if on ZTA the attacks 
are arranged again by Government like the previous cruelties then it will 
combat armed assailants with arms and ammunitions.  
         In his statement he also issued a general call to all ZTA workers and 
supports all over the Zulimistan to come to capital to hold a grand rally and 
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come to besiege Green House in Fugonton two days after at 5PM. Mr. John 
also emailed and sent fax messages to President and general secretary of 
World Nations forum. They were requested to prevail upon Zulimistan 
government not to hamper ZTA grand rally in any manner because grand 
rally to be held was meant for peaceful agitation. ZTA wants to show its 
strength and compel government to keep from putting Zulimistan people to 
danger of complete ruin and destruction and let the world go at its course 
and think only for the betterment of our own country before intruding in any 
other country. 
         Zulimistan should come first and then all other things. While 
Zulimistan government high up have not only destructed peace in the whole 
world while playing  a role of policeman becoming a major cause depriving 
Zulimistan people of peaceful living to greater extent. Mr. John had sent 
like messages to governments of all big countries in the world. 
        In short he created a conducive atmosphere for holding grand rally. 
Now helm men in the government would think thousands times first before 
applying fire against ZTA rally as it happened before with great severity 
because ZTA successful in rising huge world support through massive 
emails and fax messages to almost presidents of all countries and to social 
and political important personalities in the world whose activities concerned 
with somehow or more to human rights safety. 
        Under such circumstance President David held consultation with his 
state officials and decided not to use armed forces against this ZTA rally as 
they did before and agreed unwillingly to permit them hold the rally and 
provide them supportive atmosphere for their purpose.  
        These circumstances were source of encouragement for ZTA. They 
therefore started preparations for grand rally with full confidence. People 
from all over the Zulimistan started heading to Fugonton city in their cars, 
buses, trains and other means. People would have assembled with unity and 
with great discipline in the history of Zulimistan that was visible at the 
occasion of grand rally.  
        People were gathering around Green House successfully in troops and 
there was no break in people reaching there. There was huge gathering of 
people which was constantly increasing its dimensions and volume. 
Although tanks were deployed all around Green House but to this large 
crowd these huge machines just like children’s troops. 
        Any way multitude of people was so large that it looked like as ocean 
of human heads as if bees were humming. It appeared as if entire 
Zulimistan people had reached there. It looks like that the Day of Judgment 
for ruling classes (DAAC, ZSCIA, ZSFBI, and The Green House) of 
Zulimistan has reached. 
        Helicopters of ZBN and other News channels were flying above in the 
air and telecasting these live scenes to entire world.  Because of this great 
success in holding grand rally the people fallen victims to Zulimistan 
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atrocities were happy all over the world. In Muslim countries including 
Pastan and in Kafaghanistan people came out in streets and roads and 
chanted slogans against Zulimistan.       
         People gave away sweets at this memorable occasion. These people 
mostly recalled excises committed by Zulimistan and chanted slogans 
against it. The amazing impact of this grand rally by ZTA in Zulimistan was 
that with success of this grand rally more like rallies also were followed in 
Islamic countries and situation of law and order was created there and 
everywhere. News of few deaths in aerial firing was also heard here and 
there. 
         The grand rally of ZTA in Zulimistan left instant impacts throughout 
the world. Nobody could think that Zulimistan that was super power at its 
own merits could be humbled by its own people and appeared helpless 
when confronted with people’s movement arising from inside. It was the 
nature’s decision that TIT FOR TAT or whatever you crop you will cut that. 
And as Zulimistan had been doing many ill health and negative atrocious 
activities in Islamic countries mostly so now it was the time for it to cut that 
crop that has been harvested by Zulimistan for others in the past. 
      Where were its F16 bombers…? 
      Where were its B-52 bombers that had unleashed hell over innocent 
unarmed people of Kafaghanistan and in Karaq…? 
      Where were its great marine fleets which had been showering fire 
always against Muslim countries alone…? 
      Where were its satellites that always remained active against Islamic 
world in guarded missiles that fired for targeted devastations of poor weak 
and helpless Muslims abodes and Muslim settlements…?  
       It looked that the Day of Judgment has come for Zulimistan. The entire       
       Zulimistan administrative machinery seemed to be helpless completely. 
The special commanders of ZSCIA and ZSFBI were helpless that day. 
Secret capabilities of these agencies did not working at all.  
       President David was hiding himself in Green House in state of huge 
disappointment. He saw on TV screen how his super power was shattered 
just   there outside his residence. 
       Where was his forceful and poisonous tongue that always talked ill of 
Muslims and kept praising Christians and Jews always…?  
         But today his tongue was motionless seized by his 32 teeth around. It 
was not capable to utter words despite his keen desire. There was no space 
left vacant outside the Green House. People were seen scattered infinitely 
up to limits of sight. Entire Fugonton city appeared to be just a part of grand 
rally. People were seen in all roads leading to Fugonton city. There were 
innumerable people everywhere and no rooms were left for more people to 
enter city. All streets and lanes were already packed with people. In fact 
there were people and people miles around.  
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         At last Mr. John appeared in scene as all rally participants were 
anxiously waiting for him.  He remained hidden during all rallies which 
were being led by ZTA local leaders. This care was adapted due to life 
threatening warnings to MR. John. 
        Mr. John started his speech at 5PM. 
        “My dear country men, we have not gathered here today for political 
gains.  The idea is only to tell rulers that people have awakened from sound 
sleep and are ready to face ground realities. They have given up living in 
fool’s paradise. The imperialized forces ruled over Zulimistan before and 
absurdities prevailed in the past times. Everywhere in our all departments of 
social lives there is free sex prevailing. Whether in colleges, in schools, in 
universities, in factories, in shops, or in hotels so where ever you go you 
will see free sex everywhere. Men are doing free sex with women 
everywhere irrelevant of relation and women vice versa. Husbands are 
deceiving their wives and wives are deceiving their husbands. Unnatural 
marriages are being happening so women marrying women and men 
marrying men. What is this non sense…? This is completely unnatural. 
Where are we going…?  
        What culture we are giving to our new generations…? For free sex we 
forgot that life is not sex alone. We have been passing our lives only for 
sexual lust and joviality and had forgotten difference between big and small 
virtues and vices.  
        Passive moment to think how pure and transparent is our culture but 
we have made it an axis of sex. 
       Our film movies, TV programs and magazines all highlight sex alone 
so much so that we misuse internet as well for sex. Morality is fast on 
decline and its values have died down. Just ponder if a lady looks nice and 
decent kissing her husband in full view of her own children. 
       Just think of boys look decent kissing girl friend in full view of 
parents…? So much so that free sex has cast ill effects even on our 
President holding top slot of the government and sexual activities were 
orders of the day in Green House as well. 
         These factors have taken away our abilities to ponder. We have made 
joviality and refreshment as our goal of life and government officials do the 
same in more conspicuous manner. Because of this reason we forget our 
obligation to keep our government in right track. Today our government 
like the governments of the past has undertaken to become a policeman of 
the world and has assumed responsibility of entire world. In a quest of 
world rule we have forgotten humanity and our hell hand to bring an end to 
sympathy for ailing and grieved humanity. 
       We have unleashed brutalities on oppressed weak and innocent people 
the world over. We toppled our government in other counties. We conspired 
and crashed turmoil in these countries.  
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       We exacted assistance of poor countries to fulfill our wild evil desires 
through their economic black mail. We compelled them to grow enmity 
among brotherly countries and cause them troubles. 
         In ZTA views the humanity was crushed and devastated several times 
due to our extremely wrong negative policies that pursued for weaker 
nations. 
        Our successive governments in fact have been busy all the times in anti 
humanism and also being a part of other anti humanity activities round the 
world as enemies of humanity. We have been creating hurdles to keep weak 
and oppressed people oppressed and poor and let not them gain strength 
which was their basic human right. 
        These oppressed people then in order to take revenge of cruelties 
inflicted on them caught us from our collar which we suppose was their 
rightful action. It is right of each and every oppressed person to take 
revenge of cruelty inflicted on him so that oppressor is stopped from 
unleashing brutalities  before wave of cruelties devour everything and all. 
        This is why sad incidents of world trade centre took place. Instead of 
learning lesson we by our misdeeds created more such enemies. The recent 
example of that is the missile attack on Zamaril. It is probable that 
Zulimistan would be the next target. 
       How long this vicious circle will remain active…? 
       We shall keep on inflicting atrocities and oppressed would keep on 
retaliating back. Then we shall take revenge and oppressed would again 
retaliate. This chain of events should be brought to an end and stopped. 
       My dear companions, for our few associates Zulimistan is sign of 
intense and huge hatred in the world over especially in Muslim world. 
People quote us with anger and contempt. We are getting separated from 
rest of the world. We admit we have made maximum development but we 
have used our progress in dealing death blow to humanity. 
         These wonderful satellites are always spying against poor Islamic 
countries to check acquisition of nuclear technology of these countries. We 
have ourselves made a desire but forbid others to follow suit what a 
contradiction it is of our mortality. We have made in Zulimistan atomic 
nuclear plants working for peace and war purposes when some other 
country especially Islamic country wants to use this technology then when 
we forbid and threat them and use of our all resources to impose sanctions 
on their economics.   Not at all…, not at all. Our hegemony over the world 
would not work any longer. We should stop ourselves from interfering in 
internal affairs of other countries and from creating turmoil to bring their 
government of our cronies.  
        We shall here to stop ZSCIA’s trickeries and cheatings in other 
countries so that people should not regard us as their domestic enemy.    
        We will have to concentrate on Zulimistan alone. We shall really share 
our progress in transparent way and not by way of hypocrisy with these 
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poor countries so that people of these countries may also have the chance to 
enjoy the life.  
       We need no more long food and clothing and shelter as we have 
already acquired them all with grace of God and these amenities are in 
abundance.  
       But have we looked to sad poor community of people in backward 
countries…? 
      How miserable ways their children are living…? 
      How they got food…? How they got health facilities…? 
      Have they chances of acquiring education…? 
      Have we no time to see their miseries…? 
  We have simply put our cronies in power in these countries and nothing 
else. These governments then set out to pick and kill Zulimistan’s enemies. 
       Believe me our missiles stock would exhaust, our commandos would 
keep on laying down their lives in foreign land but our enemies in the world 
created by ourselves would not eliminate at all in any case in any time. 
Because we would neither stop infliction of cruelties nor we shall stop in 
usurping other rights nor we shall under influence of our great might stop 
using brutal force against poorer countries. 
       Our enemies shall keep growing. They are not our original enemies but 
are the courtiers oppressed by Zulimistan. If we kill one, ten more are 
produced. These people proud of power have not spared their own people 
either. Under the horrible conspiracy of Jews all judges of Supreme Court 
were brutally killed while hearing of court proceedings were in progress.  
        My dear compatriots, massacre of our workers at ZTA centers and 
gruesome murder of our respected President Dr. Sheila are fresh events in 
your full view. We therefore just repeat and carry the resolution that Mrs. 
Sheila had presented in last meeting.” 
         Mr. John then repeated that resolution and all people raised hands to 
say yes to that with ambitious clapping of hands. 
        The resolution read as under; 
        “1….Zulimistan should call back its troops from all countries of 
deployed in the world and no military men from soldier to general should 
remain posted in any foreign land. 
         2… Zulimistan should wind up all of its military camps set the world 
over at once. 
        3... ZSCIA should stop interfering in the internal affairs of other 
countries and also stop all sorts of activities in any foreign lands. All agents 
and workers and representatives of ZSCIA should be called back from all 
foreign countries. 
        4… That all ZSFBI offices in foreign lands should be closed at once 
and entire staff should be called back so that interfering of ZSFBI in these 
countries is stopped.  
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        5… That all military actions of Zulimistan in foreign lands causing 
infliction of cruelties and killings of thousands persons, and acts of 
terrorism in the name of fight against terrorism in foreign countries 
including Karaq, Kafaghanistan and Kaveitnam should be part of judicial 
trials and fully justified in the higher courts. The army generals and 
Zulimistan Presidents who planned and supported these actions should be 
tried in higher courts of law and they should be punished to the hilt. When 
all these jobs done then Zulimistan shall emerge as peace loving judicious 
country in the world and hatred against Zulimistan in hearts of people shall 
be down and come to an end at one time gradually. 
        6… That Zulimistan should withdraw its support to Zamaril with clear 
hands and open mind so that Zamaril and Kafelistine should resolve their 
disputes with each other and peace should be brought in the region. It is as 
we think due to intense support of Zulimistan Zamaril is not serious to solve 
the on gong tension in the region. Besides that Zulimistan should stop 
military and nuclear aid to Zamaril so that imbalance of military might and 
resultant complications are resolved in the region. 
       7… That Zulimistan should change its foreign policy at once and 
Islamic countries should be given special friendly status and efforts should 
be made to develop fraternal relations with Muslim countries so that anti 
Zulimistan movements going on in Islamic world are stopped. This will 
save Zulimistan from probable future attacks and people of our country 
should live in peace. 
        8... That because of anti Islamic policies of Zulimistan and because of 
its influence World Bank entangled Islamic countries in the unending 
vicious circles of loans Zulimistan should take steps to make better 
economic conditions of these countries and help them to help themselves.  
This will develop friendly passions among Muslims for Zulimistan.” 
        Mr. John took a deep breath and restarted his speech. He then warned 
the government. 
        “O government officials listen and see the sea of protesters, millions 
and millions of people gather here to protest against your policies. We could 
uproar Green House if we wished but we would not take law in our hands in 
any case. The government should act upon our resolution at once otherwise 
another grand rally will have to take law in hand next time and next time no 
one would control us to achieve our goals.” 
             
<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<             
<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*< 
  
          Mr. Imran with his 4 members’ team is standing outside Green House 
in Fugonton city which is President David’s office and his residence. All the 
four members are wearing black helmet device while it is set at limit 2 and 
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they are not visible with this limit of working status of Black helmet. They 
are keeping contact with each other through micro wireless devices. 
        It is 12 o’ clock. The main gate is closed but small side gate is a bit 
open. One gun man stands at guard outside which three other are standing at 
guard inside in high alert position. There is army truck parked inside in 
which 15 to 20 soldiers are sitting red alert. There are two small rooms built 
on one side which are equipped with computerized communicative 
apparatus as well as arms and ammunition. Some workers are doing some 
job there and all are alert in red status zone. Moving security cameras are 
also attached to all sides which have made security fool proof. 
        Imran examined situation from time to time and then after some time 
he directed his companions to enter the house through side small gate with 
great care. 
        All the four passing along the guard patrol outside entered the gate one 
by one and then passed along security men patrol inside carefully one by 
one with success without any problem. They headed toward main building. 
        Nobody had slightest doubt that four persons had passed along to cause 
big devastation on Zulimistan. Nobody knew what is going to happen by 
some non visible persons just passing along them.  
        All the four walking slowly at last entered the main building of Green 
House where more security guards were standing. They were helpless. The 
wonderful invention of Dr. Jabran had done wonder. Its performance had 
been seen by all during recent attacks on Zamaril. 
       Having entered Imran asked them to come in limit zero because there 
was silence inside. President David had gone to sleep after taking dinner. 
Entire Green House was half dark at that time. Only guards were wakeful. 
President David and his family members were sleeping.  Imran brought out 
building map from his pocket and studied it for some moments. He then 
circled at a point on map and told his members that it was sleeping room of 
Mr. David. 
       Now all the four headed inside. Upstairs there were rows of rooms 
along a long corridor.  President David who played havoc on Muslims was 
sleeping in peace in the room at the end of this row. 
       But how long a cruel person can live in rest and in comfort…? He has 
to cut that crop one day what he has harvested. This is law of nature that 
Allah Almighty does not give death to any one unless one has to pass 
through the same sufferings what he had done with others. The good acts 
will be followed by the good acts and bad acts will be followed by the bad 
acts. The world history is full of such instances. 
     There was a time when pharaoh of Egypt proud of his might had 
declared himself Supreme King of World. He inflicted cruelties on Muslims 
in a fit of his power. Cruelties increased to such a great level that his own 
men cried and offered resistance and begged him to stop but he did not pay 
regards to even his own companions and refused all and continued to throw 
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a rain of cruelties on poor Islamic community and imposed every type of 
sanctions and forced them not to worship one Allah almighty. After all 
Allah Almighty when draw back his rope and pharaoh died death of a mad 
dog in full view of his people. 
       There is similar example of Mr. Namrood (one of old time’s Emperor 
who ruled a big territory) who intoxicated by might declared himself as 
GOD and set up his own Paradise and Hell. He had also seen his 
humiliating fall.   
       Mr. Alexander, Mr. Changaize Khan (one of old time’s Emperor) and 
Mr. Hitler of Katajermany in short all received what was due to them like 
President David who was going to pay for his mal deeds. 
        Imran wearing black helmet had reached outside the President’s room 
with his team. He opened door lock with the help of master key and all the 
four entered the room. The first lady and David were sleeping in sleeping 
dresses and lying close to each other.  
        Imran moved ahead and sprayed chloroform on first lady’s nose. She 
became unconscious during sleep. Then he came to David side and gave a 
strong slap on his face. This man in sleep was not ordinary person but one 
who tortured millions of Muslims and killed thousands of Muslims. Having 
been hit Mr. David woke up in confusion. 
       “Who is there, who is there..?” President David speaks out 
embarrassed. He looks around but found no one. He looks to his wife who 
is in fast sleep. He lies down again in perplexity.  
       When Imran assured that David was again in deep sleep he once again 
gave a big slap on his face. President David this time jumped and came on 
the floor and grumbled in fear. 
        “Who is there, who is there, where are you, why am I not seeing 
you…?” he uttered many questions in one breath and his surprising level 
and fearing level was going to increase moment by moment when he could 
not see any one in his room but receiving forced slaps on his face again and 
again while he rubbing his cheeks with his fingers.   
        Imran gave another powerful slap on his face and he fell down on the 
floor. He got up and put on light by means of bed switch. Room glittered in 
light. President David started looking around. He searched under bed, sofa 
and even the bath room. Finding none he felt confused and a bit afraid of 
the current unbelievable situation. 
      Since he was beaten thrice he would not attribute that to dream. He felt 
incident was a reality but finding none around he was surprised and scared. 
Fear was increasing moment by moment. 
      He sat in the sofa and started drinking wine from bottle in front. Imran 
lifted wine bottle and struck the bottle with David head and as result David 
head was wounded, bleeding started along with the bottle broken into 
pieces.  
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       Now President David was extremely dreadful. He was unable to think 
or to analyze as what was happening to him and who was beating him…? 
        Today tyrant ruling of Super Power was trembling with fear. He 
moved forward staggering and tried to awake her wife the first lady but  
She was unconscious. She did not wake up despite shaking her. Now Imran 
moved ahead and gave repeated slaps on his face. President David started 
crying in real sense like a baby. He thought of this angel of death and 
thought his death time had reached. He started begging God to forgive him 
for his sins. 
       Imran thought it was appropriate time to tease him more and said. 
      “You have rightly said. I am angel of death and your last moment of life 
has reached. It is Allah’s decision that pardon is not given if sought for just 
at death time. Seeking forgiveness before such time can of course be 
achieved.” 
       “Forgive me my God, I am really a sinner. You are known for your 
blessings and there is no limit of your forgiveness. You are very merciful to 
your creatures and like to forgive them. So please forgive me, I want not to 
die at his time, please do not give me death, I want to live more and more 
and want to enjoy the life more and more….?”… He was uttering and 
weeping and trying to convince God in his mind. 
      “Shut up your dirty tongue. You are begging for your life, have you 
given lives to our innocent kids and women who were killed by your so 
called bomber fighter planes and in missiles attacks many times…? 
        Did they not want to enjoy life…?  
        Did they not want to live peacefully more and more…?  
        Did they have not same heart as you have…?  
        Did they have not desires and feeling as your nation has…?” 
        Imran became sentimental and moved forward and then a rain of slaps 
again started on David’s face and head. He was so hot and in anger that one 
of his member stopped him for further beating. 
       Imran stopped at last and washed some sweating from his forehead 
with his handkerchief and took a deep sigh and restarted further  
Proceedings. Mr. David was bleeding from mouth and nose and his cheek 
was red like a potato and he was in intense pain and crying like a baby. 
       “Ali, Give a dirty cloth on his mouth…” Imran directed his one 
member Ali and he did so to close the mouth in order to stop David from 
crying.  
        Suddenly David fell on ground and his eyes closed although he was 
breathing. Ali went towards him and felt his pulse with some upset lines on 
his forehead. 
      “Don’t be so upset Ali, he is just pretending to be unconscious, I know 
very well these Zulimistanees, look the President of a super power now how 
behaving like the most coward man of the world.”  
       Imran just ignored David’s falling and tried to satisfy Ali. 
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       “Mr. Ali, pull this man’s collar and put this man on the bed and throw 
some acid on his face….” But before the sentence of Imran  
 
 

 
 
completed, David awoke instantly and stood and sat on the ground and 
started again weeping and uttering some words. 
       “No… No…, please do not throw anything on me, I am ok…?” 
       “Ok. Tell me one thing that your life is full of stones of your cruelty. 
Why all these atrocities were inflicted in Muslims only…?” Imran asked. 
       “My wisdom was obscured. My intellect did not work at all. Jews had 
made me helpless. O God please forgive me I did inflict cruelties on 
Muslims, O God you please forgive me…?”… President David begging 
once again as he was thinking death time has come and angle of death or 
God is speaking to him. 
       Imran gave another set of slaps on his face and expressed his views. 
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       “Beware, keep quiet you beast in the shape of man. Have you forgotten 
loss of thousands children died in Karaq under your duress and madness…? 
You forcedly by using World Nations Forum imposed unwanted and 
unneeded sanctions regarding food and medicines in Karaq and hence as a 
result innocent ailing children those were in demand of life saving drugs 
had to die bit by bit in very painful sufferings. It has been your nature of a 
beast and not a nature of man. And even that after you did not try to lift the 
ban or to relax Karaqi Nation a bit. 
      You have no conscious pricking. You are so cruel terrorist that you did 
not mind yourself even on appeal from all over the globe. You went on 
pleasing Jews and other your friends.  
      You always talked tall when only few thousands Zulimistanees were 
killed in Trade Center incident. You mourned their deaths in big way. You 
shouted and cried too much but none of you spoke a word over the deaths of 
millions Muslims in Karaq, Croatia, Bosnia, Chechnya, Kafaghanistan and 
Kakashmir.        
       Nobody helped them so much so that this self styled World Nations 
Forum only flattered you. That forum does nothing. This forum has become 
only a forum just to protect Zulimistan’s interests alone.  
       How your cruelties could be forgiven that took tall of millions of 
innocent Muslims lives..? 
       Should I forget deaths of thousands of Karaqi children…? And the 
height of cruelty is that some of children were suffering from fatal diseases 
like cancer. They died moment by moment in front of crying and weeping 
mothers, with no medicines could be they had due to prohibitions imposed 
by you. How can I neglect all these brutalities…? ”… Imran bursts out in 
great anger and exposed his emotions.  
       Imran then asked his 3 team members to give beating to David. Those 
three pelted first blows and slaps on David. 
       President David was having rain of blows helplessly. He fell on one 
side and the other. His head, nose and mouth was bleeding profusely. At 
last after some moments Imran ordered them to stop beating further. 
      “Stop it brothers, our revenge is not to kill this cruel person as we have 
not to finish it yet, we have to settle many problems and we have to take 
back the balance for the atrocities imposed our nation in different times by 
this man and his allies. We will teach them all a lesson to be remembered 
for long times…” 
      “Then what to do further Sir...?”… Mr. Ali asked. 
      “We will bring this man to MFP Head quarters.”… Imran replied. 
      “What…? What…? MFP, I do not comprehend this name MFP…?”… 
Mr. David spoke out in bewilderment even in injured   state. 
       “Yes Mr. David, we are from MFP and not the angel of death. We need 
not to conceal facts any further. In fact we are all wearing a device called 
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Black Helmet which had made us invisible.”… Imran astonished President 
further by this disclosure. 
      “Black Helmet! Is it the same device that MFP talked about with 
reference to missile attacks on Zamaril through emails and press 
statements…?” David posed a question. 
      “Yes Mr. President, it is wonderful invention of our Dr. Jabran with the 
help which we devastated Zamaril and now we are here in the sleeping 
room of Zulimistan’s President and giving Zulimistan President sound 
beating for his past mal deeds and cruel actions towards Muslim Nation.  
      Nobody can ever think to do this what we have done up to now with this 
device. Nobody could think to enter the room of President of super mighty 
power. Now tell me Mr. David how is you and what do you think about 
MFP…?”       
  Imran astonished him further. 
      Imran asked Ali to serve him water so that some rest would be given to 
David for further proceedings. When David took some sips of water he felt 
some relief and he regained his sense and vigor.   
      After a short break beating resumed under Imran’s order. As a result the 
helpless David had rain of fist blows and slaps once again. His shouting 
once again started and then a tape is applied to his mouth to stop shouting 
and crying.  
      After some moments beating stopped, tape was removed from his 
mouth. Realizing that he would not be killed, David got some courage. His 
hatred against Muslims again reheated in his heart and he was filled with 
extreme rage.  
       “You people, I say you people would definitely come to a woeful end. 
You have no idea what blunder you have committed by forcing entry into 
Green House and then repeatedly subjecting me to torture. You Muslims are 
Terrorists and had been behaving like a terrorist always….” 
       Imran got in great anger while hearing the blame of being terrorist by 
David. His anger was in high pitch so he came under limit zero of black 
helmet and made himself visible and this is that limit of black helmet where 
the device remains charged but stopped from functioning. It stands in 
standby status and can be changed into limit 1 or 2 any moment.  
       So in this visible mood Imran in a fist of furry showered slaps in 
David’s face while saying;  
       “Terrorism, terrorism you son of a cursed slut, you have used this word 
as tool masterfully. First you trapped the world in net of this world then 
unleashed extreme terrorism on Muslims yourself. Tell me where and when 
in the world we posed any sanctions to supply the life saving drugs to 
grieved humanity like Karaqi people having cancer and let them to die in 
severe pain and helpless conditions. It was you the bloody and cruel 
Zulimistan who did so in the history of world many times like you imposed 
prohibitions on supply of life saving drugs to Karaq and let the innocent 
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helpless patients including children die. Tell me where we have bombarded 
unarmed and innocent people and killed thousands of them and made 
shelter less.   
     Children were orphaned and paralyzed. It was you who created the worst 
terrorism in Kafaghanistan. You never dare about women and kids, and 
grounded them with soles of boots of running soldiers. 
      Just think over recent missile attack on Zamaril. Despite having power 
we targeted only military installations and did no harm to unarmed citizens. 
      Tell me where we united entire world against the worst poverty stricken 
country. It was you who did all this in attacks in Kafaghanistan which was 
turned to ruins. Tell me in short when we had stood by a cruel country that 
was already committing exercises its own people and neighboring 
countries? To the contrary you backed always the Zamaril in its atrocities 
inflicted on innocent helpless people of Kafelistine. 
       You always supported Syndia in inflicting brutalities on Kakashmiree 
people. You are yourself terrorist of the first order. You are the worst and 
we will here to teach you a lesson and defeat you. Apart from other 
countries you and your allies promoted civil war recently and massacred 
your own country men in a fit of being mighty and powerful. You are so 
shameless like a son of cursed slut that you killed your own people who had 
demanded sanity and opposed your arbitrary foul acts. Many ZTA followers 
who stopped you and your terrorist organizations like ZSCIA and ZSFBI 
from playing further havoc. 
        You first inflicted frightful atrocities on us and when we rose up to 
protect our rights, you accused and defamed us as terrorist and instigated 
entire world against us.  Now we are left with no other way then actually to 
turn into terrorist and pay you in same coins….”… Speaking this in rage 
Imran kept beating President David. 
        There were his companions who intervened or he would have ended 
David. Beaten so severely David fainted, his head, nose and mouth were 
bleeding. 
        Imran told one of his members to fetch President David out from 
Green House. A tape may therefore be affixed on his mouth and black 
helmet be put on his head. His orders were obeyed as such and David’s 
device was also turned to limit 2 to make him invisible while he remained 
in half fainted.  
 Imprisoned by Super Commandos of MFP President David went 
out Green House on a journey to unknown destination. 
            
<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<             
<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*< 
 
          Imran had a plan to destroy completely Defense and Attack Control 
Center (DAACC) during same night. They therefore first went to DAACC. 
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David had come to sense in the meantime. Imran tied him up at one side 
and set his helmet at limit zero. 
         Fast and quench these four super commandos were to plant wireless 
powerful time bombs inside DAACC all around and outside. They were to 
fill building with highly explosive gun powder. They started these works in 
masterful manner. All there were wearing black helmet in limit 2 and so all 
were invisible and no hindrance in their mission so far. They were doing all 
this with great sharpness of time and in a quite confident way. Imran 
himself was doing the same and planting explosive bombs inside the 
building of Defense and Attack Control Center (DAACC). 
        It was 3am night and there were not many persons in the building. 
There were guards and night duty workers only.  Any way MFP workers 
remaining invisible were busy planting bombs in DAACC with great 
professionalism. 
        Nobody could think ever that this DAACC that had unleashed hell on 
Muslim countries shall itself become a heap of dust a little after.  Having 
completed their job all MFP workers reached in the corner where President 
David was tied up. Imran also reached there. Bombs with highly explosives 
were installed there inside, outside, upper and lower sides of DAACC 
building. All were waiting for pressing of one button by Imran and then the 
destruction of DAACC will start.      
       Reaching there Imran said Mr. David. 
        “Well Mr. David have you an idea what has brought us here and what 
have we to do and what stories would be printed in the newspapers of 
tomorrow in Zulimistan and in entire world.? Oh no you are so severely 
beaten that you have lost ability to think…?  
        You were proud of this DAACC that made you frolic so much. Now 
you will see we shall turn it all into a heap of rubble today. God willing, we 
few persons shall devastate this splendid set of buildings and in just few 
seconds. You will see our amazing skill and efficiency.”  
        He then pressed a button of remote control device caught in his hand. 
And then there were a series of explosive blasts and as a result smoke and 
dust clouds everywhere were in the scenes. After few moments these 
splendid buildings turned into heaps of rubble. DAACC had been 
completely destroyed. This entire scene was seen instantly by President 
David helplessly with his own eyes.  
        These massive explosions stunned life in entire Fugonton city and 
destructed calm of the night. Police and fire Brigade buses and ambulances 
were seen running on all sides and soon the site was filled up with 
government officials and vehicles of different departments.  
         But still had yet not been unleashed completely as yet when President 
David was tried to be contacted in Green House for informing him of the 
destruction so caused but he was not found anywhere. Nobody firstly 
believed that President David was missing. 
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        After deliberation and search of all kinds people had known that their 
popular President David was present neither in entire Green House nor at 
the site of incident.  Anyway the news that President David was missing in 
Green House and his whereabouts were known and that all buildings of 
DAACC had been shattered put entire Zulimistan in shock. ZSCIA and 
ZSFBI and army intelligence agencies had made all efforts to find David 
but he could not be had at all. Nobody knew if earth or the sky had 
devoured him. 
      While remaining in amazed status the Zulimistan people were 
whispering different theories about these both incidents. TV channels 
telecasted breaking news about missing President and complete devastation 
of DAACC while intervening their usual TV programs. Comments were 
being presented on TV channels. The news spread all over the world like 
jungle fire. The world was bewildered.  
        Zulimistan that was known a land of peace formerly but now it was 
very difficult to maintain law and order in this state and there were riots 
everywhere in the country, a country without its President, a country whom 
President was either kidnapped or killed and no one knew whereabouts of 
him. 
        Only recent situation of almost civil war was created and touching 
even to its dangerous level moment by moment, time to time.  All law 
agencies and home land security agencies were looking completely helpless 
and failed to maintain peace in the country. 
        Later the entire Supreme Court building was exploded in which judges 
of Supreme Court along with chief justice were killed. It followed also 
attacks on ZTA offices and massacre of its members and office barriers.   
         This recent ZTA grand rally in which about 10 million people 
participated and then David’s kidnapping and destruction of DAACC, all 
these conditions were enough to cause destruction of Zulimistan’s internal 
peace. Moreover gang rapes, looting, shooting people and killing and bank 
dacoits along with ATM machines breaking and many more such incidents 
were the routines of daily lives of Zulimistan people. 
        It appeared that destruction ghost had engulfed whole of Zulimistan 
and had made Zulimistan their native home. But it is the nature’s principle 
that tit for tat, and as Zulimistan had been a major cause of instability of 
peace in other world countries especially Islamic world so now Zulimistan 
had to cut the crop that it has harvested. What treatment had it meted out to 
others now being meted to it by others…? 
        This is law of nature and nobody can prevent the course of nature from 
following even may be one is super power. Vice President Mr. Hilton took 
over the charge of the President’s office in absence of President David. 
            
<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<             
<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*< 
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       It is 2 am night in the capital city of Crowngland Kingdom. This night 
that followed abduction of President David.  
      Abu Sayaf and three other crusaders of MFP are standing outside of 
Prime Minister House wearing black helmet device at limit 2. 
      Following incident of Fugonton city one night before, the security of 
PM House had been beefed up. The entire PM house was under protection 
army troops. The MFP men found it hard to search out safe place to set in 
because of massive security all around.  It was hard for them to cross the 
doors un- noticed. They were waiting for any minor security lapse which 
they got soon.  
         A colonel came on jeep and called all army men for some mission 
briefing. This was the time to get in as all security officials had a focus 
towards colonel’s briefing. The MFP men availed well this chance so they 
entered the PM house un-noticed one by one while invisible in limit 2 of 
black helmet device.  
        Abu Sayaf had the map of PM House in his hand. All they marched 
forward slowly with the help of map. Crossing a large lawn they entered the 
main building and soon reached the bed room of Prime Minister Mr. Robert 
Bony. 
       Guards were roaming all around the room in this last part of night even. 
The last night incident of Fugonton city had shaken the world all around. 
This is why security was beefed up there. 
         But entire security was completely helpless to control the wonderful 
invention of black helmet. 
       The two guards were standing outside the door. Abu Sayaf and his men 
sprayed the gas near the noses of these guards instantly by which the guards 
became unconscious for the time being. Now all was clear. Abu Sayaf and 
his men entered the bed room of Mr. Robert Bony with the help of master 
key.  
         Inside Mr. Robert Bony was sleeping in deep sleep. All MFP men 
entered the room and marched forward to the bed side. Abu Sayaf caught 
hold of Robert Bony the moment he entered and put a tape on his mouth 
and rained fist blows and slaps on his face. 
        The beating confused Prime Minister Mr. Robert Bony was receiving 
fist blows in big amazement because he could not see the hands beating him 
so hardly. His nose and mouth started bleeding.  Then they laid him flat on 
his bed. There was no limit of surprise of Mr. Robert Bony. He was lying 
helplessly on bed while looking in air and trying to analyze the current 
status but he got no answers for his thoughts coming in his mind. While he 
was in sea of thoughts and terror Abu Sayaf addressed him. 
        “MFP shall soon welcome you at its office, Mr. Robert Bony. You 
would certainly been eager to know as to who was beating you…? You may 
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please to listen that we are from MFP, who fear not the death. We have 
come here and want to purge out the enemy of humanity from the world. 
        You must have heard and seen the incident of your old friend 
Zulimistan President David and no one could notice our activities. How had 
we perished DAACC that was also seen by entire world…?” 
        Abu Sayaf then asked one of team member to remove tape from PM’s 
mouth. The moment tape was removed he started murmuring. 
        “Who are you people…? Why are you putting yourself in great trouble 
by doing all these stupid things…? Yesterday you assailed President David 
and you are assailing the president of another world super power….” 
         But before he could complete the sentence Abu Sayaf rained fist 
blows and slaps on him. 
         “You are telling lie Mr. Robert Bony. We are not assailing rather we 
are going to kill you in fact. Keep your mind clear in this angle we have no 
soft corner for you in our hearts. And why it should be as you kept no soft 
corner in your hearts for our nation. Please listen you will not threaten us at 
this time as this time the game is not in your hands and even you have not 
assessed our power rather you have underestimated us. 
       Have you forgotten what meds of Marine star was…? 
       Have you forgotten humiliating end of Zamaril…? 
       Have you forgotten incident of yesterday…? 
       Where has gone your wisdom…?” 
   Abu Sayaf kept uttering words while beating him instantly. 
        “You went to your friendly countries readily to forge unity against 
Muslims. You stood of President David in preparation various dangerous 
programs that how to unleash hell on Muslims and how to open new fronts 
of cruelty against them…? 
      To whom you would go now…? 
       Please call your friends now to help you. Yesterday your old friend Mr. 
David also tried to call his friends but in vain and he is in our custody. 
Don’t worry, we shall eliminate all of your allies and we will do that at all 
costs…” Abu Sayaf completed his talk.  
         He ordered his men to put tape on PM’s mouth and also tie him up. It 
was done sharply. Then one of their team members remained here to guard 
him and all other moved towards all around the PM house to anchor and 
plant the explosive bombs in all sides of PM house. All they did so with 
great care and fast speed and in very short time while wearing black helmet 
the MFP men planted wireless explosive bombs all over the PM house. It 
was made as if a house of gun powder. Then they fitted the black helmet on 
PM Head with limit 2. All they came out from main gate and stood on one 
side. Mr. Robert Bony was told to see how his house of cruelties would 
perish before his eyes. 
          Few moments after Abu Sayaf pressed button of remote control. Then 
there were explosions with thunderous voices going sky high. There were 
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fires all around.  Entire PM House was reduced to heap of rubbles within 
few moments. And along that the hundreds of security soldiers were also 
killed in those explosions. A little after police vans reached there with loud 
sirens. Other government officials also assembled there. GBC world and 
other electronic media news channels also reached there. There was nothing 
left there except the heap of rubbles. 
             
<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<             
<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*< 
  
         The 2nd largest air craft carrier Marine Queen of Zulimistan was 
sailing ahead to secure possession of Marine star from MFP. The fleet was 
facilitated with special armed commandos trained for such purpose and 
filled with most modern arms and ammunitions. General Tony was the head 
of this fleet who had participated in several battles against Muslims 
previously.  
        On the other Jamil Shiekh on Marine Star was fully aware of this chase 
and was keenly waiting with his team for the arrival of Marine Queen to 
teach a lesson to the stupid Zulimistan Generals who did not know how to 
tackle the situation and always created more problems rather to solve. 
        Sitting in control room Jamil was talking to Jabran on his laptop 
computer. Jabran said him. 
        “No mater Mr. Jamil let Marine Queen also come. We shall do with 
them by God willing the exactly what was done with Marine star. 
Zulimistan has got serious set backs but still she is neither not facing the 
reality nor ready to understand the facts and figures of the current situation. 
They are not only barking like a mad dog but also have started biting 
others…” 
       “Sir, as you order Sir. God willing Marine Queen would also be in our 
possession soon, and obviously this was not part of our plan but as they are 
coming to hand over it to use then let it come….”…Mr. Jamil showed his 
determinations. 
       “Well Mr. Jamil I have sent some more commandos or super crusaders 
for your help. They will reach you till evening. You will need more men 
this time.”      
      Dr. Jabran enhanced his determinations.  
      “Thanks a lot Sir. Jabran, you have very fine mental power. We have 
only to obey what you say.” …Mr. Jamil thanked and admired Jabran’s 
qualities. 
       Then there appeared the image of robot Sunny on computer screen. He 
said. 
      “Please let me see my dear Sonia…” 
       Sonia robot was too eager to see Sunny robot. Sonia came on screen 
herself and spoke to sunny. 
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       “O Sunny we have not met for a long time. Are you well…?” 
        “Dear Sonia it is alright here. Tell me how you are…?” 
Sunny asked eagerly. 
      “To speak the truth I miss you badly.”… Sonia expressed her views. 
       “Yes same is the case here with me. I wanted to have long talks with 
you and love to you with high sweet passions. I wanted to remain in touch 
with you. I can’t live without you for long time….” 
      “Oh God knows how long MFP activities would continue…?” Sunny 
also expressed like passions. 
      “May I tell you one thing Sunny…” …Sonia asks. 
      “My sweet heart, my life, I can pluck stars from sky if you so order, I 
can bring moon to your door steps. I can dig the canal of milk to your door 
steps, I can do everything whatever you desire but one thing is clear that I 
can’t live without you my honey…” Now Sunny was driven by deep 
emotions of love and romance. 
      “You also looking very cute today my dear honey...” Sonia praised also 
Sunny. 
      “Oh my life, you have entertained me with your beauty. I feel you have 
occupied my heart fully and my heart is not more anymore.”… Sunny said 
passionately.  
      Hearing it Sonia blushed and said. “Stop this romantic talk Sunny, and 
don’t flutter me...” 
       “Oh my life Sonia, you rule over my heart since a long time. You have 
left me no more for anyone else, neither I can think of others. I always 
remain thinking of you and you live in my every breath and in my each 
heart beat. Please give me my life back to me my honey…”… Sunny said in 
praise further. 
         After such talks for some moments Jabran silenced them. 
         Then Jamil called all members and briefed them about further 
planning as to how Marine Queen is to be tackled. He told them that more 
super crusaders are coming in the coming time for or help in this mission 
from Headquarters. Jamil directed Sunny to establish contact with Satellite 
to collect data and tell us after analysis as to when Marine Queen would 
reach our limits.  
       Sunny pressed some buttons on his screen and established contact with 
the MFP Satellite. Image of a marine fleet appeared on its screen. All came 
close to have view of Marine Queen Fleet. Sunny told that he has shown 
pictures directly through contact with Satellite. 
        Mr. Jamil asked his members to have a close up of the fleet. 
Everything was there clearly visible. A very large air craft carrier along 
with some smaller ships was going ahead like a kingdom of sea waters 
ruling over the sea waters. 
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            Marine Queen People especially general Tomi would have never 
thought that their pictures were being seen by their enemies and their enemy 
was watching their movements moment by moment. 
       Then Jamil asked Sunny to pick up analysis. Some figures appeared on 
Sunny’s mini screen. Sunny began to read them. 
       “Sir Jamil, we shall be confronting each other only after two hours.” 
       “Thank you Sunny, now connect General Tomi at Marine Queen 
Fleet…”      
       Jamil thanked Sunny and gave further orders. 
       Picture of Marine queen again appeared on Sunny’s screen. Jamil 
directed sunny to exhibit the scene on large digital display screen in front. 
He did so and converted all images to that large screen. 
        Sunny flew and linked itself with large digital screen of control room. 
Marine queen was now visible clearly on large screen. Close up made 
General Tomi also visible who while sitting in his control room and busy in 
issuing orders to his men. 
       The moment Sunny linked own MFP Satellite with their satellite and 
established contact with general Tomi. As Mr. Tomi’s one of computer 
assistant told him that MFP is online then there was no limit of his 
confusion so he got perplexed and confused. He at once shown his hurry 
and asked his assistant to accept MFP satellite link call on their system. The 
assistant did so and soon Mr. Tomi was in dialogue with Jamil. 
      “Who is it...?”  General Tomi inquired the caller in state of confusion. 
       “Hello General Tomi, how are you, can you assess who has contacted 
you…?” 
        General Tomi was still looking into his computer in perplexedly on 
which Jamil’s words were being printed and Jamil’ voice was heard in his 
head phone. 
        “General Tomi, why are you so embarrassed, I was just kidding…?” 
Mr. Jamil astonished him further. 
        “Who are you and what did you want from me…?”…Tomi said in 
anger. 
        “Mr. Tomi you Zulimistanees always talk yourself as God.  
       What type of persons are you after all…?  You are not GODS but you 
are just humans like us. There was also a time in the past that Pharos also 
considered himself as GOD but his thoughts earned his humiliations at the 
end. And you have also already met like humiliations to some extent just 
some days ago and rest of misfortune is in store for you, understand Mr. 
Tomi! 
        You are coming to recover Marine Star for which we are fully prepared 
and waiting for your arrival to teach another lesson to negatively proudly 
cruel Zulimistanian Nation as we did so earlier. You will not be able to 
prevent yourself from our justice of humanity. You have been singing a 
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song like to bring others into justice but this was not justice rather you have 
been imposing cruelty and non human activities.” 
         As Mr. Jamil ended his comments, Mr. Tomi started his reply full of 
anger and said. 
         “You mad dog come near me to talk then I will tell you what general 
Tomi is. You must know me as I am being made of steel and who so ever 
confronts me shall be broken into pieces.” 
         “You are right to say General Tomi that you are steel man and that 
who strikes you is shattered into pieces but instead only glass made have 
been knocked by you so far who were destined to break down.  You have 
not yet stricken against other steel man and no other steel man has knocked 
against you yet so far. You people have succeeded yet in your cruel 
thoughts by attacking the unarmed helpless people of Kafaghanistan and 
Karaq. With the help of the world you have attacked weaker people of these 
countries and celebrated your victory. 
        Now you will see what MFP would make of you and what it is going 
to do. MFP abducted your beastly President David defeating your best 
security system. This is a big slap on your face as super power and will be 
remembered in the history for long times. Look how your DAACC was 
doomed. But remember that we have not yet taken our revenge in full. A lot 
is to be done yet. More devastation awaits you. We shall not take rest at all 
till we hold you accountable for each Muslim you killed without any solid 
cause and there are many lands where bloodshed of innocent Muslims still 
carrying on…” Jamil also manifested his anger and answered in befitting 
manner.  
        Other people of Marine Queen had assembled around General Tomi in 
central room and heard the conversation too with quite eager. Mr. Tomi had 
known a little that who was talking at the other end and soon after he took 
out himself from the thoughts of sea he disclosed his assessment and said to 
Tomi. 
         “If I am not wrong you are the people who captured our great Marine 
Star.” He was talking in his low tone in this time. 
        “Yes Mr. Tomi you have correctly identified us. My name is Jamil and 
I am a worker of MFP and one of devoted disciple of Dr. Jabran. He is the 
Jabran because of whose intellect and God given qualities you are badly 
loosing everywhere.” 
        “But I can’t understand that how had you captured our mighty Marine 
Star and where is General Frank and how did you fail defense system of 
Zamaril and destroyed it with your missile attacks…?”… Tomi exposed his 
perplexity.  
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        “Do not worry you will soon begin to understand when we shall hit 
you in the head. And yes General Frank has long before been shifted to 
MFP headquarters. Your beloved President David would also have reached 
our guest house by now…”…  Jamil disconnected link leaving General 
Tomi in the sea of surprising thoughts. 
        Now Jamil gave instructions to his team for attack on Marine queen 
like they did before on Marine Star fleet.  
        A plan was chalked out to fire rockets on Marine queen through 
helicopters while preserving missile stock at Marine star. 
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        Rockets were set at limit 2 of Black Helmet and these devices were 
also attached with helicopters while set at limit 2.  As many as 24 super 
crusaders rode in these helicopters and all also were provided black helmet 
device at limit 2. 
      And in Marine Queen after talking with Jamil various activities were 
started at the other end. General Tomi put entire forces at red alert but he 
was internally scared from MFP forces and their way of talking with him as 
no Islamic army commander talked and treated him like this before in his all 
Zulimistan army history services. He was dictated now badly rather before 
he had been in commanding position to dictate others but time never 
remained likewise, it has to change from moment to moment. To him 
chances of success this time were very slim because his mind still echoed 
with talks of Jamil still. The devastation of Zamaril and abduction of 
President David and destruction of DAACC all were in his mind. He was 
therefore scared but he concealed his fears from others. He had put his team 
in high alert for these reasons but feared inwardly that these MFP men 
would attack Marine Queen any time. 
       With these fears and doubts in mind while he was issuing different 
directions to his staff, the radar system of the Fleet blew sirens. There was 
unrest and tumult on the Marine Queen.  
       Everybody was running here and there on the deck. 
       On asking of general Tomi, he was told that radar screen showed two 
enemy aero planes but the planes are not visible to eye despite clear sky. 
Even telescopes did not help at all in this confusion matter. 
       Everybody was surprised as to what was happening and this was 
increasing moment by moment. Radar showings were not near the actual 
facts as when sky was searched all things were clear. After all it was held 
that owing to some technical mistakes radar screens showed false images. 
But thinking like this was in fact their blunder as soon after small security 
ships part of fleet were destroyed and drowned with rockets fires and radar 
system screens showing still enemy planes. 
        When General Tomi realized his blunder he ordered to send his fighter 
airplanes in the air for verifying the facts and figures and to analyze the 
thorough aerial studies thus the orders were followed and soon many fighter 
planes from Marine Queen were in the skies to counter attack the situation. 
But they were unaware that attackers had dropped their men on Marine 
Queen before leaving as Jamil had landed on marine queen with his team 
safely while wearing black helmet at limit 2 and helicopter had flown back 
after successful air mission. 
         Jamil sent robot Sunny for keen survey of entire Marine Queen and 
stopped at one corner to await his return. The robot Sunny wearing black 
helmet at limit 2 that made it invisible started surveying the gigantic Marine 
Queen. It got back after a while and told Jamil that General Tomi was lying 
in his bed room dead drunk. Jamil expected this situation already.  He 
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moved inside together with his team of super crusaders in invisible state and 
along with robot Sunny who lead them guided. 
        Walking through various corridors they reached the bed room of 
General Tomi who was lying in drunken state. The calm and cool and super 
intelligent crusader Jamil deputed one of his team members to gave him 
beating so that to bring him out from the world of dreams into the world of 
facts. The crusader moved forward, put tape on general Tomi’s mouth and 
tied his limbs and then showered fist blows and kicks on him. Soon 
intoxicating effects were over. Tomi saw around while being beaten and 
was surprised to see nobody around him. Some invisible hands were beating 
him badly and he was in a state of total confusion and physical pain and 
mental torture.  
        When sufficient beating had been given, Jamil stopped his man and 
removed tape from his mouth. 
        “Hello Mr. Tomi! Look how fast I have reached you as per my 
promise. You have done a great harm to yourself in bringing Marine Queen 
here. We shall use it also to unleash hell on you and devastate your further. 
To us you have done a favor and much our job easier...” 
       Jamil returned to limit zero and made himself visible and now there 
was no limit of Tomi’s state of confusion. Jamil faced no difficulty in 
capturing marine Queen and taking full control that of in his hands. He gave 
same three options to Marine Queen Staff which he had given before to 
Marine Star mariners at the time of possession. Any way a large numbers of 
mariners opted to jump into ocean just like mariners of Marine Star. Some 
however preferred to sit and by MFP. Marine Star also reached there a little 
after. Both Fleets aircraft carriers started heading towards Zulimistan.  
             
<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<             
<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*< 
 
       It was headquarter of Zulimistan international broadcasting Network in 
Korkgow city and Mr. Imran while standing outside ZBN with his MFP 
super crusaders was issuing mission instructions to his team. 
       All of these were wearing black helmet at limit no 2 in invisible limit 
form. After deliberating for some time they decided to go inside. 
       ZBN was telecasting breaking news of MFP occupation of over Marine 
Queen pending their usual normal routine TV programs. 
       Walking through different rooms and corridors super crusaders reached 
at least LIVE TV PROGRAM TRANSMISSION TELECAST ROOM. 
Imran sent one super commando to switch room with special instructions to 
lock security guards in the room so that they could telecast their recorded 
CD on air as long time as they wished.  
       Now Imran proceeded to studio where some observers were issuing 
their comments live on air. Entering studio hit the producer in his head 
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while remaining in invisible form and made him fainted and also over 
powered the assistant producer. He locked the studio from inside. 
       A very interesting situation was created there. Cameramen were 
recording observer comments with their cameras on the sets while from 
inside the control room Imran’s CD was actually being telecasting on air 
over the world. 
       Video CD was compiled having recorded message of Imran wearing 
mask. 
       “O people of Zulimistan as know that your president had been abducted 
and sent to MFP headquarters, your defense headquarters DAACC has been 
destroyed and your closest ally Zamaril has not recovered its massive 
devastation. We people of MFP are now at your heads to launch an attack. 
We are here to devastate Zulimistan and raze that to ground. We have to 
hold Zulimistan rulers accountable for all of their cruel acts. 
      We have to take away false pride of Zulimistan and lower its haughty 
head. We have to put an end to unending series of cruelties that Zulimistan 
inflicted on Muslims. We have to liberate our nations from the dangerous 
claws of Zulimistan and its allies. We have in short to raze Zulimistan to 
ground so that it should stop thinking of increasing on weaker nations over 
the world. But in our view people of Zulimistan are quite innocent. All 
cruelties were inflicted by policies made by mutual understandings of 
Zulimistan Presidents, army generals and heads of ZSCIA and ZSFBI under 
false pride of their might.  
      We are going to catch them all. We will not take vengeance from you 
people unlike your forces who massacred on innocent Muslims. They had 
targeted our innocent unarmed people. There should be some difference 
between a man and the beast.   
       I warn you that you should vacate all military centers, nuclear centers, 
arms factories and cantonments at once so that the innocent people would 
not be killed by our invisible missile attacks.  
       You people should see how we intruded deep inside your country and 
accomplishes big tasks. Your mighty army failed to do us any harm. Your 
ZSCIA and ZSFBI are all helpless to stop our activities at all. In short we 
have to raze to ground and demolish all military cantonments, explode arms 
and ammunitions depots, destroy all missile stores, demolish all arms 
factories and have to unarm Zulimistan completely as it had been using its 
might and arms for the destruction of world peace due to which world has 
been reached a point of where uncertainty of lives prevail everywhere and 
where economic instability increasing day by day. We will destroy all its air 
craft carriers by our invisible missile attacks. We have to destroy its 
economy as well and will try to crash the Zulimistan currency so that it will 
never rise in the future world to destroy world’s peace. 
       But we wish that respected citizens should not fall prey to our attacks. 
It would be in your own interest to stay away from our targets. Better you 
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go too far away places. We allow you one day time to go away for the 
safety of innocent people. We want not to behave like a beast as Zulimistan 
and its allies did behaved. 
       Yes you people must see the residence of your president Green House 
being razed to ground after sometime. I would like to tell you one more 
thing that if you want to keep away from massive devastations you shall 
yourself wreak all of our targets. This will make our jobs easier and we will 
leave your country much early. Otherwise we will have to stay long to 
achieve our goals…” 
      This message was telecasted all over the world simultaneously through 
world leading TV channels. But there was a great disturbance and uproar in 
ZBN building. 
       Nobody knew who played this CD and how…? During this uproar men 
were sent to switch room to suspend the electricity supply to the building 
but this room was locked from inside due to that security guards were being 
called urgently. Then the efforts were made to enter the live telecasting 
studio but it was too locked from inside. In short five minutes long message 
completely went on air till situation could be handled. 
       On other side the entire Green House was filled up with powerful 
bombs and super crusaders deployed there and they were awaiting red 
signals from MFP headquarters. Imran was the in charge of mission there 
and he has to press a button to raze the entire building to ground in just a 
few moments as when signaled from MFP.  
       In order to telecast destruction of Green House live cameras were 
installed all around the house as well. Imran issued ‘all set ok’ signal to 
MFP headquarters  just after completion of CD in the ZBN center as the 
signal from MFP base unit sent to Imran’s base unit in Green House. And 
these were being linked through MFP satellite link system. So the button 
was pressed then by Imran on remote control device at once.  What 
happened…? Entire Green House was engulfed in high explosions 
everywhere. This entire process was went on air and telecasted live all over 
the world through TV cameras already set in the vicinity by MFP Satellite 
Link system. Entire Green House was turned to debris and reduced to ashes 
within seconds. The entire world viewed this disaster live. The MFP’s 
satellite and link system was so modern and splendid that only five minutes 
were taken in the completion of this process. (Completion of CD in the 
ZBN center and simultaneously explosions in Green House) 
      Imran left control room after interval of 5-6 minutes wearing black 
helmet at limit no 2 in invisible limit. Doors were opened and with leaving 
of control room the previous telecasting comments again appeared on TV 
screens. 
      The entire staff members inside the ZBN building from cameramen to 
engineers knew nothing what happened to them and still nobody believed 
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what and how and why happened and who did all and how did it all within 
past 5-6 minutes…?  
      Imran together with his team came out from ZBN building with care 
and left whole ZBN staff inside bewildered as to what had happened…? 
      The messages telecasted worldwide intelligently through collaboration 
of MFP amazing satellite and by the satellite link system and the complete 
destruction of Green House created irreversible panic in the world. This was 
another reason that all previous deeds of MFP were so successful that all 
super powers were completely shaken. Their defense system had all failed 
altogether. 
      The large best secret services of these super powers appeared to be 
helpless. The same secret agencies that had a name and good fame and good 
past history but they now appeared to be just novice as compared to MFP.  
All of their technological advancements were of no help to them at all. The 
entire world was amazed as to what MFP was after all. They come like a 
demon, perhaps as they appear, do their acts and then disappear in wink of 
eye. 
      This is why the people believe that their message to be true the world 
over and knew MFP would do as they said. Their terror was therefore 
increasing moment by moment. Under these circumstances the heads of 
other states contacted the acting President of Zulimistan Mr. Hilton and 
convened an emergency Summit meeting as they had only 24 hours left at 
their disposal. 
       Since it was impossible for all heads of countries to reach Zulimistan 
on this short notice they all decided to assemble in Asian country Katurkia. 
       Every one wished that Zulimistan should be saved from coming 
disaster. How strange it is that when Zulimistan attacked Karaq and 
massacred innocent Karaqi people, no country in the world prevented it 
from playing havoc and instead helped him in infliction of cruelties. 
       Similarly when Zulimistan brought about inhuman disaster in 
Kafaghanistan the country of the world turned blind eye and helped not the 
weak Kafaghanistan.  But now when it was turn of Zulimistan to pay the 
price, all had run to its rescue.  
       Anyway the heads of big countries reached their soon and meeting 
commenced. Forceful speeches were delivered. Soon President Hilton came 
to address. 
      He started his speech. 
      “My friends, on the very outset I express my gratefulness to you for 
responding to my call in positive manner and came here despite you are all 
so busy in your respective countries. The situation is clear to all of you. 
MFP has at this moment over passed all limits in its terrorist activities. We 
have not only to give it an exemplary end but also weed out all like 
organization in all Muslim countries. This is no more a war between 
Zulimistan and MFP but between peace loving countries like us and 
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terrorists. If they are not eliminated they will deepen their roots in other 
countries as well…” 
       While his speech was in progress the Katajermany President Mr. 
Bashrove took the floor and interrupted his speech shooting. 
       “President Hilton much has been done but you are still harping the 
same old string. We stood by you at all occasions of yours need despite our 
knowledge that were on the wrong. It was our compulsion we had to stand 
by you. Our people never wish that have we reluctantly helped you. You 
were against wishes of our people and inflicted sufferings on poor helpless 
Muslims. In fact they are fighting war of their existence per force of 
circumstances. But keeping this fact in our mind we continued your 
assistance in your cruel policies. 
 When you shed their blood we kept in action with you but now you 
are exceeding your limits Mr. President. Please listen it carefully with open 
ears that we shall not help you now in any of your operation against any 
Muslim country. 
       We have already inflicted many cruelties in these Muslims. To be 
developed and to have modern weapons and equipment do not mean that 
you should rush towards oppressed people. In that stead to be a developed 
country should mean that we should provide opportunities to people of 
under developed countries to rise and become developed so that people of 
these countries could also have prosperous lives like us…” 
        The angry speech of President Bashrove was followed by complete 
silence. The heads of all big states were gazing each other and with mixed 
emotions. President Hilton wanted for some one other to break the ice and 
negate views and expressions of President Bashrove. But still he was alone 
at this time and nobody in this summit was showing any sign of any support 
to him of any level. At this time President Hilton was all alone not only in 
this summit but he was all alone in the world over. Perhaps Nature had 
decided something different at this time.  
        After all the President of Katafrance Mr. Cherington broke the ice and 
addressed the Summit. 
       “In my view it is right time to show President Hilton his real face 
because he has crossed already all his limits. We do not want that 
Zulimistan own war should enter our own countries and our people be 
doomed. Please remember that this war is sole creation of Zulimistan which 
she has mounted on other countries of world in pursuing of her own 
wrongful policies. I fully appreciate these ZTA men who had done the 
complete analysis of forthcoming events to be held in Zulimistan and had 
done their level best to make things hoe to Zulimistan rulers with the fond 
hope that rulers would mind their ways but Zulimistan helm men turned 
blind eye to them. These Zulimistan ruler class instead inflicted massacred 
on ZTA men through their secret agencies. 
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       It means that overwhelmed by mighty power the Zulimistan’s rulers did 
not spare their own citizens and had thousands of innocents compatriots 
killed. We have been observing the circumstances keenly right from start. It 
is therefore beyond our patience and we will not let Zulimistan shatter the 
virtues of humanism. We are sorry and we are ashamed that we supported 
Zulimistan in its mal deeds and turned Muslims over enemies…” 
       While audiences was still in admired of Katajermany President 
Bashrove’s speech then the President Cherington cemented the effects 
further. Then the Presidents of all European countries stood up to second 
the views of President Cherington and President Bashrove and offered full 
support to their views. All heads of Europeans states delivered speeches in 
line of President Cherington and President Bashrove.  
       President Hilton had never expected such a harsh reaction. He pleaded 
his cause to be held but in all aspects he got not a single percent success to 
gain any support from the participants of this summit and he failed 
completely.  
        In the long run he accepted his defeat and left solution of problem to 
them. This change of his mind encouraged others among audience. 
        President Bashrove again took the floor.  
        “This is the only solution of the problem at this moment that President 
Hilton should go back to his country and should contact ZTA leadership 
very urgently and beg their pardon for killing their workers and accept all of 
their demands so that Zulimistan is saved of disruption in within its 
territory. 
        Likewise President Hilton should also beg pardon of Muslim countries 
at an emergent press conference admitting all past mal deeds against people 
of these countries so that vengeance of people of these countries is appeased 
somewhat. One thing I can make it clear that the economic losses being 
suffered by these countries due to totally unjustified war imposed by 
Zulimistan and by us as allies should be fulfilled by giving handsome 
amount of financial aid on urgent basis. In this way the negative passions in 
their hearts for our like countries will replace by positive and peaceful 
thoughts. In this way we will be able to promote peace in the world and 
actually indirectly we are protecting our own citizens all over the world. 
And you know very well that our citizens being kidnapped, murdered and 
beheaded all over the world and unfortunately it has been a common 
practice. To promote peace in the whole world it is the only way rather to 
use armed utilities or intelligence services. 
       Moreover we shall also pressurize and persuade MFP to stop taking 
revenge further from us and suffice to whatever they have done. We shall 
ask them to stop and assure them 100 percent satisfaction for not doing 
more any negative activities against any Muslim country in the world on 
our behalf so that the peace would exist in real sense the world over…” 
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        All those persons in the conference hall seconded the suggestions of 
President Bashrove with open arms and wide clapping and so the meeting 
was over. 
       President Hilton flew back to Zulimistan with hopeless thoughts. He 
called emergent Press Conference at Fugonton city airport the moment he 
arrived there and spoke out there exactly what was advised by Summit. 
       “As decide by us all at the Katurkia summit meeting new steps shall be 
taken to enforce peace all over the world without the discrimination of 
Muslims and Non Muslims. I, President Hilton, therefore make voluntary 
confess that we indeed inflicted cruelties on Muslims and attacked them 
wrongfully violently, bombed their areas, use our influence to impose 
undue restrictions on them by World Nations Forum. We should have not 
done all that. We are sorry for that and we are fully ashamed of our 
misdeeds. 
        We request Muslim countries and MFP kindly to stop vengeance. We 
beg their pardon and request you to suffice what has already has been done 
and come forward to join hands with us for nice friendship so that the 
people should live in peace all over the world. 
        Beside above I also boldly and ashamedly confess voluntarily in all our 
mal deeds in which the government was involved in recent massacre of 
ZTA workers. We shall therefore accept all ZTA demands and request them 
also to stop their activities at once…” 
        President Hilton’s confess puzzled already perplexed world. But MFP 
rejected President Hilton‘s Press conference altogether.  
        MFP issued message to big newspapers and TV channels by fax and 
by emails that read as under; 
        “The helm men of Zulimistan and its allies should know that 
Zulimistan shall have to pay the price because what it sowed so shall it reap. 
Kajatapan had forgiven Zulimistan over nuclear attacks. This is why 
Zulimistan became fearless and went on progressively on other world 
innocent nations and has been repeating such atrocities likewise she did on 
Kajatapan. If Kajatapan would had done tit for tat and also taught a lesson 
then world would be standing in quite safe place from Zulimistan mischief. 
      Similarly if we are very nearby our victory and forgive Zulimistan then 
this injured cobra snake would again lift its venomous head and harm the 
world over by inflicting atrocities on weak and oppressed nations. It is 
utmost necessary to remove this venomous head of the injured cobra and 
purify the world from its venom.  
       We have learnt a big lesson from history. Yes we can do once forgive 
and to spare the Zulimistan’s allies at present because they have realized 
their vices. We therefore give them the last chance but if they did not give 
up their policies against Muslims we will do treat and teach the lesson as we 
did for Zamaril and Zulimistan. 
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        Lastly we request people of Zulimistan that they should vacate all big 
mansions, soldiers should put off their uniforms and vacate cantonments 
immediately. The security personalities should move away from 
ammunition depots as only 4 hours are left in time of our ultimatum. We 
mean what we say and we shall do what we say and what we say we 
understand well. We shall take down the pride of Zulimistan from its roots. 
We shall shatter its might.  We are doing all these not only to save Muslims 
from atrocities of Zulimistan but also to let people of other countries heave 
a sigh of relief because they also suffer of Zulimistan assaults in one way or 
the other.” 
       ZTA seconded MFP stand view point. They took the plea that; 
       “We have been enlightening already these consequences from long 
time. We knew that that time would come when Zulimistan would be left 
alone in the world and that time has come. If Zulimistan rulers would have 
place their heads to our suggestions and acted upon our recommendations 
then it would have not suffered this exemplary end. Zulimistan proudly by 
using its might inflicted countless cruelties and sowed the hidden seeds of 
hatred against it in the hearts of people of Muslim countries. There is no use 
of such development. There is no use of such satellite system. There is no 
use of scientific inventions that are used against humanity instead of doing 
well to humanity…”…. 
        On rejection of dialogue by MFP and ZTA Mr. Hilton felt helpless. 
People stared vacating large buildings in view of MFP warning. They took 
with them whatever they could. They feared building would collapse any 
time. 
      There was state of terror all over the country and Zulimistan had 
mounted the word of terrorism on the world was itself under its clutches. 
The Government machinery had flopped altogether. Rulers all claims 
proved a hoax.  All law enforcing agencies of government completely failed 
in all circumstances. The words of MFP message were seconding in the 
hearts and minds of people.  
        They were running for safety here and there under the state of high 
graded fear. Some were running on vehicles, some on buses, some by trains, 
some by air planes and a big numbers of people were running on roads as 
there was jam traffic.  
       Turmoil was everywhere.  Mothers were running while not carrying 
their kids, fathers were running without their kids, brothers were running 
having no thoughts about their sisters. In short it seemed as if it was doom 
day in all Zulimistan cities. Big mansions and even cities were being 
vacated in fear of destruction. 
       News channels were telecasting the scenes live in fullest manner. 
People of entire world were looking to exemplary end of a super power, and 
this super power was so proud in its might that it never permitted any 
criticism towards its mighty policies.  
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       The same super power under trance of its supreme power flew high 
above at 7th sky in pride. The same super power that enforced its words of 
mouth as law and its allies fully favored it. But today all had left it alone 
and it was the high of bad luck of it that Zulimistan was completely helpless 
in this state of its people’s perplexity.  
       There was no power in the world where could save and rescue 
Zulimistan people from present state of destruction and anxiety. There was 
traffic jam on roads all cities. Vehicles were all around running away from 
cities. 
       It appeared as some action film was being in progress. This was a live 
show and people the world over were viewing it but were unable to do 
something for its prevention. 
      This was the scene of ordinary people. Army soldiers too were leaving 
their barracks in haste. Taking off their uniforms they left their weapons and 
tucks and were in hurry to leave and vacate the cantonments areas. They 
were the same soldiers and commandos who were past master in shooting 
unarmed persons only and injuring them or making dead and they were 
experts in doing so. 
       They were the same soldiers and commandos who experts in blood 
shedding of helpless people only and who killed Muslims and Muslims 
alone and always by using their skill of  killing innocent unarmed humanity 
all over the world especially in Islamic world. This was so as these were 
only trained for only such purpose. 
       But today they were afraid of those unknown and invisible fear. They 
were supposed to save and serve their country men running here and there 
but instead these soldiers were running for their own safety purpose and 
were running from here and there in troops in state of fear and confusion. 
Great special commandos of a great super power were struggling to save 
their own lives just like frightful cats. 
       Who could tell from the scene of running commandos that these 
persons were special super commandos of a super power of Zulimistan who 
had shed massive blood in Kafaghanistan, Karaq, Kalibya, Karan and 
Pastan through their fearful and violent exercises but now these were 
running like rats. The reality was fully exposed to entire world. 
      Their president was abducted from amidst them but they would do 
nothing to prevent abduction. Their DAACC was ruined but they could do 
nothing to save it. Their Green House was destructed into pieces but they 
could do nothing to prevent its destruction.  
      One can wonder for what they were name as super commandos…?   
      On the other hand the Marine Star and Marine Queen both in control of 
Jamil Sheikh had reached Zulimistan coast. 
 
 <>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<             
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       Dr. Jabran, President David, prime minister Robert Bony, Gulbaz 
Sharif and Mrs. Bay Kabeera all were busy in dinning a dinner at MFP 
headquarters. Sonia robot was hanging in air nearby.  All the happenings in 
Zulimistan were visible on Sonia mini digital screen. 
       “Mr. David you would have not even ever dreamt that someday 
Zulimistan people unconcerned with fellow men would run helter shelter in 
state of worry and everybody would be anxious for his own safety only.” 
Jabran hinted about the situation to David. 
       “Mr. Jabran, do not be so proud. Indeed we are in distress and mercy 
but this is all a temporary phase but take it granted that I or my successors 
would get a chance to hold you accountable for all of your mal deeds. We 
shall not give you time to react against us…” President David was 
determined and adamant still. 
       “Never mind Mr. David if you do not realize your position on this 
much disaster, what could be our fault like…? There lies always bad planes, 
helplessness and misfortune of Zulimistan people that there were always 
rulers of negative thoughts like you and this is height of your foolishness 
that in spite of realizing hard facts you are still living in the world of fools. 
It is due to such rulers that Zulimistan people suffer this agony.”… Dr. 
Jabran replied him in details. 
       “Oh, masses do not know what is to be done and when…? This is the 
task of rulers only how to protect lives of people and chalk out policies to 
help people lead better lives.”… President David stuck to him at once. 
       “Let us admit that you were right to do all acts for the purpose you just 
defined. Whatever you did you did for the betterment of your own people 
Mr. President. But the question is whether your deeds really proved 
beneficial to people. Is the present scenario part of some horror film…? At 
all not Mr. President, as we all just saw on our robot Sonia digital screen 
showing via live satellite coverage of whole Zulimistan and in those scenes 
your people in all big cities were running here and there for only their 
safety. These are the people for whose you and your predecessors in office 
inflicted countless miseries on Muslims. You snatched their sleeps in the 
night. You snatched their peace of mind on the day. You shed their blood in 
stream full quantity.  At last you people tore apart human values until time 
reached where neither your people nor our people were in peace and 
comfort.  
       But now God willing with the grace of ALLAH Almighty peace would 
prevail all over the world. We shall shatter your power and bring you to trial 
in account of law.  The decision pronounced by court would alone set your 
destiny…”…         
       Dr. Jabran elaborated his determination. 
       “It is not proper Mr. Jabran to overwhelm with joy over just a small 
achievement. Happiness is one that is permanent.  Whatever you may do we 
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shall must teach you such a lesson that your coming generations would 
remember for long times.”… Mr. David kept stuck to his stand. 
        “Some body had rightly said that when eyes and brains are obscured 
then only God can save such persons or the nation…? It is right in your 
view that entire population of your country is running for safety and you are 
left alone in the whole world. Your old allies even have withdrawn their 
ever support. 
      Only a few hours before your allies met in Katurkia country where in all 
pronounced not to stand by you or support you any further and advised you 
in open words to beg pardon of Muslims while still you keep talking foolish 
like mad men. I am extremely disappointed to meet you and quite surprised 
on the depth of your intelligence. To be true I had a very fine image of you 
in my mind that the head of such a large country must have virtues but sorry 
to say your intellectual level is not higher than one of primary school 
student. You are not even fit for a job of primary school teacher. It is pity 
that man of your caliber was made head of a super power. It is misfortune 
of Zulimistan that they had rulers of your sort. Brains of your allies are 
super minded to you. They did realize the critical nature of the situation and 
tendered an apology and saved their nation from disaster and Muslims 
vengeance. But you are harping on the same string. Such a person is only at 
God’s mercy. 
      Come on I will show you some facts so that you should awake from 
your deep slumber. But I however doubt you will.”   
     Then all of them rise up and go to adjoining room. Some computer robot 
flies along. There are several other computers as well in the room. This is 
main control room of Dr. Jabran from where he controls MFP worldwide 
net work and its Satellites. 
    There is a large digital screen in front. Jabran asks Sonia to attach itself 
with large screen so that the scenes on its mini screen are displayed on large 
screen dully magnified. 
      Sonia obeyed at once. 
      Then Dr. Jabran told Mr. David that they would see after a while as to 
how we will destroy your military cantonments and ammunition depots, air 
force ports, navy arms and ammunitions and sea fighter ships, and 
headquarters of terrorist secret agencies like ZSCIA, ZSFBI. 
       “Mr. David in a matter of few hours no large building would exist in 
your country just like you did in most of Islamic countries. It is nothing but 
tit for tat.  
        We have targeted many of big mansions of your country. You may ask 
how…? Listen carefully our satellites in the space over Zulimistan at this 
moment are moving. There are equipped with the most modern LASER 
GUNS. I will control these Laser guns from here. I have already fed 
complete data of your all big army installations and buildings. I will check 
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these buttons one by one and laser guns of my satellite shall reduce the 
buildings targeted at into ashes in matter of moments. 
       In my super server I have fed complete data of your military bases, 
arms and ammunitions depots, Missile stores, navy installations, air force 
installations, head offices of all government departments and all military 
cantonments and also your nuclear centers. 
       You cannot guess what huge and potential power this small room 
possesses in which you are sitting this moment. From this same room I am 
controlling and have controlled my members scattered all over the world 
and issued to them necessary instructions. Satellites in space are also 
controlled from this small control room and here in this room you will see 
how my laser guns devastate Zulimistan….” Jabran told them in details. 
       After some time very few were seen running from cities on the screen. 
       Entire rush was visible in highways outside the city while roads inside 
looked deserted. 
       Mr. Jabran focused all cities through satellite and satisfied himself that 
all cities stand vacate by citizens along with all large and small buildings 
have been vacated also and the masses of people shifted elsewhere. 
      Now Mr. Jabran concentrated his attention to his computer and did 
some work on key board. Then writing appeared on monitor in front and an 
image of a large building also appeared along with a digital voice that was 
also audible like this;  
     “City Fugonton city” 
     Target No 1….building name…ZSFBI, Intelligence agency Headquarter. 
     Laser gun is ready for destruction of target…: 
     Master control waiting for Dr. Jabran’s OK” 
When Mr. Jabran pressed Ok button, a digital voice again emerged. 
     “Is the target building without people in it…? 
     Is the target building empty…? 
     Does it was vacated..?” 
     “Ok…” said Dr. Jabran 
     “Please proceed…” Dr. Jabran responded to digital master control. 
   Then again that digital voice was heard. 
       “The target shall be effaced from the earth in just 15 minutes….” 
       And right after 15 minutes all of them saw that target building of 
ZSFBI Headquarter of Zulimistan that had appeared on screen was hit by 
laser waves coming from space and destroyed it completely rather turned 
into a heap of just ash. Then again appeared an automatic digital voice in 
the room; 
       “Actions completed, target destroyed and laser is ready to hit next 
target. Dr. Jabran….” 
      Jabran told David that likewise he would destroy military centers, 
atomic centers, one by one in just few minutes and in front of David and 
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David may not prevent this destruction except while rubbing his hands. He 
may keep looking how MFP destroys Zulimistan. 
 

 
 
      Now Dr. Jabran clicks next target and picture of another large building 
appears on screen. An automatic digital voice is heard simultaneously; 
      Jabran then clicks another target while digital voice being heard 
likewise. 
      “Kaglasscin city..Target no 2, 
       The military base cantonment” 
  And the entire cantonment is vanished from the digital screen in just a few 
moments. 
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      Mr. Jabran clicks another key and the digital screen read; 
      “Dacona City ..Target no 3. 
      The Missile Factory.” 
  And this factory also vanished from screen in few moments. 
      All guests were sitting in control room in the state of extreme confusion 
and amazement. Mr. David who had shown patience from long stood up in 
rage rushed to Jabran and caught him by his hair and shouted. 
      “Stop, stop you beast how much more cruelty you would inflict on my 
country…? Leave something behind at least some thing….” 
      Dr. Jabran’s guard moved forward and separated David from Jabran at 
the instance. Jabran gave a big slap to face of David. However Mr. David 
continued shouting while being beating by Jabran. After all Jabran 
exhausted and left beating of David. 
  “What should I leave Mr. David…? Have you left something intact in 
Kafaghanistan? Have you left something intact in Karaq…?  
      Did you show even a smallest element of mercy in inflicting cruelties on 
Muslim nations and in imposing restrictions on them…? 
      Did your terrorist intelligence organizations ZSCIA and ZSFBI and 
your allies under your influence left any room in imposing repeatedly trade 
restrictions on Muslims countries…? 
      You always used platform of World Nation Forum for inflicting 
atrocities on Muslims and you never showed compassion.  
     Why I should compassionate them…?  
     Why I should compassionate them…? You tell me stupid ruler.  
     How will justify your completely non human cruel past activities and 
almost most of these were against only Muslims…? 
     (Jabran again gave a sharp slap on David’s face.. Jabran continued…) 
     To very action there is a reaction, and there is Tit for Tat, you must 
remember these golden words. Your cruel acts are countless and which of 
them may I count…? 
     (Jabran continued……..)  
     It is quit recent that you old right hand friend Zamaril split apart all 
human values in Kafelistine and not a single word of anger for Zamaril 
came from your tongue to stop innocent humans killings in Kafelistine, you 
backed its cruel acts fully or rather I should say that you aided Zamaril in 
inflicting of all cruelties. You should also remember that this cruel jackal 
Zamaril has been remaining in busy in all kinds of brutalities, non human 
and cruel activities in Kafelistine since many years. And your non sense 
policy makers and your stupid friends always backed Zamaril, shame on 
you all. 
     You have not left any chance of compassion for you in the hearts of 
Muslims.  
     What should I preserve for you….?” 
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     Then Jabran stood up, rushed towards David and started beating him 
again with kicks. Then he hits him with fist blow.  Then he left David and 
started beating Mr. Robert Bony. 
      At last Mr. Gulbaz Sharif stopped Jabran and to appease him he said;  
      “Stop please, Mr. Jabran, let in first hit our targets in full then we shall 
see   these people later in details, these are here under our thumb…” 
  Dr. Jabran positively responded to Gulbaz’s request and gave up beating 
them he leaves them then and says while gasping; 
       “You are right Mr. Gulbaz Sharif, we must achieve our all targets first 
of all then we can settle our score with these dogs like persons later. But he 
had angered me through wrong assertion…” 
       “Mr. Jabran! With this nice head on your shoulder why could not you 
control temper…? I am surprised so much to see that. I think that Mr. David 
should be put to judicial trial so his fate should be decided by his own 
nation as clearly planned. Beating of this sort might prove fatal to Mr. 
David. Please Jabran keep your head cool.” 
       “Be composed, this much high temper would not pay.” Mrs. Bay 
Kabeera too advises Jabran. 
       “I am grateful to both of you that you kept me from going astray in 
emotions. I would otherwise have killed this dog today…” Jabran thanked 
them both when calmed down and continued his dialogue. 
       “But please think a bit how he became so much emotional over to his 
own side while we have just only destroyed their buildings only and saved 
innocent lives of their citizens. To the contrary whenever they bombarded 
our people the destroyed buildings and mosques and killed thousands of 
innocent harmless persons as well. He felt no conscience or remorse then, 
Why, Why, why (Jabran uttered repeatedly) 
     Why his intellect did not work then…? 
      He never realized that Muslim blood was equally red blood as blood of 
non Muslims also red. They only and always care and bother for a single 
drop of blood of their nation and on the other hand they have been 
responsible for huge bloodshed of Innocent Muslim nations many times in 
all over the world. 
  Why this injustice, who will answer….?  
  When both bodies and blood of Muslims and Non Muslims are alike then 
why were they discriminatory in observing humanitarian norms in religious 
and regional basis. Their allies also supported them fully and disrupted 
peace the world over. 
      They spared no effort in infliction of atrocities on Muslims. Either they 
attacked and made physical assaults or imposed restrictions and economic 
restraints and declared Muslims terrorist and made them aloof. In their so 
called success the electronic international media also supported them to a 
greater extent. This media has been always playing a key role to present 
Muslims as Terrorists. Also there are other tools of disinformation 
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spreading parameters like books, novels, movies, magazines, columns, etc, 
all in attempts to defame Islam and to show wrong picture of Islam and 
Muslims the world over. There are like drama scenes or scenes of an action 
movie. The director is behind the scenes and that is an actual performer and 
others are just performing what being directed or paid for that. 
      What the hell of these all…? 
      What they want from us to do, to bend our knees to their orders… 
  Oh no, it will never happen.  
  They think wrongly, they have misunderstood us and also they have also 
under estimated us.  We will teach a lesson to these foolish rulers and policy 
makers and we have taught a lesson to them that will be remembered for 
long times. 
       Now when we have reacted and they have started crying. I was hint 
upon just to drawing this tongue out of their mouth which they used only to 
haul always on Muslims and declaring them terrorists. I would have had 
their hands chopped or cut them by saw which they used to sign orders 
against Muslims and Muslims had to face perplexities and negative attitude 
everywhere in the world…”…. Jabran finished his comments which were 
full of fact and figures. 
      “Come on Mr. Jabran, cool down a little bit. Please bring your attention 
to your rest of your job. You have already dealt a severe blow to Zulimistan 
and finished that adequately. It is better to fire your laser gun on rest of your 
targets than to debate a mad man like David who is a cruel Satan in shape of 
man….” Said Ayatul Subhani while advising Jabran. 
        Jabran therefore resumed his computer laser work and did some key 
board work and passed some directions to the computer. Target appeared on 
screen with a digital voice reading as; 
      “Boridegon city Missile Manufacturing Factory …. 
      Target No 4…” 
Laser rays appeared in big digital computer screen and destroyed that target 
after a while. 
      Jabran again clicked next target. 
     “Gasington city,  
      Target no 5. 
      Main Zulimistan Missile Manufacturing Factory……” 
Then this factory too perished beneath thick smoke. 
Jabran’s next click showed on screen. 
      “Target no 6… 
      San Blandon city…. 
      B 62 jet Fighter Manufacturing Factory.” 

 
       And after a while this factory making bombard aero plans that were a 
big terror to world was also reduced to ashes. Jabran again clicked the 
mouse and target appeared as 
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      “San Aiens city, 
        Target no 7. 
         San Aiens Atomic Energy Center..:” 
  This was the biggest atomic energy center of Zulimistan. There was a large 
stock of nuclear weapons of Zulimistan. Before pushing buttons Jabran 
looks to David who was shivering with fear. 
      “Please Mr. Jabran leave it, leave this factory for God sake. What the 
hell you are going to do with us…? Leave this factory at least for my 
country. It is fruit of our several years’ efforts. The destruction of this center 
would bring about multiple destructions. We shall be left with nothing. We 
have invested great wealth on it. For God sake spare it. For God sake spare 
it. We shall give whatever you may demand in leaving it.” President David 
was now requesting Jabran as hapless person. He was almost begging. 
      “Oh David, do not worry.  This is not all you have yet to see a lot. If felt 
disturbed over it then how would you view coming more scenes. As to your 
request to stop why do you forget time and again I will not forgive 
Zulimistan this time at all. I am determined to crush it and nobody can stop 
me from doing so, you listen to me with clear ears. …. 
…Oh…you were proud to own this large atomic energy center then let us 
see what I make of it…?”… Dr. Jabran stands up from his chair, steps 
towards Mr.  David and re speaks to him. 
      “Mr. David, I am an ordinary scientist but I am not a tyrant like you to 
destroy this large center and expose people of the city and around to nuclear 
radiation hazards. 
     The moment I destroy the nuclear center and I would manage an 
artificial rain mixed with a chemical agent made by me to wash radiation 
effects. You will see how it would rain from artificial clouds to save 
atmosphere from radiation pollution. So this atomic center too would perish 
without spoiling atmosphere.” 
     The moment Jabran stopped talking David fell himself on Jabran’s foot 
and started wailing; 
     “For God’s sake do not destroy this center. For God‘s sake do not. You 
may destroy everything in my country but kindly spare atomic centers, aero 
plane factory and missile factory. Leave something please to us for our 
better future. I humbly request.” Mr. David continued uttering these words 
while catching Jabran’s feet. 
     Jabran kicked him away and said; 
      “You son of a bitch! When Zamaril acting as a rogue had destroyed 
atomic reactor of our brotherly country Karaq and in other Islamic 
countries,  
then through world did not a single country warned Zamaril or put 
restrictions on it. Your allies and your so called world nation’s forum had 
not only kept on complete silence over it but also bucked up commonly 
known terrorist Zamaril. 
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       Muslims countries raised voices of protest hue and cry and wailed but 
all these fell in deaf ears and all big powers kept silence….” 
       President David lying on floor while injured views these proceedings 
and again calls to Jabran in great despairing status, almost a state of mental 
shock. 
      “Mr. Jabran! I am convinced of your intelligence but you are not acting 
wisely in this matter. You cannot put a supreme power to harm in this way. 
You cannot destroy our century’s long hard work. For God’s sake do not do 
so. Please have some fear of God….” …… 
      Jabran ordered one of his guards to lift David lying on floor and make 
him sit on a sofa. This guard dragged him and seated him on nearly sofa. 
Then Jabran talked to him; 
      “If you had feared God yourself as well then Mr. David you and your 
nation and our nation all would not been turmoil today. If you would not 
stop talking I will silence you forever. This is a unanimous decision of MFP 
Supreme Council that you will be sent back to  
Zulimistan alive so that you can face judicial trial for your mal deeds. Or 
otherwise I would have put an end to your long before and you would have 
been facing accountability for your cruel acts in life beyond death.” 
  Silencing David Jabran reverted to his job.  Mr. David could not resist 
speaking out and said; 
     “Mr. Jabran! We had never inflicted such a cruelty that you are causing 
to my nation. Please think a while and stop it all.  
      Why do you want my powerful country to turn a helpless poor abode…?  
      Why do you want to leave us to mercy to other countries…?  
Why do you want to make us dependant on others…?” 
     Jabran could not this time resist that, he rose and beat up Mr. David with 
fist blows and kicks. Mr. Gulbaz Sharif and Ayat Subhani separated Jabran 
with great difficulty. Jabran took in water to cool down and returned to his 
computer work.   
      Mr. Jabran in this way destroyed big mansions, military bases, 
cantonments, missile building factory, atomic centers, ordinance factories, 
and Government headquarters etc with satellite laser guns and  
Zulimistan that was a super power only few hours before was turned to a 
wretched country army of which had perished, currency had crashed, 
official machinery had been destroyed, large industries and factories had 
been effaced from earth, atomic power snatched, military might and 
capabilities crippled, sky rappers and big mansions of which had been razed 
to grounds and big dams, roads, bridges of which had been destructed. 
      Mr. David looked to these devastations in a helpless status and was 
unable to do anything for protecting any of his installations because he had 
already been badly thrashed and wished not to be beat in further. 
      When Jabran had finished its task Mrs. Kabeera and Gulbaz Sharif 
congratulated him on his success. 
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      Jabran thanked them, and then he looked towards the sky and thanked 
God on his success and then performed ablution offered thanks giving 
prayers and placed his forehead on ground in prayer and started wailing. He 
uttered words; 
      “O God How can I express my gratitude that you picked me up for 
service of Muslims and other human beings to promote world peace by 
getting rid of these snakes which are enemies of world peace...., O’ God 
you are great, you are most superior and the highest, all praises are for You. 
      O’ God! Forgive me if I had taken life of any innocent in this process. 
You have power to forgive. Only you can salvage and award me great 
forgiveness. I am thankful to you that you have bestowed innumerable 
capabilities to me using which I have taught a lesson to enemies of World 
peace and relieved the whole world from treachery of Satan so that we 
should secure peace. These are the persons due to their cruel polices there is 
demarcation being created between different religious communities of 
world especially Muslim and non Muslim communities. And this is the 
main reason due to that the peace of world is being disturbed. I have tried to 
secure the world peace as much as by eliminating these Satanic like 
destructive anti peace forces. Please God accept my efforts. I will be very 
thankful to you for this great kindness…….. ” 
 
>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<             
<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*< 
       
       The horrible destructions in Zulimistan took away all its pride, 
economy was shattered, banks were collapsed, trade centers were out of 
businesses, all big arms factories had succumbed to satellite laser attack of 
MFP. The military might and nuclear power much of these had been 
destroyed by MFP and Zulimistan that was at the top of developed countries 
and super power was turned to a poor helpless and week country. Nobody 
other than Zulimistan itself is at fault this for this devastation and misery. 
There were her own sinful wicked and cruel acts that created several 
enemies and earned extreme hatred in the world over and nobody 
responsible for its bad fate. When you enter someone’s house and pelt 
stones then house owner has full right to retaliate and teach you a lesson 
exactly this had been happened to Zulimistan because it went very far in 
tightening noose against Muslims everywhere in the world and Zamaril has 
been bucked also for the same. 
      No Muslim country in the world was saved from its conspiracies and 
evil deeds. Moreover other small poorly developed nations of the world 
were also not comfortable in keeping mutual relations intact.  
      When oppressions and cruelties increase to a certain limit then the 
oppressed get enough courage to settle the scores and to give back what 
they have received.        
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       ZTA (Zulimistan Thinkers Association) foresaw these eventualities and 
raised hue and cry but official machinery barred them away. ZTA wanted to 
save people from like consequences and had kept on pressure on policy 
makers to make such policies so that hatred against Zulimistan should be 
reduced in the world over and create love instead.  
     Entire world shook with this fate of Zulimistan. Nobody had ever 
thought of like exemplary and the worse consequences. People of the 
universe had heaved a sigh of relief.  
      Muslims countries in particular were happy. The countries that stood by 
Zulimistan in its atrocious acts were now fearful about their own fate.  They 
feared MFP might take action against them as well. 
      MFP had on the other hand issued clear ULTIMATUM to Crowngland 
and the people there were caught in great tension and disappointment. The 
people there were urging Crowngland’s Government to avert MFP action 
against it somehow or others. Other countries friendly to Crowngland were 
also in contact. 
       Emergency meetings were being held, telephonic talks were going on, 
video internet meetings were arranged on emergency basis in which heads 
of states of Crowngland and other friendly countries had exchanged views 
remaining confined to their own countries. Very important decisions were 
made through video internet meetings. Under these decisions these 
countries made confession and said that they were ashamed of their past 
standings by Zulimistan in those all anti human none civilized cruel 
unjustified activities against Muslims and they beg pardon of Muslims.   
        They will therefore boycott Zulimistan and they shall take Muslims 
along in development making and they keep away from all negative 
activities against Muslim consequently. They appealed MFP to stop 
Crowngland from fate of Zulimistan and instead to provide a chance to 
Crowngland for providing compensation to people and rectify their past 
mistakes. MFP has already taught a due lesson to Zamaril and Zulimistan. 
        Since MFP has wretched Zulimistan it will take years to stand on its 
feet again to become stable, we all would boycott it and extend no help to it. 
This would be sufficient deterrence to Zulimistan. MFP may therefore 
desist from like action against any country among past allies of Zulimistan.  
      These decisions were given wide range coverage and publicity  
through electronic media all over the world. An interesting situation had 
been created. All of its allies had boycotted Zulimistan when it was in need 
of help. Potential helpers had their own fears. 
       Member of MFP including Dr. Jabran were reviewing the current 
situation keenly with these changed circumstances. After all Jabran did not 
prolong suspense and emailed his satellite speech time to all international 
channels.    
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    Entire world was eager to hear the speech of the finest brain in the world 
and the moving force of MFP. The time of speech at last came. The people 
sat around TV sets and computer sets.  
       Dr Jabran commences his satellite address; 
       “Greetings to all people of the world, you all must have several 
questions, doubts and fears in your minds.  There must have been many 
talks about Muslims that these people were terrorists, fundamentalist with 
their negative inclinations and if such thoughts haunted your minds then 
you are not at fault as it was natural. Such thought have been imbedded in 
your brains and sometimes force was applied to ingrain these ideas on your 
minds. Using strong electronic media Muslims nation was dubbed in a 
wrong way despite the fact that Muslims has always been peaceful and 
peace loving and they had always stood by peace enforcing powers. 
       We are peaceful nation and we love to live with peace. Our history is 
full of such peaceful devoted activities. The proof of our peace loving 
nature is very clear from our current missile attacks on Zamaril. We had 
taken every care there to ensure that life and property of people is saved. 
Similarly in pour recent satellite laser gun attacks on Zulimistan we assured 
protection of lives and properties of citizens of Zulimistan. We do not act 
like Zamaril and Zulimistan who crushed innocent Kafelstinees, to death 
under chains of their powerful tanks, who bombarded innocent people of 
Karaqees and killed thousands of innocent Muslims. Those are who 
massacred Muslims in Kafaghanistan by firing bullets and throwing 
powerful bombs. 
       Had we so deserved, we could expand sphere of our attacks on 
Zulimistan and killed people in vengeance but we are not enemies of 
humanity. We have always been peaceful but till such time any other hurt 
our ego and does not tease us unduly. 
       We are sorry to that people of  Zamaril and Zulimistan had to go 
undergo state of fear on account of our targeted attacks but this was the only 
way to teach their rulers a lesson but if you decide impartially and honestly 
you will  surely  find us on right path in our struggle for our existence , 
struggle for our rights , a struggle  to combat the enemies of peace who 
misusing Islamic religion to distort the world peace   and to create  
differences between Islamic and no Islamic world that is the main reason to 
disturb the peace of world. This is why we have fought for protection of our 
nation as each person is caring for his own nation. On the other hand 
Zulimistan and its allies imposed on us their wills and orders just to show 
our hegemony and super might. They had subbed Muslims forcibly to thrust 
their demands. 
       Look to their double standards, that you became nuclear power and 
threatened others with your might but when a Muslim country tries to 
acquire this power,  you and your allies rush to depress that country and to 
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threaten that country and de cap its efforts by imposing economic and other 
restriction on it, why these double standards…? 
      What a pardon and injustice it is…?  
      Whenever any Muslim country tries to get nuclear capability then the 
entire world rush to forbid that country and put urgent restraint. O’ my God, 
O’ my God what is going for Muslims…?  
      Leaving other side the world nation forum that is supposed to be 
representative body of all nations also always provided full support to only 
serve the one sided interests of Zulimistan and always imposed restrictions 
against Muslims.  If we call this so called world forum, the forum for 
protection of Zulimistan’s interests, then we would not be wrong in our 
assertion. It is matter of sorrow that not a single country in the world 
criticized Zulimistan and its allies. Zulimistan and its allies therefore 
continued their atrocious activities and used Muslims countries as chess 
scores.  
      Anyway victim when oppressed once tends to bear with that as weaker 
side lacks power to resist but when oppressed repeated twice, thrice and 
more and continues that because of victim’s silence then the victim’s 
patience becomes a tool for self defense and it acquires inward will power 
to resist like a hungry loin. This is the stage that when any one acquires then 
nobody can stand before them. We are example one of such victim of 
atrocities. 
      We have committed no crime and have only instead settle our scores 
and cleared our accounts, we have done what is admitted right of all 
oppressed persons to do. We have given back to Zulimistan and its allies 
what we were being given by them. I warn all world powers for future that 
tradition set by Zulimistan which divided world into groups should beat 
once discarded and given up. 
      The division on account of region and religion were promoted which 
culminated in riots and people peace of mind was robbed. People had to 
suffer state of unlimited fear. Anyway we have taught Zulimistan a long 
lasting lesson. But now we request other countries in the world as well that 
such trials should be ended. 
       A trend should be set to improve brotherhood in the world over. 
 The developed countries should take along underdeveloped countries. The 
world Nations Forums should be allowed to work impartially and it should 
be made representative forum of all nations in real sense so that no country 
can be  highjack it and use that for personal interests. 
       For God’s sake people of the world should correct that opinion about 
Islam. Islam is at all not religion of terror; it is peaceful religion and 
preaches to keep peace always. History stands testimony that Islam had 
never liked terrorism. Zulimistan did almost try every tools of 
disinformation to defame it and created hatred against Islam to serve narrow 
ends. 
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       The next essential matter is that some countries have requested us not 
to assail Crowngland’s installations in the manner we did in Zulimistan. 
Never mind, we do understand that we have given adequate punishment to 
settle our scores. If Crowngland minds her ways we shall not do any harm 
to it. We have however one condition to impose that Zulimistan and 
Crowngland should be must left alone for next 50 years. All countries 
should cease all types of relations including trade relations with these 
countries. All countries should boycott these two countries………….”   Dr. 
Jabran concluded his internet satellite speech. 
       Dr. Jabran’s speech was heard all over the world with keen interest.  
People of Crowngland at least heaved a sigh of relief as MFP intended to do 
no harm to them. The only worry was 50 years long boycott. Countries of 
alliance thanked MFP that not only it adopted a right course but also 
regarded their request not to attack Crowngland. They promised to set up all 
headquarters office of World Nations Forum in some Islamic Country so 
that Muslims are relieved of the sense of deprivation. It was intact a 
welcome move for the improvement of peace in the world over. 
      In Zulimistan after this horrible destruction people rose in revolt and a 
situation of civil war was created. They demand that entire official 
machinery should step down from power and entire system be made over to 
ZTA because government had failed to listen ZTA warnings given before 
and had instead massacred ZTA workers including ZTA Presidents. 
      If ZTA demands were met before then Zulimistan would have averted 
the present disaster. Firstly official machinery resisted demands for vacating 
power but later was obliged to invite ZTA for formation of Government. 
ZTA President assumed office of President of Zulimistan accordingly. After 
taking oath the new   President of Zulimistan addressed to his nation. 
      “My dear countrymen and the people the world over in general and 
Muslim brothers in particular, I am sorry that for the sake of this office I am 
now occupying the former President of Zulimistan framed and pursued such 
policies which endangered the world peace and the world peace was badly 
destructed. Muslims were targeted repeatedly for inflicting atrocities.  The 
person sitting on this presidential seat forgot that every dark night is 
followed by day and every day is followed by night and every nation has to 
face the music and pay for their mal deeds and mal functioning.  They also 
forgot that as history stood testimony, no super power captures super 
position for ever.        
      There was time when Muslims enjoyed super power. Then other world 
super powers appeared into scenes of supremacy to get the status of world 
super power. All had glittered for limited time and their sun of power was 
set at appropriate time. Only virtuous deed lasts forever which is 
remembered in history. 
      We have firm belief that forced rule over the world cannot work and no 
government should stay on force of naked power. In that steed governance 
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should be based on mortality, good behaviors, solution of people problems 
and winning of people hearts. The oppressed in underdeveloped countries 
should not be prevailed upon by sheer force of being a developed country. 
      There should be no governance by force like governments of my 
predecessors.  
      In a way MFP has destroyed entire base of our power but if my atomic 
and economic resources were intact I would still have told this world that 
Zulimistan stood for love, peace and fraternity for the world in general and 
Muslims in particular. Zulimistan calls back its secret agencies and agents 
from all countries from today. All offices of secret agencies in other 
countries shall be closed from today. All military bases are going to be 
wound up. All military personals working in other countries are being 
called back. 
        Entire army and ammunition are being had back home from other 
countries. Rather we are disbanding army altogether. We do not need armed 
forces for our progress. Millions of dollars spent on army would be saved 
and utilized only for the welfare of masses. We are focusing more towards 
research facilities in cancer diseases, medicines and to improve the living 
standard of poor grieved humanity. I request other countries of the world 
also to put an end to their military budgets and spend defense funds for the 
welfare and betterment of their citizens. 
       We are unarming our all soldiers and winding up whole ever military 
power is left behind. We shall concentrate fully for the welfare of our 
people rather to spend money on army and ammunitions or to disturb the 
integrity of other poor countries of the world. The world population in 
general and Muslims in particular should shed off hatred and doubts about 
us. They will have not the least harm from our actions. O yes we resume 
hearing of ZTA complaints and suit against Ex President David and army 
chief etc so that justice is done and accused persons are convicted and 
punished. We therefore request MFP to hand over to us former President 
David for his judicial trial here in Zulimistan…..”  President of Zulimistan 
completed his speech to his nation. His speech was given very warm 
welcome throughout the country. Actually it was a moment of relief for the 
nation. 
 
 *<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<             
<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*< 
 
       A vast multitude of people had assembled at Fugonton international 
airport today. More people were pouring on. Some were coming in groups 
while others were arriving singly. Most of people groups were being led by 
ZTA leaders. 
       It was unique day today. The Former President of Zulimistan Mr. 
David who was abducted by MFP zealots in astonishing manner was 
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coming back to the country by air. He was coming back to face the judicial 
trial while accompanied by Dr. Jabran, the MFP president. 
       The relevant flight after all reached which was being so eagerly 
awaited. Present President of Zulimistan and ZTA president Mr. John had 
come himself at airport to give warmest welcome to Dr. Jabran. Zulimistan 
people regarded Dr. Jabran as their savior. Dr. Jabran was given full 
protocol as that is given to heads of states including guard of honor and 21 
cannon fires.  
       While guard of honor was being presented to Dr Jabran, former 
President David was got stuck up in crowd of angry people who were 
anxiously waiting for this moment. People were already annoyed of him. 
       They started beating David. He was being called by bad names and also 
being thrashed. People were chanting slogans against him. This situation 
was not expected by security forces there. A few security guards were 
unable to control the mob. They were helpless. More Security guards were 
reinforced on emergency basis. Till more troops could be reinforced 
President John and Jabran on receiving information cancelled welcome 
ceremonies and rushed to rescue to control the mob.  President John spoke 
to the people on mega phone and appealed them to cool down…. He said; 
        “Dear countrymen! I understand your emotional thoughts but please 
keep away from talking law in your hand and leave Mr. David to us. We 
have called him back to Zulimistan to have his judicial trials with respect to 
his past mal deeds. We have to fulfill all norms of justice. We have to 
maintain dignity and honor of the court. This is why I request you to release 
Mr. David….”  
   President John did appeal but nobody paid head to that and kept beating 
David.  
        On persistent appeals from Mr. John a people did responded negatively 
and kept on beating David. At last a local leader of ZTA came forward, 
took mega phone from Mr. John and said; 
        “Mr. John you are President of both ZTA and Zulimistan but today you 
don’t seem to be the President of ZTA in any way. It was this man who 
murdered our dearest Present Mrs. Sheila. This cruel person massacred our 
thousands of workers in Zulimistan. Have you forgotten this all so soon…? 
Are you real ZTA member…? 
          May be you have forgotten but our memory is not that week as you 
have. We still remember all those scenes of massacre. We still view in our 
mind dead body of Mrs. Sheila soaked in her blood. We shall hold this cruel 
beast to count for each death and ach murder of ZTA member who all gave 
their lives for the freedom of peace not only in Zulimistan but also in the 
world over. This wolf in man’s clothing not only inflicted cruelties to 
people of all world but  also quenched his thirst with the blood of own 
countrymen, and unleashed barbarism inside the country. How can we 
forgive him, never, never, never shall we forgive this beast……?”  
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       The local leader was extremely emotional and people seconded him 
what he said and situation was fast going to be beyond control. 
       Mr. David was target of kicks and fist blows and was being beaten 
continuously. When some security guards moved forward and tried to 
secure David but the uncontrolled people with great anger hit them back as 
well. Mr. David the former President of a world super power, the ex chief 
executive of mighty Zulimistan would never have dreamed the present 
humiliating and painful situation. How could he think of it before…?  No 
wise and intelligent person in the world could think that powerful president 
of a super power like Zulimistan would be facing consequences of his mal 
deeds in this manner and undergo nature’s retaliation.  
       This was same David who once living in protected Green House 
bounded by high walls enjoyed  most modern comforts with powerful 
security  ring around and  also enjoyed being the president of most powerful 
country in the world when words of his mouth were given due weight  as 
final words all over the globe.  Today he was facing the same music at the 
hands of his own men which he had been playing for others. When people 
did not stop beating despite repeated appeals of President John  then Dr. 
Jabran came forward, had the mega phone and said addressing people;  
        “O, the men of consciences who roused voice against cruelty and put 
up resistance. I fully feel your emotions and honor them fully. I also feel 
your pang of pain that you suffered in recent pat but what you are doing 
now is not the right path at all. You should wait a bit further to send this 
man to gallows. If punishment of this sort was feasible we would never 
have brought back him. We could ourselves give him exemplary 
punishment of painful death that has descendants would not forget….” 
       Listening to Dr. Jabran crowd came at stand still. All stopped beating 
and David facing thrashing heaved a sigh of relief. The security guards 
facing public anger were also got relieved.  Mr. David was lying on ground 
insane bleeding profusely. He was given first aid at once on emergency 
basis along with fresh drinks. As soon as he recovered from agony a bit, the 
caravan then moved ahead to its destination.    
 
<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<             
<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*< 
 
       Supreme Court building was packed with people inside and outside. 
Famous case of international importance was to come up for hearing once 
again which was filed by ZTA and adjourned due to explosions of Supreme 
Court building and killing of Judges. 
       All honorable members of Supreme judicial court reached the court 
before time and chief justice also arrived soon. 
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  International electronic media men were also there with necessary 
equipment to give live coverage to court proceedings. Proceedings started 
on arrival of chief justice. The ZTA council started his arguments first. 
       “My Lord chief justice and respectable members of jury!  I will not 
debate long on my point today because what we had said was proved to be 
true practically with passage of time. We have been warning before hand of 
the circumstances that prevailed in Zulimistan. We identified the persons 
responsible for these consequences in clear words to the court and people 
from time to time. 
       Had our submissions been considered seriously then Zulimistan would 
have saved of this horrible destruction and Zulimistan would have not 
become destitute the accuse persons are not only responsible of destruction 
in Zulimistan and Zamaril but also answerable of disturbing peace all over 
the world. 
       Your Honor! These demons include all previous presidents of 
Zulimistan and army chief, and chiefs of intelligent agencies SFBA, and 
ZSCIA who followed and enforced unwise policies of their precursors and 
flattered them. 
       I urge and appeal the honorable court to convict these power hungry 
beasts possessing satanic thought and punish them so that their successors 
should learn a lesson and avoid committing same anti peace actions. 
       Moreover when sentence awarded to them would help to appease the 
victim of their polices in the world and let their passion of vengeance 
subside and hence we ourselves would be saved of vindictive attempts…..” 
He completed his arguments. 
       The arguments of ZTA lawyers interpreted the feelings of all men in 
audience. The moment he concluded his submission people gave him 
rousing applause by clapping hands. David sitting aside with bandages on 
his body and was facing slogans raised against him. 
       Some people tried to catch hold of David to give thrashing but security 
guards were alert this time. They saved David from being beating of angry 
audience. Chief justice warned the persons in audience in given situation 
and ordered all of them to vacate the court room. People protested but 
police was called on. They promised that if allowed to stay to attend the 
court hearing then they would view the court proceedings calmly and no 
shouting would be repeated. 
       The court proceedings resumed thereupon. Chief justice addressed Mr. 
David; 
       “Why Mr. David the list of your crimes is so lengthy that in my view 
no punishment is provided in statute books collectively for your sins. Tell 
me what would have you have decision if you were in my seat in given 
situation…?  To my personal will I want to award such a punishment to you 
and to your accomplices who set an example for all times to come…” 
      Mr. Justice heaved a cold sigh and again said; 
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       “Come on I would tell details of your crime. You gave incised cruelties 
on people of all over the world. You massacred your own countrymen. You 
had the Supreme Court Building destructed and killed the supreme judicial 
council in all including chief justice and shattered the judicial system of 
homeland causing irreparable loss.  
       You massacred thousands of ZTA workers, these ZTA workers were 
compatriots and not outsiders. You did not spare your own countrymen 
even. You killed millions of people in Kafaghanistan for no valid excuse. 
You created turmoil in most the Muslim countries.  
       You ousted Muslims governments from power for mere raising voices 
against you and also disrupted international peace to bring your crowns in 
power. You fully supported Zamaril to assist her in inflicting cruelties in 
Arabian countries in general and Kafelistine in particular. You misused 
Zulimistan might and acted like a rogue.  You misused Zulimistan 
developed resource only to inflict cruelties on others. 
       You spoilt Zulimistan’s economy. You and your cronies framed such 
policies and acted in such a way that people of all world developed strong 
hatred against Zulimistan. You made every effort to isolate Zulimistan from 
the entire world.  Bedside these crimes you committed innumerable other 
crimes as well, the deep examination of which would require long time. 
       Do you want to say something or now I will have to proceed expiate 
and pronounce my judgment…?” 
       Mr. David appeared extremely confused at the moment. He kept gazing 
here and there for some time. He was injured and multiple bandages were 
on his body. He rose and started his deposition in low suppressed voice for 
court record.  
       “Your honor, Mr. Chief justice,  I realize that while holding 
Presidential office I made several wrong decisions and tore apart the golden 
principles of humanity so much  so that concerted  by brute might I cared a 
fig for himself own citizens. 
       Your honor I admit and confess that I had killed ZTA president Mrs. 
Sheila unjustifiably. So I admit and confess that I got thousands of ZTA 
workers killed without any good solid cause and I feel sorry over that. I am 
ashamed of my mal deeds I really deserve to be given exemplary 
punishment. So please do not delay awarding me punishment, your honor! 
So that people of my country may feel a bit relieved of agony they have.  
       And as the crime alleged against me regarding our activities in other 
countries and policies pursued I admit them all and agree that my policies 
proved to be counter productive.  
      The world peace was definitely disturbed and destroyed due to me and 
my colleagues mal deeds and unjustified superimposed ant human policies. 
I do not know why we inflicted atrocious acts on oppressed people of other 
countries as well as our own citizens. I want to give last message to other 
supreme powers of the world that there is nothing like keeping peace and 
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they should not use this might and development to threaten and to overcome 
the developing nations. It is their basic human right to live and design their 
own lives in the best form as they want. I am sorry and ashamed of my mal 
deeds that I snatched this basic right from the common men of poor 
developing countries. I want to give message of peace to the world today 
and would warn others to keep our present sad plight in their view. When 
you inflict persistent brutalities on oppressed people your might would turn 
out to be the power of oppressed victims who will pay you the same coins 
in vengeance and make you end very bad as we have been made.  
       I wish we could accept ZTA demands on time, would that it had been 
so and if it so in real sense then we would have been saved of present 
disasters. I want to draw attentions of the world to most important aspect 
which was pointed by our late President Mr. Modugtin that although we are 
responsible of disrupting world peace but very powerful Jewish lobby had 
been working shoulder to shoulder with us. This Jewish lobby has very 
strong influences in large banks, trade centers, trade organizations, and 
governments of other countries and brought all of them under their thumbs.  
       Sir! This lobby always continues its efforts to bring under control all 
world resources of water, minerals, commerce, gold, banks and oil. They 
exercise full control over several governments in the world on general and 
Islamic governments in particular. They hold key posts. They always hold 
their interests supreme. They are so influential that they have the 
constitutions and laws amended to serve their end. 
       Sir! This Jewish lobby enjoys full influence in Zulimistan as well. They 
have their men working in congress, think forums, political parties, secret 
agencies, army and electronic media. They enjoy such a strong influence 
which is beyond the concepts of Zulimistan people. Zulimistan acts 
according to their whim and fancy. 
      We have always been under compulsion to respect their wishes.  I tried 
to implement my policies for the betterment of my nation but I admit that 
many times I could not implement my policies due to this Lobby’s heavy 
influences in our Government machineries 
      Sir! There have been some conflicts and repulsion between Islamic and 
Jewish followers since many centuries and this is another root cause of 
world peace distortion. With due apology to Jews and Muslims I must 
would say that the policies influenced and imposed by fundamentalist 
Muslims and Jews have always been a danger for the world peace. But this 
is a minute fraction of their nations and they are very powerful. The both 
nations have not learnt any lesson yet from the past. 
        I think the root cause of destruction of world peace is due to that the 
fundamentalism or radicalism thoughts being increasing in almost all 
leading religions of world. When one religion does not accept other religion 
then violence comes into existence and to every act there is reactionary 
counter attack thus the peace is distorted. And the same is happening in the 
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Middle East region. When Zamaril attacks Kafelistine then Kafelstinees in 
turn do the same. Similarly when Kafelistine organizations disturb Zamaril 
then Zamaril in turn replies back with its missiles attacks. Thus every time 
there is bloodshed of humanity in both areas.  
       Sir! I can’t blame only one religion by saying that one religion is 
responsible for world peace destruction or terrorisms. I must say that many 
militant organizations came into existence only due to unresolved issues 
between Zamaril and Kafelistine, and Kakashmir issue between Pastan and 
Syndia, and between Kachechneya and Kazussia. You know well that we 
call these militant organizations as terrorists but on the other hand they call 
them the freedom fighters. This difference in thoughts about terrorism and 
freedom fighting in world’s different regions is another root cause of world 
peace destruction.  
       Sir! Due to dead locks in resolving these issues the militancy level is 
increasing day by day and the shape is even also changed. Now suicidal 
attacks are routinely performed like as these are kid’s game plays. By doing 
suicidal attacks these people explode their bodies into pieces and that is 
totally not understandable. Unless we do not take serious steps to resolve 
these world’s peace threatening issues I warn all world on behalf of Ex 
president of a world super power Zulimistan that militancy in all over the 
world will increase to such a horrible extent that we will not be able to 
control them even with highest standards of arms and ammunitions. 
         Yes, only table talks can resolve these issues. Without negotiations 
there is always failure at the end in all peace restoring attempts. See we 
could not succeed in Kaveitnam, Karaq, and in Kafaghanistan and we had 
to run away from these invaded lands. As a result of our aggressive invasive 
planning, the consequences are very bad and the damage is irreversible. We 
lost billions of dollars, thousands of our army men and heavy disasters in 
our economics. Moreover our nation is suffering from endless poverty, 
unemployment, and lawlessness. The invasion by power and show of power 
is not the solution of any problem. This is the important lesson we learnt by 
many our failed invasions in different countries of world. 
        I think due to complete or at least minimizing the conflicts between the 
three main religions of world, the religious scholars of Islam, Jews and 
Christians should sit together round the table and to resolve their issues in 
order to convert the world into one peace body. 
       We have reaped what we sowed but who will teach them a lesson. 
When shall we hold them accountable for their mal deeds…? 
   I put this question to all nations of the world…..”  The former President 
David had his deposition recorded in state of great distress. 
       After this statement the chief justice ordered to close the hearing and 
said that the decision will be announced tomorrow. Mr. chief justice and all 
honorable jury members stood up and left the court room. The former 
president and his colleagues were still in the court room encircled by the 
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armed security guards. The audiences were gazing at them with great anger. 
Again intense shouting against them started. Nobody was admiring their 
confess.  
       Before that conditions would become uncontrollable again the guards 
tightened the around circle and brought out them from back doors in the 
background of intense shouting against Mr. David. 
             
<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<             
<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*< 
 
       The Day of Judgment has come. The court room again was 
overcrowded and was full of people and international media personals. 
Among them the ZTA workers were in majority. Everybody was awaiting 
the chief justice and their decision. The live coverage of proceedings was 
being in operation. Billions of people in the world were sitting before TV 
sets and computer sets and awaiting this historic decision anxiously. 
Different opinions were being circulated about the decision. 
       The events circumstances and arguments had already set the case in 
favor of ZTA. The confess and statement of Mr. David cemented ZTA case 
further and filled all gaps. The supreme judicial council faced no difficulty 
in arriving at unanimous decision. 
       At least the historic decision was announced by the chief justice. The 
Supreme Judicial Council convicted Mr. David and his colleagues and 
sentenced them all to LIFE imprisonment. Therefore all former presidents 
of Zulimistan, chiefs of army staff, chiefs of secret agencies like ZSCIA and 
ZSFBI were sentenced to life imprisonment for their countless crimes.  
        In response to this surprising historic decision strong positive reactions 
came in Zulimistan and also in the whole world. There was no limit of 
happiness of people of Zulimistan and people in the world over as most of 
masses were expecting this sort of result. It was the victory of ZTA. It was 
the victory of Truth and failure of Lie. It was the day of victory of ZTA 
struggles for which it was made and millions of ZTA workers had sacrificed 
their lives and even the beloved late President of ZTA lost and gave her life 
for this noble cause.  In fact there was happiness everywhere in general and 
in Islamic world in particular. Entire Islamic world had also looked forward 
to like decision. It was a really historic decision that will be remembered in 
the history of world for long times. It was a new trend set decision for time 
to come. This will change the mutual relations between world nations so 
that they will live peacefully. The nations will forget all their differences 
which are very dangerous for world peace. 
             
<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<             
<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*<>*< 
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        In view of fast changing circumstances a summit meeting of all heads 
of states in the world was convened so that all countries should peruse a 
unanimous line of actions that is acceptable for all nations of world so that 
peace of world would be guaranteed.  
       All heads of states met in Katajermany today and heated sessions were 
going on there. President of MFP Dr. Jabran was specially invited as guest 
of honor and when he came in the conference room then he was given very 
warm welcome. All heads of states in their respective speeches had 
specially made a mention of Jabran and his team and thanked him 
individually and collectively with applauding hands. It was due to his sole 
efforts that the world had freed itself from year’s long at all useless cold 
war and barbaric policies and violent activities of Zulimistan and has also 
united at a common platform to provide peace and comfort to people of 
their respective countries. The countries wherein Zulimistan had set up 
military basis were happy in particular.       
      These military bases had snatched their freedom. 
      All rulers had assembled here on humanitarianism grounds irrespective 
of all religious, racial and regional attachments. 
      Dr. Jabran was invited to address the meeting at the end.  Dr. Jabran 
presented a 9 points based comprehensive peace project to all countries in 
the world.  
 
         The details of agreed 9 points Of World Peace Formula as below; 
 
        The main object of this Formula is so that all nations begin to live 
peacefully and pay regards to each other irrelevant to religious attachments 
and territorial and racial limitations and to destroy all anti peace forces and 
convert this world into one peaceful world. 
 
          1... That all countries shall respect the integrity of other countries 
and refrain from interfering in the internal affairs of others. 
         2... That all countries shall wind up and disband their secret 
agencies. 
         3... That all countries shall dismiss and terminate their respective 
armed forces so that huge expenses made in the name of defense could 
be used for welfare of people. 
         4… That all countries shall lift bans of visit visas so that people 
can come and go in any part of the world freely. 
         5... That the developed countries shall take will help the 
developing and underdeveloped countries whenever needed. 
         6... That people of all countries shall enjoy complete freedom of 
religion and everybody shall be free to offer prayer to Allah Almighty 
as he wished. 
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        7... That all countries shall exercise strict control over growing 
sexual liberties and shall prohibit advertisements about sex, sex 
enhancing all kinds of literature like novels, sexy films, and the most 
dangerous weapon of mass destruction the INTERNET SEX. 
        8... Only one and same currency shall remain in circulation and 
use all over the world. 
        9... All banks and financial institutions will commence interest free 
banking. 
         With minor variations and short discussions the presidents of all the 
countries signed this charter of world peace in big applaud. 
         Different committees were constructed to enforce the different clauses 
of charter of peace could operate easily and world may proceed and march 
forward with strong determination to live in peace. 
 
 
 
 
 
***********     The End of Novel    ************** 

******** End of the conflicts of World Nations ****** 
**************  And the Beginning of World Peace  

***** Beginning of living with Peace in each part of World ****** 
****….Allah Almighty (God) Bless you all…**** 

****…May you all live in peace for ever...**** 
****…A positive effort for World Peace promotion By;…**** 
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